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General introduction 

The microscope is an essential instrument to visualize objects that are too small 

to be observed with the naked eye. For centuries, considerable and continuous efforts 

have been made to design and develop various kinds of microscopes with ever 

increasing performance. Today different types of microscopes are available for 

diverse uses in a variety of fields. They can be classified in many different ways. For 

example, microscopes such as the atomic force microscope (AFM), the scanning 

electron microscope (SEM), the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) are now very 

well-known instruments for their high spatial resolution in nanometric scale; they are 

widely found in industrial and academic laboratories. These platforms are tools of 

choice to address a large scope of applications in different fields like materials 

characterization, biological sciences, medical research and food security inspection, to 

name just a few of them. Microscopes can also be categorized by means of their 

operating frequency. In case of AFM, SEM and STM they are able to investigate 

materials/devices at MHz frequencies or even lower. So, one of the challenge in the 

microscopy field is to propose solutions for characterizations at higher frequency. It is 

worth noting that recently, platforms working in the terahertz frequency band have 

been developed such as the near-field scanning optical microscope (NSOM) which 

has established its ability in the local evaluation of materials under test. Indeed, the 

exploitation of these characterization tools helps to acquire different kind of materials 

properties. However, one can notice that dedicated instruments working in a routine 

manner are still lacking in the gap between MHz and THz frequency bands. This 

work is a contribution to the efforts made in developing microwave microscopes to 

fill this gap.  

One advantage of the microwave technology is the penetration ability of the 

microwave signals into the materials/devices under test, offering the possibility to 

collect information at the surface but also in depth. Thanks to this possibility, 

characterization tools like resonant cavities, waveguides and transmission lines have 

been developed to estimate the electrical properties of materials/devices such as 

dielectric parameters and impedance. However, it is well known that the spatial 

resolution given by these conventional microwave methods is theoretically limited to 
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around half of wavelength. To bypass this limit, known as the Abbe limit, and achieve 

a sub-wavelength resolution, the near-field microwave microscope (NFMM) is under 

development. The NFMMs are equipped with microwave near-field probes that 

confine evanescent fields to regions which are significantly smaller than the 

wavelength of the operating frequency. Therefore, these microscopes are able to 

resolve sub-wavelength features, providing resolution much higher than the classical 

Abbe limit. Thus, the NFMM appears as a useful tool for the local characterizations of 

materials. Nevertheless, microwave probes usually present a high impedance (several 

kΩ) compared to the 50 Ω characteristic impedance of the microwave measurement 

instrument (i.e. vector network analyzer / VNA). This mismatch, resulting in a poor 

measurement sensitivity, is one of the main bottlenecks of this characterization mean. 

Different techniques of matching have been proposed to solve this impedance 

mismatch but practically all of them are narrow frequency bandwidth. 

In this thesis, to overcome this difficulty and thus improve the measurement 

sensitivity an interferometric technique is used. The proposed method is evaluated for 

broadband characterization with high sensitivity of diverse materials/structures such 

as metals, semiconductors, dielectrics and liquids. Furthermore, a microwave probe 

which generates evanescent waves at a short probe-sample separation distance is used 

to perform a non-destructive evaluation with a sub-wavelength resolution. The 

possibility of a broadband local quantitative analysis of materials is demonstrated 

through some applications in the materials characterization field. 

The manuscript is organized in three chapters. In the Chapter I, relying on a brief 

state of the art of the near-field microwave microscope, several typical platforms are 

described in terms of different probing techniques. Then, some of the applications of 

NFMMs in materials and life sciences fields are discussed. After detailing the 

measuring principle of NFMM, we focus on the study of the probe-sample interaction 

in near field. Finally, an electrical model corresponding to this interaction is proposed 

and methods to relate the measured parameters to the local electromagnetic properties 

of the samples under test are provided. 

In chapter II, we concentrate on the performance of the microwave microscope 

proposed by our group. To clarify the context of this work, the mismatch problem 

between the high-impedance load and the microwave instrument is firstly described. 

In response to the requirements mentioned above, an interferometric technique is 
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proposed for its integration into the microwave microscope. After carefully 

characterizing the microwave components of the microscope architecture, we 

demonstrate a large enhancement of the measurement sensitivity brought by the 

interferometric method. Furthermore, a major asset of the technique is its capacity to 

operate over a wide frequency range, [2-18 GHz], which is hardly feasible with 

conventional microwave approaches. To guarantee a reliable measurement, the 

performance of the system is also evaluated through the study of the measurement 

repeatability. This later is estimated by the computation of the complex standard 

deviation. The errors related to the platform are effectively quantified. Two types of 

situation are investigated, the first one considers a static measurement (x-y-z stage 

fixed), and the other one takes into account the platform displacement (for 1D and 2D 

scanning). Finally, a set of key parameters is investigated for 1D scanning and 2D 

microwave imaging applications. After the demonstration that the 

interferometer-based near-field microwave microscope (iNFMM) has potentials to 

perform numerous kinds of characterizations with a high measurement sensitivity 

over a broad frequency range, a few examples are presented in the next chapter.  

In chapter III, two important applications which are the non-contact surface 

imaging and the local characterization of materials/structures are discussed. We start 

with the scanning resolution study through 1D and 2D experiments. The influence of 

scanning parameters (the tip-sample distance H, the scanning step size S of the x-y-z 

stage and the probe size D) on the scanning quality is carefully investigated. A set of 

scanning parameters (H, S and D) is defined to establish the best scanning 

performance of the iNFMM. Furthermore, we study the possibility to improve the 

scanning quality by a simple signal processing method.  

Afterwards, the possibility of a broadband local characterization from 2 to18 

GHz of different kinds of materials is demonstrated. First, we evaluate the potential 

offered by the interferometric technique for liquids characterization. As a common 

and widely available example used when dealing with bio-samples, solutions prepared 

with deionized water and different concentrations of sodium chloride are 

characterized. The choice of these techniques is mainly motivated by advantages such 

as the low volume of investigation and a good measurement sensitivity even in 

immersion mode. The complex permittivity of the saline solutions is extracted by two 

different methods. The experimental permittivities retrieved are compared to the 
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theoretical values calculated by Cole-Cole model to appreciate the performance of 

these methods. Finally, a non-contact and non-destructive investigation of solid 

materials/structures is presented. In this part we are aiming to characterize materials 

whose properties are not well known in the microwave frequency range. This is the 

case of most of the new nanomaterials, in particular 2D nanomaterials. As some of 2D 

materials have shown interesting features for a potential use in microwaves, the 

knowledge of their electromagnetic properties is of prime importance. So, in the last 

part of the manuscript the complex impedance of graphene fabricated by epitaxial 

method is quantified in the frequency band [2-18 GHz]. 
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Chapter I                                     

Overview of near-field microwave microscopy 

I.1 Introduction to near-field microwave microscopy 

The rapid advances in microelectronics and in microfabrication technologies, in 

particular, have led to a fast and continuous miniaturization of devices. For example, 

in the semiconductor industry, the number of transistors in a dense integrated circuit 

doubles approximately every 18 months, in accordance with the famous Moore’s law 

[MOO 65]. Thus, the feature size of the transistors decreases and meanwhile the 

operating frequency increases remarkably. Moreover, the rise of a large number of 

new materials such as nanotubes, nanowires and nanomaterials in general promotes 

the development of fabrication and characterization techniques towards the nanoscale. 

These developments have been accompanied by a will of an increase of the operating 

frequency. Generally speaking, one can say that there is a high demand for 

characterization tools at ever-increasing performance in terms of both the size of the 

materials/devices to be tested and the operating frequency.  

In fact, instruments that offer spatial resolutions in the order of the nanometer 

and a high frequency are targeted. Actually, numerous metrology tools with high 

spatial resolution have been developed in the MHz region or at ultra-high 

measurement frequencies (~THz). Indeed in the MHz frequency range, imaging 

platforms such as the atomic force microscope (AFM), the scanning electron 

microscope (SEM) and the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) have successfully 

addressed the requirements of nanoscale spatial resolutions. However, for these 

instruments, the measurement of miniaturized materials/devices at high frequency is a 

great challenge. In the same way in the terahertz region, the advent of the near-field 

scanning optical microscope (NSOM) offers the possibility to investigate the local 

electromagnetic properties of samples [IMT 14a]. But in-between these two 

frequencies domains there is a gap where there is no standard tool really available yet. 

Therefore, there is an urgent need for solutions to fill this gap between MHz and THz 

frequency bands.  
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As just mentioned above, there is a demand to fulfill the requirements of tools 

working at a few GHz and being able to locally characterize the physical properties of 

materials/devices such as dielectric constants and impedance. Actually, microwave 

sensing and characterization techniques have shown great potentials in a wide range 

of applications [KHA 07]. Indeed, as microwave frequency signals can penetrate 

materials, they offer the possibility to inspect the surface and subsurface of samples. 

Such advantages include the fact that these methods are nondestructive, and enable 

one-side and noncontact testing. Nevertheless, traditional microwave techniques 

based on transmission lines or resonant cavities [IMT 14a] have an important 

limitation related to the spatial resolution achievable set by the diffraction limit, in the 

order of half of the wavelength of operation. Actually, in the microwave spectrum, the 

spatial resolution for conventional tools is at best in the order of the millimeter [TAB 

99a]. Therefore, to address the applications where a sub-millimeter resolution is 

needed, this diffraction limit must be overcome. 

A solution to bypass this diffraction limit is to make use of microscopy methods 

based on the near-field evanescent waves rather than the propagating ones [ANL 07]. 

Synge et al. firstly proposed a near-field scanning method to overcome this diffraction 

problem in 1928 [SYN 28]. Fraint and Soohoo extended Synge’s idea and performed 

near-filed microwave characterizations with open-ended cavities in 1959 [FRA 59] 

and 1962 [SOO 62], respectively. Ash et al. 10 years later experimentally studied 

materials dielectric properties by means of a waveguide structure [ASH 72]. In these 

setups, waveguide probes were used. However, these probes have poor measurement 

sensitivity when operating below the cut-off frequency [SOO 62]. Bryant et al were 

probably the first (1965) to use a tapered coaxial transmission line probe to study the 

local conductivity of materials in the GHz region (with a spatial resolution in the 

order of millimeters) [BRY 65]. The coaxial transmission line probe is a better 

candidate for the microwave microscopy as there is no cut-off frequency in 

transmission line [BRY 65]. Wang et al. in 1990 demonstrated a near-field microwave 

microscope (NFMM) based on a resonator with a tapered microstrip line at 10 GHz 

[WAN 90]. Then, Tabib-Azar performed microwave images by using a similar 

structure with a spatial resolution of 0.4 μm at 1 GHz [TAB 99a]. More recently, at 

the beginning of the 21
th

 century, the atomic force microscope (AFM) and scanning 

tunneling microscope (STM)-based NFMMs were developed [TAB 04], [FAR 11a]. 
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Thanks to these well-defined platforms, the local electrical properties can be 

investigated with high spatial resolution (in the order of nanometers). Furthermore, 

NFMM has successfully established its potentials to locally characterize materials in 

various fields such as dielectrics [HOF 14], semiconductors [GRA 14], metals [STE 

98] and biological samples [FAR 11a], to name just a few of them.  

In this chapter, we first briefly present the NFMM developed in the past decades 

in terms of different probe techniques including coaxial probes, waveguides, 

microstrip lines, magnetic probes, AFM tips and STM tips. Then, some of the 

applications of NFMM in materials and life sciences are discussed. As the objective 

of the NFMM is to relate the measured parameters to the local electrical properties of 

samples under test, quantification methodologies of NFMM are studied in the last 

section of this chapter.  
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I.2 Near-field microwave microscopy platforms and applications 

I.2.1 Introduction 

Near-field microwave microscopes are usually composed of three parts: an 

evanescent microwave probe (EMP), a microwave source and a probe positioning 

system. During the measurement, the materials/devices under test are illuminated with 

the microwave emitted by the EMP, generally a metallic probe, at a short distance. 

The diffraction limit can be overcome and thus a local characterization can be 

performed by the microwave microscope. The physics of near-field microwaves is as 

follows: in the microwave frequency range, connecting a source to a sharp probe with 

tip radius R0 << λ (wavelength in free space) will generate evanescent waves whose 

wave vectors kr is around 1/R0 and the spatial resolution given by R0 [GAO 04a]. 

Actually, these evanescent waves only exist very near the EMP surface and decay 

exponentially away from the surface. The interaction between the EMP tip and a 

sample will change the field configuration near the tip and its equivalent capacitance. 

Thus the stand-off distance between the EMP and the sample (z) should be kept much 

smaller than the wavelength to assure high resolution and sensitivity provided by the 

evanescent waves [OMA 15]. Almost all near-field microwave probes are based on 

this principle. Therefore, in the following part, we present the NFMM in terms of 

different kinds of evanescent microwave probes. 

I.2.2 Near-field microwave microscope platforms  

As said before, the near-field microwave microscopy is generally based on a 

microwave probe whose apex size is much smaller than the wavelength in free space 

(λ). The probe is positioned very close to the material under test to ensure a maximum 

tip-sample interaction. It is connected to a detector system which collects the 

electromagnetic information from the materials under test. The microwave response 

can be presented in different manners such as resonant frequency (F) and quality factor 

(Q) in resonator-based microscopy, or real and imaginary parts of the 

reflection/transmission coefficients in other cases. In this part, different NFMM 

platforms are presented in terms of a variety of probes such as coaxial probes, 

waveguides, transmission lines probes, magnetic probes, AFM tips and STM tips. 
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I.2.2.1 Coaxial probe-based platform 

The probe widely used in the NFMM field is based on the coaxial line [STE 98]. It 

is usually made of a coaxial connector with a center conductor extruded [LU 97]. In 

this configuration, the electric field generated by the probe is coupled to the material 

under test. Usually a resonator structure is added between the measurement instrument 

and the probe to improve the measurement sensitivity. As shown in the Fig. I-1, the 

platform is equipped with a sharpened tip, a half wavelength resonator, a microwave 

source and a lock-in system. 

 

Fig. I-1: Schematic of the coaxial line-based microwave microscope [CHI 12] 

The electrical properties of the sample affect the resonant frequency and quality 

factor when the sample is investigated by the microwave probe. The resonant 

frequency shift (ΔF) and the variation of the quality factor (ΔQ) are exploited to 

determine the dielectric properties of the sample [CHI 12]. As the electric field is 

concentrated around the tip apex, the spatial resolution of this type of probe is in the 

order of the smallest dimension of the tip (in the order of microns [CHI 12]). This 

resolution also depends on the separation between the probe and the sample under test. 

This type of probe has been used to measure the properties of different materials such as 

metals [STE 98], dielectrics [LU 97] and semiconductors [CHI 12]. The typical 

scanning speed of the coaxial line-based platform is 10 ms per pixel [CHI 12]. 

I.2.2.2 Waveguide-based platform 

Open-ended waveguide probes are widely used in microwave nondestructive 

testing [QAD 07] [HAD 12]. As shown in the Fig. I-2, Golosovsky et al. demonstrated 

fmod
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a typical waveguide-based microwave microscope equipped with a rectangular 

waveguide, a microwave source, a matching network and a x-y-z positioning system 

[GOL 00]. 

 

Fig. I-2: Schematic of the platform with a waveguide-fed thin slit microwave probe 

[GOL 00] 

The spatial resolution of the open-ended waveguide probes is limited by the 

waveguide cross section whose size is around a half wave-length [MAL 16]. 

Therefore for higher spatial resolution, higher operating frequencies are required, 

which leads to higher cost and complexity of equipment and, in general, higher 

measurement noise level. The best spatial resolution of the waveguide setup is in the 

order of hundreds of microns and a typical scanning speed is in the order of 70 pixels 

per minutes [GOL 00]. 

I.2.2.3 Microstrip line-based platform 

In this case, as shown in Fig. I-3, a λ/4 microstrip line is tapered at its end to form 

the near-field probe [TAB 99b], [TAB 99c]. This microstrip line is then coupled to a 

short feed line. 
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Fig. I-3: Microstrip line resonator with tapered tip [TAB 99b], [TAB 99c] 

The feed line is connected to a three-port circulator, which circulates the signal 

from the radio frequency source to the resonator, and directs the reflected wave to a 

crystal detector. The sample is mounted on an x-y stage and scanned underneath the 

probe tip (see Fig. I-4). To quantitatively map the surface conductivity, there is a 

reflectance-compensated fiber optic distance sensor right next the tip of the probe, and 

a distance feedback control (in z direction) to alleviate dependence of the probe 

output on the topography of the sample surface. The accuracy of the distance control 

is 0.5 μm [TAB 99a]. 
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Fig. I-4: Schematic of the experimental setup [TAB 99b], [TAB 99c] 

The materials under test are usually metal plates or dielectrics. Both the resonance 

frequency and the quality factor of the resonator are affected by the presence of the 

sample [TAB 99c] [TAL 09]. The spatial resolution of this type of probe depends on 

the geometry of the tip, the coupling between the resonator and the transmission line 

and the permittivity of the substrate of the microstrip line [HAD 13]. A typical spatial 

resolution of this kind of setup is in the order of several hundreds of nanometers [TAB 

99a]. 

I.2.2.4 Magnetic-probe-based platform 

Magnetic probe can be achieved by extending a conductive loop from the inner 

conductor to the ground from a transmission line probe [WAN 05] [WAN 07] or an 

open ended coaxial probe [TAI 11]. As an example, a microstrip-based magnetic 

microwave probe is shown in Fig. I-5. In that case, the probe is a driven resonant 

transmission line fabricated on RT Duroid substrate, coupled to a feedline. One end of 

the stripline is connected to a copper loop which is formed by shorting the 
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micro-stripline resonator to the ground. The platform configuration is the same as 

illustrated in Fig. I-4. 

 

Fig. I-5: Schematic of the magnetic microwave probe [WAN 07] 

In this case, magnetic evanescent fields are created around the loop. A near-field 

magnetic-dipole probe is suitable for noncontact and nondestructive imaging of metals 

[WAN 05] while the electric-dipole probe is better suited for insulator and 

semiconductor materials measurement. 

I.2.2.5 AFM-based platform 

In this configuration, the probe of an atomic force microscope (AFM) is connected 

to the microwave source [TAB 04]. The stand-off distance between the tip and the 

sample can be very precisely controlled because the sensitivity of the AFM optical 

detection method is typically 0.01 nm in the z-direction [TAB 04]. The typical lateral 

resolution is around 100 nm. The microwave images in terms of real and imaginary 

parts can be obtained simultaneously with the topography. An illustration of the 

commercial AFM-based NFMM developed by Keysight
TM

 is shown in Fig. I-6. 

Active probe region

Insulator (Duroid)Ground plane
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Fig. I-6: Schematic of the AFM-based set up [GRA 14] 

The vector network analyzer (VNA) measures the ratio between the incident and 

reflected signals at the tip, the so-called scattering S11-parameter. The micrometric 

tip–sample system forms a low capacitance of a few femto Farads, causing a high 

reflection coefficient and therefore a loss of measurement resolution of the VNA.  

The imaginary and real parts are proportional to changes of the tip-sample 

capacitance and reactance which can ultimately be converted to the local properties (ε,σ) 

of the material under test  [HUM 11]. However, the major drawback of this type of 

probe is the lack of sensitivity attributed to the parasitic capacitance between the 

cantilever and the sample [LAI 09a], [LAI 11]. The shielded cantilever probe was 

proposed to localize the tip-sample interaction near the tip apex. Compared with 

STM-based platform, AFM-assisted system allows simpler landing, especially over 

poorly conductive (or insulating) samples [FAR 12a]. 

I.2.2.6 STM tip-based platform 

More recently, the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) tip is used as 

microwave probe and it is capacitively coupled to a coaxial connector which is then 

connected to a vector network analyzer [FAR 11a] [FAR 12b]. An example of 

STM-based setup is shown in the Fig. I-7. The STM current is recorded in the 

feedback chain in order to maintain the tip-sample distance, while providing in the 

same time a topographical image of the sample being characterized. 
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Fig. I-7: Schematic of the STM based-NFMM [FAR 11a] [FAR 12b] 

One of the biggest advantages of the STM-based setup is that a nano-metric spatial 

resolution can be achieved [FAR 11a]. However, the sample under test is supposed to 

be conductive and some preparation such as depositing electrodes on the sample 

surface before the measurement must be performed. This sample preparation process 

might influence the electric properties of the material. 

As one can see there are various kinds of NFMM platforms in terms of 

microwave probes including coaxial probes, waveguides, transmission lines, magnetic 

probes, AFM tips and STM tips. Thanks to the high spatial resolution and 

measurement sensitivity provided by these probes, several kinds of applications which 

are discussed in the following part have been addressed in many domains. 

I.2.3 Applications of near-field microwave microscope 

Thanks to the high spatial resolution and measurement sensitivity provided by the 

NFMM [BIA 16], [BER 15], [GRE 16], various applications have been well addressed 

such as characterization of dielectric films, integrated circuits (IC), semiconductors, 

graphene, aqueous solutions and biological tissues. Furthermore, because of the 

penetration of microwaves into the materials under test, the electrical properties 

(conductivity, permittivity) can be extracted from the reflected wave and 2D electrical 

property images can be performed simultaneously with the sample topography, which 

is unattainable by conventional optical microscopes or AFMs. Additionally, 

microwave subsurface imaging can also be achieved by NFMM, which extends the 
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NFMM applications field to more important capabilities such as detection of buried 

structures in materials [OPT 14]. To better highlight the numerous possibilities 

allowed, a short overview of the NFMM applications is given in this part. 

I.2.3.1 Solid dielectric materials characterization 

Dielectric materials whose permittivity varies from 1 (free space) to hundreds 

(high-k materials) are widely used. For example, low permittivity materials are being 

sought to allow smaller scale circuits [CHI 12] while minimizing undesirable stray 

capacitance between wires. Regarding high permittivity materials, they are under study 

in order to fabricate smaller capacitors while minimizing leakage. Steinhauer et al. 

described the use of an open-ended coaxial probe based-NFMM to image the 

permittivity of bulk and thin film dielectric samples on a length scale of about 1 mm 

[STE 00]. The dielectric loss is also an important issue when characterizing materials. 

Hoffmann et al. presented an algorithm for measuring the relative permittivity of thick 

dielectric (low loss) substrates [HOF 14]. The complex permittivity of high loss 

dielectric materials at microwave frequencies is measured by a resonant cavity based 

NFMM [GRE 16]. The local characterization offered by this kind of techniques is a 

big advantage compared with the conventional methods. Karbassi et al. performed a 

localized thin film dielectric constant measurement on low resistivity silicon substrates 

[KAR 08]. An observation of electronic inhomogeneity in indium selenide (In2Se3) 

nanoribbons with spatial resolution around 100 nm was reported in [LAI 09b].  

I.2.3.2 Semiconductor samples testing 

Semiconductors based integrated circuit (IC) represents almost all of today’s 

technology. The characterization of semiconductors is always an important issue. The 

conventional measurement methods of semiconductors require pre-measurement 

preparation of sample which might influence the material properties [IMT 14b]. For 

example, the four-point method which is commonly used for the measurement of the 

surface resistivity of silicon wafer requires metallic pads deposited on the silicon 

surface. On the contrary, the NFMM enables non-destructive testing over material 

surface without any sample preparation. Imtiaz et al. performed visualization 

(detection) of the p-n junction location of a nanowire on a Si substrate [IMT 14b]. The 

capacitance and resistance images over silicon wafer were also obtained in [BRI 15]. 
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Weber et al. presented a transmission line based NFMM that had been configured for 

inhomogeneous photovoltaic samples imaging [WEB 12]. Berweger et al. performed 

microwave imaging over 2D semiconductor materials where the change of image 

contrast by controlling the sample charge carrier concentration through the applied tip 

bias was observed [BER 15].  

I.2.3.3 Chemical and biological samples characterization 

The characterization of chemical and biological materials requires sensing tools 

with high sensitivity and spatial resolution. The NFMM has been successfully used to 

evaluate chemical components and bio-samples. Tabib-Azar et al. demonstrated the 

ability of the evanescent microwave probe (EMP) in detecting minute changes over 

chemical materials [TAB 00]. An original sub-surface, high spatial resolution 

tomographic technique based on scanning microwave microscopy was used to 

visualize in-depth materials with different chemical compositions [OPT 14]. Wu et al. 

performed 2D imaging maps on biological samples [WU 15]. Park et al. presented the 

application of a resonator-based SMM to the characterization of biological samples 

[PAR 05]. Since dielectric properties of most biological samples originate mainly 

from the water they contain, the authors have measured the electrical properties of 

water in the microwave region. Kim et al. demonstrated a resonator-based NFMM in 

liquid environment [KIM 05]. In that case, the topographic and NFMM images of 

DNA samples in liquid were successfully obtained. The permittivity of a single 

bacterial cell, at microwave frequencies and nanoscale spatial resolution, has been 

quantified by means of AFM-based platform [BIA 16] [TUC 16].  

I.2.3.4 Graphene characterization  

In the last decade, graphene has emerged as a promising material for 

radio-frequency analog circuits and for large-area transparent conductors. Microwave 

microscopy provides a non-destructive nanoscale characterization of graphene [TSE 

13]. Kundhikanjana et al. investigated a pristine graphene layer on Si substrate by 

using the AFM-based NFMM, and demonstrated the possibility of detection of local 

inhomogeneities in the chemically derived graphene [KUN 09]. Talanov et al. 

preformed a transmission line based NFMM for quantitative imaging of the local 

impedance for monolayer and few-layers graphene [TAL 10]. More recently, Monti et 
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al. conducted a non-contact measurement of the sheet resistance of a multilayer 

material composed by a dielectric film and a few layers of graphene [MON 12], [MON 

13]. Additionally, an imaging of buried inhomogeneities of graphene on SiC was 

reported in [TSE 13]. 

I.2.3.5 Subsurface imaging 

As microwaves penetrate into the materials, subsurface imaging can be achieved 

by NFMM. An example of such capability is the use of microwaves to monitor the 

local ion concentration in a sealed lab-on-a-chip system to study chemical reactions 

within a confined geometry [SUN 14]. They can be employed in the on-site failure 

analysis of sophisticated sensors fabricated with the micro-electro -mechanical-system 

(MEMS) technology, without opening the device package. The subsurface lateral 

resolution and measurement sensitivity of the microscope have been studied in [SUN 

14]. Actually, the best spatial resolution can be obtained when the thickness of the 

cover layer is thinner than the probe apex. For instance, the structure under a 

dielectric layer (thickness = 25 μm) was effectively detected by using a probe with an 

apex of 50 μm [SUN 14]. More recently, capacitance images of flat Si test samples 

with varying dopant density and covered with dielectric thin films of SiO2 (100–400 nm 

thick) were measured [GRA 15]. 

I.2.4 Conclusion 

NFMM has wide applications in material and life sciences. In this part, we have 

given only a representative sample of the numerous possibilities offered by this 

technique. Indeed, one can mention many advantages of NFMM compared with 

conventional microwave methods. First, microwave microscopy is able to perform 

local quantitative measurements of electrical properties such as dielectric constant and 

resistivity of the material under test. Thanks to this possibility of local characterization, 

electronic inhomogeneities of materials can be carefully studied with nano-metric 

spatial resolution. Secondly, the microwave generated by the probe can penetrate the 

sample to some extent, allowing imaging of subsurface structures. Another advantage 

offered by NFMM is the nondestructive characterization of materials which protects 

the sample surface from any scratch. Furthermore, comparing to the conventional 
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methods, this method does not require large area samples or any particular sample 

preparation including the deposition of thin film electrodes, cleavage and 

cross-sectioning on the materials surfaces. Thus it is easily applicable to various 

semiconductors and materials science investigations. However, there are some 

inconveniences of NFMM. For example, as most microwave microscopes are 

resonator-based, poor measurement sensitivity is obtained in the presence of liquid 

samples because liquids are high loss materials. 
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I.3 Quantification methodology of near-field microwave microscopy 

I.3.1 Introduction 

Two major trends in NFMM are the waveguide and sharp-tip approaches. For the 

study of micro-and nano-scale materials/devices, the sharp-tip approach is preferred to 

the waveguide one because of the much higher spatial resolution achievable. However, 

although NFMM has been used for nanoscale characterization, quantitative analysis is 

still difficult because of the complicated electromagnetic interaction between the 

evanescent waves and the material under investigation. In this part, we investigate the 

interaction of the sharp tip with materials when it is brought into the near field of 

different bulk samples. 

The measurement parameters of the NFMM system such as reflection 

/transmission coefficients, quality factor and resonant frequency depend on the 

electrical properties of the materials/devices under test including complex permittivity 

and permeability. The ultimate goal for theoretical analysis of a near-field microwave 

probe is to find a relationship between these detectable quantities and the sample 

properties. Generally, there are two calculation methods: cavity perturbation method 

and transmission line method. The first approach relates the measured quality factor 

and resonant frequency of resonator-based NFMM to the electrical parameters of 

materials while the second one extract these electrical parameters through the real and 

imaginary parts of the measured reflection/transmission coefficients. To this end, the 

modeling of tip-sample interaction is first studied. Then, the capacitance model 

between the tip and a metallic surface is investigated by integrating the field 

contribution between the tip and the sample based on the image or surface integration 

methods. Finally, the electrical properties are related to the tip-sample model by using 

both cavity perturbation method and transmission line method. 

I.3.2 Modeling of tip-sample interaction 

Generally, the NFMM is equipped with a sharp tip (radius << λ) which generates 

non-propagating evanescent waves at small tip-sample separation distances. In this 

case, the probe consists of a sharpened metal tip mounted on the center conductor of a 

coaxial connector. The working frequency is out of the resonance frequency range of 
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the probe, which shields the propagating far-field waves. The probe-sample 

interaction is shown in the Fig. I-8. As the sample is placed in the near-field range of 

the tip and the tip radius is much smaller than the wavelength, the electromagnetic 

wave can be considered as quasi-static.  

 

Fig. I-8: Lumped element model of tip-sample interaction (a) and equivalent circuit (b) 

Generically, the impedance Zt of an electric sharp tip can be represented as a 

network (Fig. I-8.b) made of the tip-to-sample coupling capacitance Cc, the sample 

“near-field” impedance ZS including the resistance RS, inductance LS and capacitance 

CS of the material, and the tip stray capacitance Cstr (or Cout) [GAO 98], [ANL 07].  

𝑍𝑡 =
1

𝑗𝜔𝐶𝑐
+ 𝑍𝑠 +

1

𝑗𝜔𝐶𝑠𝑡𝑟
           (I-1) 

ZS is due to the energy stored and/or dissipated in the sample under test. Both Cc 

and Cstr depend on the tip-sample distance H. To obtain high enough sensitivity to the 

sample properties (i.e., to make Zt ∼ZS), it is imperative to have both 1/ωCc << ZS and 

ωCstr << ZS, which can typically be achieved by making H << D where D is the 

characteristic tip size. In the near-field, Zs can be expressed as [ANL 07]: 

𝑍𝑠 =
1

𝑗𝜔휀0휀𝑠𝐷
                 (I-2) 
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which is basically the impedance of a capacitor with a geometrical capacitance 

ε0D filled up with a material of complex relative permittivity εs = ε’ – jε”. Let us now 

illustrate this concept for a variety of materials. 

a) Dielectrics 

If the sample is a low-loss dielectric with εs = ε’ (1 – j tanδ) and tanδ << 1, then 

the near-field impedance is: 

𝑍𝑠 =
𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝛿 

𝜔휀0휀′𝐷
− 𝑗

1

𝜔휀0휀′𝐷
            (I-3) 

Its reactive part is capacitive and the probe is sensitive to the sample dielectric 

constant as well as the loss tangent (tanδ). 

b) Semiconductors 

At microwave frequencies semiconductors can exhibit ε’∼ ε”=1/ε0ωρ, where ρ 

represents the resistance of the semiconductor. In the near field the impedance is 

[ANL 07]: 

𝑍𝑠 =
1 

𝐷
𝜌
+ 𝑗𝜔휀0휀′𝐷

             (I-4) 

c) Metals 

A conductive metal can be characterized by the relative permittivity εs ≈ −i/ε0ωρ. 

Thus Zs represents the dc resistance of the tip-sample interaction: 

𝑍𝑠 =
𝜌 

𝐷
               (I-5) 

Zs has no reactive part because the geometrical inductance is negligible in the case 

of an electric probe. This equation implies that when D is much smaller than the metal 

skin-depth the probe spatial resolution is governed by the tip size rather than the sample 

skin-depth. This creates a unique opportunity for near-field microwave microscopy to 

study just the subsurface portion of the material, unlike conventional far-field 

techniques that are sensitive to the entire skin-depth layer. 

As the measured results of NFMM largely depend on the tip-sample interaction, 

quantification methods are used to retrieve the electric properties (complex 

permittivity, conductivity) from these measured parameters. However, all these 
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quantification methods require calibration process with well-defined standards [FAR 

11b]. Generally, metallic materials such as metal plates and high conductive 

substrates are chosen as standard loads [IMT 05], [IMT 07], [GAO 04a], [GRA 14]. In 

the following part, the metallic plate is selected as material under test and we focus on 

the coupling capacitance between the tip and the sample surface. 

I.3.3 Capacitance modeling of tip-sample interaction 

The series-RLC lumped element model is shown in the Fig. I-8. As already said, 

the impedance ZS of the material under test is composed of a resistance RS, an 

inductance LS and a capacitance CS. Here, the sample under test is a metal plate, thus 

the capacitance CS is neglected. In the first order of approximation, the metal resistance 

RS and the inductance LS are not taken into consideration because only the tip-sample 

interaction is under investigation. Actually, the inductance LS becomes important for 

superconducting samples [IMT 07]. Additionally, the capacitance Cstr between the 

outer conductor of the resonator and the bulk sample can be safely ignored, since Cstr >> 

Cc [IMT 05] [IMT 07]. Therefore, the loading impedance Zt of the sample is modeled 

as a pure capacitor Cc [IMT 05], [IMT 07], [GAO 04a], [GRA 14]. There are basically 

two methods to analytically solve this capacitance: the image method [GAO 98] and 

the surface integration method [HUD 98].  

Two critical approximations are made in obtaining these analytical solutions 

[GAO 04a]. First, the probe tip is regarded as a spherical tip because the main part of 

the probe interacting with the sample is the tip cap. Actually, this is a good 

approximation, especially when the probe is held at a distance from the sample shorter 

than the probe radius. Secondly, the electric field between the tip and the material 

surface is approximately quasi-electrostatic because the effective region with 

significant non-zero field distribution is several orders smaller than the relatively long 

wavelength of the microwave, the phase effect can be neglected. Under these two 

approximations, the problem is simplified to solve the static electric field distribution in 

the sample under two boundary conditions: equipotential surface of the sphere and 

continuity at the sample surface. Then the tip-sample capacitance can be solved by the 

image method and the surface integration method. 
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I.3.3.1 Image method 

The first analytical quantitative microscopy theory for NFMM was proposed by 

Gao’s group by using the electrostatic approximation and a perfect conducting sphere 

[GAO 98] [GAO 99]. The charge redistribution on the tip caused by the probe–sample 

interaction can be represented by a series of iterative image charges as shown in Fig. 

I-9. 

 

Fig. I-9: Iterative image charges in tip–bulk sample system [GAO 98] [GAO 99] 

The electric field in the tip–sample region can be calculated by the following 

expression [GAO 98] [GAO 99]: 

𝑬 =
1 

4𝜋휀0
∑𝑞𝑛

∞

𝑛=1

{
𝑟𝒆𝒓 + (𝑧 + 𝑎𝑛𝑅0)𝒆𝒛
[𝑟2 + (𝑧 + 𝑎𝑛)2]3/2

−
𝑟𝒆𝒓 + (𝑧 − 𝑎𝑛)𝒆𝒛

[𝑟2 + (𝑧 − 𝑎𝑛𝑅0)2]3/2
}  (I-6) 

er and ez are the unit vectors along the directions of the cylindrical coordinates r 

and z. R0 is the tip radius. anR0 represents the distance of the nth image charge from the 

sample surface. qn = tnq1 is the nth image charge inside the tip. And q1=4πε0R0V0, 

where V0 is the tip voltage.  

an and tn have the following iterative relations.  

anR0

anR0

R0

r
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𝑎𝑛 =

{
 

 1 + 𝑎 −
1

1 + 𝑎 + 𝑎𝑛−1
, 𝑧 > 0

1

𝑛
                                     , 𝑧 = 0

             (I-7) 

𝑡𝑛 =

{
 

 
𝑏

1 + 𝑎 + 𝑎𝑛−1
𝑡𝑛−1, 𝑧 > 0

𝑏𝑛−1

𝑛
                       , 𝑧 = 0

       

The initial conditions for the iterations are: a1 = 1+ a and t1 = 1. The parameter b 

equals (ε −ε0)/(ε + ε0) (ε and ε0 are the permittivities of the sample and free space, 

respectively).  

When a conducting material is placed near the tip (modelled as a conducting 

sphere), it will interact with the tip causing charge and field redistributions. An 

expression of the capacitance between a sphere and a metallic plane is given thereafter 

[DUR 66] [GAO 99]: 

𝐶𝑐 = 4𝜋휀0𝑅0𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ(𝛼)∑
1

𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ (𝑛𝛼)

∞

𝑛=2

               (I-8) 

where α = cosh−1(1 + 𝑎′) with 𝑎′ = 𝐻/𝑅0. 

I.3.3.2 Surface integration method 

For the surface integration method, the tip surface is assumed as a superposition of 

infinitesimal surfaces obtained by faceting. Then, the electric field created between this 

facetted conductor and the plane surface is evaluated (Fig. I-10). Hudlet et al. derived 

an approximate analytical formula for predicting the capacitance of a conductive 

sharp tip above a metallic surface [HUD 98]. Law et al. extended the Hudlet’s model, 

employing an additional capacitive term. Thanks to more data collection, they were 

able to more effectively validate their model [LAW 02]. 
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Fig. I-10: Tip-infinite flat metallic surface system [HUD 98]  

As the simplest probe-metal plate case is taken into account, the capacitance Cc 

can be expressed by the following equation [HUD 98] [LAW 02]. 

𝐶𝑐 = 2𝜋휀0𝑅0∫
𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃

𝜃 (
𝐻
𝑅0
+ 1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃)

𝑑𝜃
𝜋

0

         (I-9) 

The tip-sample interaction is simplified as a sphere-plane model given by 

𝐶𝑐 = 2π휀0𝑅0 ln (1 +
𝑅0(1 − sin 𝜃0)

𝐻
)         (I-10) 

where 휀0 is the vacuum dielectric constant, H the apex-sample separation distance, R0 

the effective radius and 𝜃0 the cone angle of the tip. 

We have calculated Cc based on the two methods described. The results obtained 

are shown in Fig. I-11. 
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Fig. I-11: Calculation of Cc by two methods: image method (Gao’s model in round 

symbols [GAO 98]) and surface integration method (Hudlet’s model in solid lines [HUD 98]); 

three tip radius are considered: 1μm, 10μm and 100 μm 

As can be seen from the Fig. I-11, the two models agree well with each other for 

the three tip radius considered (1μm, 10μm and 100 μm). Moreover, it is retrieved that 

the capacitance value decreases with the increasing stand-off distance. Especially, 

smaller tips lead to lower capacitances.  

Both the charge image method and the geometrical integration method need 

calibration process to relate the measured data (resonance frequency, quality factor and 

reflection/transmission coefficient) to the desired electric properties such as complex 

permittivity [GAO 04a]. These models are discussed in the following section. 

I.3.4 Calibration methods 

In order to obtain quantitative and reproducible measures of the intrinsic material 

properties a calibration of the NFMM system is required. A theoretical model for the 

detection circuit of NFMM can be based either on a cavity perturbation technique, a 

transmission line method or other approaches. In this study, two main methods which 

are the cavity perturbation method and the transmission line method are discussed. 

Actually, the majority of λ/4 or λ/2 coaxial resonators based NFMMs usually utilize 

the quality factor and resonant frequency to retrieve the information of 
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materials/devices under test [REZ 14]. Since recently, the transmission line method is 

widely found in AFM-based NFMM [HUB 10], [GRA 14]. 

I.3.4.1 Cavity perturbation method 

The interaction between the tip and a sample, containing the sample complex 

electrical impedance, is measured as changes in the quality factor (Q) and resonant 

frequency (f) of the resonator-based NFMM. In near field, the probe does not emit 

significant energy and therefore needs very high Q to boost the sensitivity. The 

evanescent waves on the tip will interact with the materials only when the tip is close to 

the sample. This interaction leads to the change of Q and f from the unloaded value of 

the resonator (Q0, f0) and contains the information of the electrical impedance [IMT 

07] [REZ 14]. The quality factor contains the loss information of the sample while the 

resonant frequency depends on the capacitance between the tip and sample surface 

[STE 98].  

Gao et al. obtained analytic solutions of the electric field near the tip for bulk 

materials [GAO 98] [GAO 99]. Based on the field distribution, they calculated the 

shifts of the resonant frequency and the quality factor of the resonator probe due to the 

tip–sample interaction and derived the dielectric constant and the loss tangent of 

samples quantitatively with simple boundary conditions. More recently, Gao et al. 

proposed a recursive algorithm to calculate the total charges on the tip–film–substrate 

system and to derive the dielectric constant and the thickness of the film [GAO 04b]. 

Hereafter, the relations between the quality factor and the frequency shifts of the 

resonator and the dielectric parameters of the sample, based on the perturbation theory 

[POZ 12], [GAO 98], [GAO 99], are given: 

∆𝑓

𝑓
=
𝑓 − 𝑓0
𝑓0

=

{
 
 

 
 −𝐴∑

𝑏𝑡𝑛
𝑎1 + 𝑎𝑛

∞

𝑛=1

, 𝐻 > 0

𝐴 [
ln(1 − 𝑏)

𝑏
+ 1] , 𝐻 = 0

        (I-11) 
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where A, BQ and B’Q are constants determined by the tip–resonator geometry, and f0 

and Q0 are respectively the resonant frequency and quality factor of the resonator 

without a sample present near the tip. 

I.3.4.2 Transmission line method 

Apart from the cavity perturbation that relates the Q and f to the electrical 

properties of the material under test, in the following a transmission line method is 

developed to determine quantitative electrical properties of nanoscale samples 

through reflection/transmission coefficients measurements [GRA 14]. As a matter of 

fact, the impedance ZS of the probe-sample interaction can be related to the reflection 

coefficient ΓS [HUB 10] [MOE 14]: 

𝛤𝑠 =
𝑍𝑠 − 𝑍0
𝑍𝑠 + 𝑍0

                      (I-13) 

with Z0 the vector network analyzer (VNA) characteristic impedance (50 Ω). The 

relation between the tip impedance ZS and the permittivity of material 휀∗ has already 

been given by Eqn. I-2. Especially, when only the coupling capacitance of the 

tip-metal is considered, ZS can be written as: 

𝑍𝑠 =
1

𝑗𝜔𝐶𝑐
                      (I-14) 

Here, we consider the case when the microwave characterization is performed by 

means of the reflection coefficient (S11m). In this case, a one-port vector calibration 

model is used to make the link between the reflection coefficient S11m measured by the 

VNA and the reflection coefficient ΓS. The relation can be expressed in the following 

form: 

𝑆11𝑚 = 𝑒00 +
(𝑒10𝑒01)𝛤𝑠
1 − 𝛤𝑠𝑒11

                  (I-15) 

e00, e11 and e10e01 are three complex errors parameters which have to be obtained 

from the calibration process. These three terms can be extracted by measuring three 

reflection coefficients for three known calibration standards ZS1, ZS2 and ZS3 with 

reflection coefficients ΓS1, ΓS2 and ΓS3. Once these three calibration terms are 

determined, the electrical properties can be calculated by exploiting the Eqns. I-13 and 

I-15. 
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I.3.5 Conclusion 

In this part, first the modeling of the tip-sample interaction is carefully discussed. 

As the tip radius and the tip-sample distance are much smaller than the wavelength, 

the tip-sample electric field can be solved by the electrostatic model. Thus the lumped 

element model can be applied to represent the materials under test including 

dielectrics, semiconductors and metals. Additionally, the coupling capacitance of 

tip-sample interaction is investigated when considering a metal plate as the material 

under test. In order to quantify this coupling capacitance, there are generally two 

approaches which are the image and surface integration methods. By analyzing the 

capacitance calculated by these two methods, it is found that the two models agree 

well with each other for the different tip radius investigated. As the typical tip apex is 

in the micrometer-size, the corresponding capacitance value is in the level of femto 

Farad. Furthermore, the capacitance value decreases when the stand-off distance 

increases. After studying the tip-sample interaction through an electrostatic model, we 

can quantify the local electrical properties (i.e. complex permittivity, conductivity) 

from the measurement data (resonant frequency, quality factor and 

reflection/transmission coefficient), which is the aim of the NFMM. Thus two most 

widely used quantification methods which are cavity perturbation and transmission 

line methods are discussed. The cavity perturbation method relates the measured Q 

and F to the electrical properties while the transmission line method uses the 

reflection/transmission coefficients. Standard loads should be carefully defined as 

reference or calibration kits for these two methods [IMT 05], [IMT 07], [GAO 04a], 

[GRA 14]. 
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I.4 Conclusion 

At the beginning of this chapter, a brief introduction to the history of the 

near-field microwave microscope is given. As the near-field microwave microscope is 

basically built on the combination of an evanescent microwave probe, a microwave 

source and a positioning controlling unit, we present in the second section microwave 

microscopes platforms in terms of different probes categories including coaxial probe, 

waveguide-based probe, microstrip line-based probe, magnetic-based probe, 

AFM-based probe, and STM-based probe. NFMM has exhibited great potentials in 

the characterizations of various kinds of materials/devices such as dielectric films, 

integrated circuits (IC), semiconductors, graphene, aqueous solutions and biological 

tissues. Indeed, compared with conventional microwave methods, the NFMM has 

great advantages to address non-destructive and non-contact characterizations of 

materials with high spatial resolution and sensitivity. Especially, thanks to this 

possibility of local characterization, electronic inhomogeneities of materials or 

structures can be carefully evaluated. Additionally, the microwaves generated by the 

probe can penetrate the sample to some extent, allowing imaging of subsurface 

structures.  

In the third section of this chapter, the lumped model is used to interpret the 

tip-sample impedance as in the near-field region, the tip-sample interaction can be 

solved in electrostatic method. A metal is selected as the material under test for an 

example. Thus, the tip-metal interaction is simplified as a coupling capacitance. 

Generally, there are two mathematical methods allowing to quantify this capacitance: 

image and surface integration methods. Afterwards, to retrieve the electrical 

properties (complex permittivity, conductivity) of the materials under test, two main 

quantification methods of NFMM (cavity perturbation and transmission line methods) 

are discussed. Especially, the perturbation method is usually based on the quality 

factor and resonance frequency while the transmission method is closely related to the 

reflection/transmission coefficient. Finally, both approaches require well defined 

loads as reference or calibration standards. Moreover, the coupling capacitance 

mentioned above is commonly used as a calibration standard. 

In the following chapter, the mismatch problem between the network analyzer 

and the microwave probe is described and an interferometric technique is proposed as 
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a matching network to guarantee a good measurement sensitivity. Then, the 

interferometer-based NFMM is presented and the microwave parts of the platform are 

carefully characterized. Finally, the performance of the system is evaluated through 

the repeatability study. 
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Chapter II                          

Interferometer-based near-field microwave microscope 

(iNFMM) 

II.1 Introduction 

Although the near-field microwave microscopy (NFMM) has established its 

great potential in local characterizations of numerous kinds of materials with 

nanoscale resolution, there are still some obstacles to be overcome for a routine use. 

Actually, as mentioned in Chapter I, the microwave microscope usually combines an 

evanescent microwave probe (EMP) with impedance in the range of tens or hundreds 

of kΩ [HAD 12], [MIC 15], with a microwave measurement system (e.g. VNA) with 

intrinsic impedance of 50 Ω. Hence, a mismatch problem appears when directly 

connecting the EMP to the VNA, resulting in a reflection coefficient close to one and 

a poor measurement sensitivity. Because the VNA works at its best sensitivity when 

the load impedance is around 50 Ω, matching techniques should be developed to 

transform the high impedance load down to 50 Ω.  

Generally speaking, microwave approaches to match the high impedance probe 

to VNA can be ranged in two classes: resonator-based methods and 

interferometer-based techniques. Actually, the resonator-based NFMMs including 

cavity-based and λ/4 transmission line-based structures are widely found in the 

literature [TAL 09], [CHI 12], [GRA 15], as already discussed in Chapter I. 

Nonetheless, most of the resonator-based microscopes operate at limited frequency 

bands because the resonator is usually designed at only one or a few resonant 

frequencies. Even though some researches have demonstrated dielectric 

characterizations in a wide frequency range [TSE 07], the sensitivity reported is not 

equally high in the entire frequency band investigated. Another limitation of this 

method is the fall of the quality factor of the resonator in the presence of high-loss 

materials such as liquids [KIM 05], [PAR 05]. This limitation brings difficulties for 

resonator-based structures to precisely analyze biological tissues and fluids. 
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Recently, more attention is paid to another type of matching method: the 

interferometric technique. Actually, this technique is realized by adding an 

interferometric circuit into the microwave system. The general principle of the circuit 

is to generate a signal to compensate the reflected signal of the high impedance probe. 

This signal provided by the interferometer should have an equal magnitude and an 

opposite phase-shift compared to the reflected signal of the probe. The resulting 

combined signal becomes the reference signal, called “zero level signal”. By applying 

this wave-cancelling process, the high impedance probe can be well matched to the 

VNA. Afterwards, a very small variation of signal around this zero level can be 

detected by the VNA, leading to an increased measurement sensitivity and a better 

accuracy for the characterization of high-impedance DUT. 

There has been many research works focused on the interferometer-based 

NFMM platforms. In fact, at IEMN (Institute of Electronics, Microelectronics and 

Nanotechnologies), many advanced studies are devoted to the development and 

improvement of this kind of structures. For example, Debroucke et al. measured the 

capacitance (300 aF) at 4 GHz of Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (MOS) varactors by 

using an interferometer-based probing system [DEB 10], [DEB 11]. Especially, in 

MITEC Group, a home-made microwave microscope integrating an interferometric 

technique is developed and many applications have been addressed [HAD 11], [HAD 

12], [HAD 14], [BAK 13], [BAK 14]. High measurement sensitivity was found when 

investigating aqueous saline solutions at 2.45 GHz [HAD 12]. Afterwards, some 

surface scanning applications over metallic and dielectric materials were 

demonstrated by using the same platform at 2.5 GHz [HAD 14]. Based on a similar 

configuration, Bakli et al. obtained good measurement sensitivity over metallic 

samples in a wider frequency range [2-6 GHz] [BAK 14]. Apart from these 

home-made structures, in very recent years, commercial NFMMs developed by 

Keysight
TM

 have been modified by integrating interferometric setup around 4 GHz 

[DAR 13]. High measurement sensitivity and dynamic range were obtained when 

evaluating semiconductor samples [DAR 13], [MIC 15]. All these results demonstrate 

the versatility, applicability and possibilities offered by interferometer-based 

instruments. 
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In this work, a home-made NFMM including an interferometric setup is 

proposed. This study is consecutive to Bakli’s work in MITEC group. This chapter 

dedicated to the interferometer-based near-field microwave microscope (iNFMM) 

developed is divided into three sections. First, the description of the iNFMM platform 

is established. To this end, the mismatch issue between the VNA and the high 

impedance probe is discussed and then the principle of the interferometer is presented. 

After that, the configuration of the iNFMM setup, including the microwave 

components (the couplers, the attenuator, the delay line and the microwave probe) and 

the measurement instrument (VNA) are characterized. After giving these basic 

information on the iNFMM proposed, the working principle of the EMP and the 

wave-cancellation process are also theoretically analyzed by using electromagnetic 

simulation tools such as Ansys
TM

/HFSS and Keysight
TM

/ADS, respectively. In the 

second section, to better understand the principle of the iNFMM, these important 

microwave components which compose the system are carefully characterized. 

Afterwards, the performance of the whole microscope is evaluated by analyzing the 

measurement sensitivity over the frequency band of interest. Finally, in the last 

section of this chapter, the measurement repeatability which is one of the most 

important issues of NFMM is analyzed. This feature greatly influences the stability 

and accuracy of the measurement results. It is worth noting that this kind of complete 

study is not generally found in the literature. Thus, a fine analysis of the measurement 

errors in terms of repeatability is carefully established to provide a guide for best 

practice in near-field microwave microscopy. 
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II.2 Description of the interferometer-based microwave microscope 

II.2.1 Introduction 

To describe the principle of the interferometer-based microwave microscope, we 

separate this section into three parts. First, we discuss the mismatch problem when 

connecting the high impedance EMP to the VNA. Some examples are listed to explain 

the poor measurement sensitivity induced by this problem. As mentioned in the 

introduction, there are generally two matching techniques: the resonator method and 

the interferometric method. This study is based on the second one. Thus, in the second 

part of this section, the principle of the iNFMM is presented. In the third part, we use 

electromagnetic simulation platforms such as Ansys
TM

/HFSS and Keysight
TM

/ADS to 

theoretically study the principle of the iNFMM proposed. Especially, the distribution 

of the electromagnetic field is simulated by Ansys
TM

/HFSS. Then, the performance of 

the whole system is simulated by Keysight
TM

/ADS. 

II.2.2 Mismatch issue between the EMP and the VNA 

The main measurement limitation in microwave microscopy applications is the 

impedance mismatch between the VNA intrinsic impedance, close to 50 Ω (Z0), and 

the EMP impedance [GU 14], [GU 15a]. For the demonstration, we first consider a 

DUT, whose impedance is variable, connected to a VNA. As illustrated in Fig. II-1, 

when very high impedances (or very low) are considered, most of the incident wave 

on the DUT is reflected back. For simplicity, a pure resistive impedance is considered. 
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Fig. II-1: Reflection coefficient Г as a function of a pure resistive impedance measured 

by means of a 50 Ω VNA 

As can be seen in Fig. II-1, the reflection coefficient Г is close to -1 for any 

impedance much lower than 50 Ω and close to 1 for any value much higher than 50 Ω 

which is the characteristic impedance of the VNA. However, Г stays around zero 

when the DUT is in the order of 50 Ω which represents the best sensitive region for 

the VNA. Indeed, as the reflection coefficient Г is related to the impedance ZDUT by 

the following equation [DAR 13] [WEB 14]:  

 

Г =  
𝑍𝐷𝑈𝑇 –  𝑍0
𝑍𝐷𝑈𝑇 + 𝑍0

 

The sensitivity can be evaluated by calculating the derivative of Г with respect to 

ZDUT: 

 

𝑑Г

𝑑𝑍𝐷𝑈𝑇
 =

𝑑

𝑑𝑍𝐷𝑈𝑇
[ 
𝑍𝐷𝑈𝑇 – 𝑍0
𝑍𝐷𝑈𝑇 + 𝑍0

] 

 

ΔГ = [ 
2 𝑍0

(𝑍𝐷𝑈𝑇 + 𝑍0)2
] Δ𝑍𝐷𝑈𝑇 
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Actually, for a given ΔZDUT, ΔГ decreases with Z
2

DUT, which means that the 

sensitivity is strongly degraded when considering a high ZDUT [DAR 13]. In this work, 

an interferometric technique is proposed to match the high impedance of the EMP to 

50 Ω under any configurations. The principle of the iNFMM is presented in the 

following part. 

II.2.3 Configuration of the interferometer-based NFMM  

The interferometer-based microwave microscope built up with a VNA, a hybrid 

coupler, an impedance tuner and an EMP is proposed in Fig. II-2.  

 

Fig. II-2: Schematic of the interferometer-based microwave microscope 

The hybrid coupler is connected to the ports 1 and 2 of the VNA. The direct and 

coupled paths are connected to the EMP (with reflection coefficient ΓEMP) and to the 

impedance tuner (with reflection coefficient ΓTUN) respectively. In this configuration, 

the coupler has two functions. First, it acts as a reflectometer that separates the 

incident signal from the one reflected by the EMP. Secondly, by combining the 

reflected signal with the wave coming from the impedance tuner, it gives the 

possibility to tune the resulting signal to a very low level. Particularly, ΓTUN is 

carefully adjusted to compensate ΓEMP by adequately choosing attenuator and 

phase-shifter positions that lead to a signal with an equal magnitude and an opposite 

phase-shift when comparing to ΓEMP. This tuning process is illustrated in Fig. II-3. 
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Fig. II-3: Wave cancellation process by combining ΓEMP and ΓTUN 

Thus, the measured transmission coefficient (zero-level signal) is given by: 

𝑆21 =
1

2
(𝛤𝐸𝑀𝑃 + 𝛤𝑇𝑈𝑁) = 0             

Ideally, the wave-cancellation technique should be done at any desired operating 

frequency. This signal is measured in a transmission mode (S21) to overcome the main 

limitation encountered when using VNAs in terms of directivity errors, especially on 

the measurement of small signals. Thus, the technique gives the possibility to operate 

in the ultimate sensitivity range of the VNA. The proposed impedance tuner is given 

in Fig. II-4. 

 

Fig. II-4: Impedance tuner included in the iNFMM 
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It is built up with a high-resolution programmable delay line (Colby Instruments 

PDL-200A Series) connected to a motor-driven variable attenuator (ATM AF 

074H-10-28). The output port of the attenuator is shortcut with a SMA short 

termination to operate in reflection mode. In the following, the principle of the 

iNFMM system is theoretically simulated by commercial tools such as Ansys
TM 

/HFSS and Keysight
TM

/ADS. 

II.2.4 Electromagnetic simulations of the microwave microscope 

Electromagnetic simulation platforms are effective ways to compute the 

electrical properties of materials, devices and structures for a better understanding of 

their functioning. In this part, to theoretically analyze the performance of the iNFMM, 

two commercial simulation tools are exploited: Ansys
TM 

/HFSS and Keysight
TM

/ADS. 

First, the electromagnetic field distribution of the EMP is determined by using 

Ansys
TM 

/HFSS, which permits us to highlight the local characterization possibility 

provided by the EMP. Afterwards, the behavior of the whole interferometer-based 

microwave microscope system is simulated by using the Keysight
TM

/ADS platform. 

The performance of the iNFMM system is studied in two configurations: with and 

without interferometer. 

II.2.4.1 Simulation of the EMP by Ansys
TM 

/HFSS 

During the measurement, two round end tips (D = 260/66 µm) are employed to 

locally characterize materials. Therefore, the distribution of the electromagnetic 

energy in the vicinity of the probe tip should be studied.  

Fig. II-5 shows the electric field distribution in free-space conditions at 2 GHz 

for different tip ends: tip with planar end (D = 260 µm) and tip with rounded end (D = 

260/66 µm). 
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Fig. II-5: Simulation of the electric field magnitude for different EMP in free space by 

using Ansys
TM

/HFSS; (a): EMP with planar end (D = 260 µm), (b): EMP with rounded end 

(D = 260 µm), (c): EMP with rounded end (D = 66 µm), these images are taken at the 

cross-section along the probe, f = 2 GHz 

Based on these simulation results, different conclusions can be drawn. As shown 

in Fig. II-5, the electric field is confined around the apex of the probe [OLA 13], 

[OLA 14]. When comparing the planar tip (Fig. II-5.a) and the round tip (Fig. II-5.b), 

it is noted that the round end tip is a better candidate to focus the electromagnetic 

energy at the tip end. Furthermore, a smaller probe (Fig. II-5.c) concentrates more 

field energy, which allows a better local characterization. Thereafter, the E-field is 

presented as a function of the distance to the tip (Fig. II-6). 

 

Fig. II-6: Variation of E-field with the distance to the tip (AnsysTM/HFSS); (a) distance 

from 0 to 500 µm, (b) distance range zoomed from 0 to 200 µm, f = 2 GHz 
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One can note from Fig. II-6.a that the E-field decays exponentially with the 

distance to the tip. Particularly, the maximum E-field value for the 66 μm-tip is higher 

than the value of the 260 μm-tip by a factor of 3.6 (for a distance = 0 μm) which also 

corresponds to the apex size ratio between these two tips. From the zoomed stand-off 

distance window (0 to 200 μm) in Fig. II-6.b, it is noted that the E-field of the smaller 

tip (66 μm) decays faster than the one calculated for the bigger probe. Indeed, the 

lateral spatial resolution is highly related to the tip apex [COR 15]. For example, 

considering a tip apex of 66 μm, the corresponding resolution (in the order of apex) is 

about λ0/2270 at 2 GHz (where λ0 is the free-space wavelength). Furthermore, these 

results prove the fact that the smaller round tip focuses more E-field around tip apex 

and allows a better local measurement. So to benefit of the better sensitivity of the 

probe, the material under investigation must be placed in this near-zone (in the order of 

the tip apex size). 

In the same way, the magnetic field of the two round end probes (D = 66/260 µm) 

is investigated in Fig. II-7. 

 

Fig. II-7: Variation of electric (Ο) and magnetic (◊) fields as a function of the distance to 

the tip (Ansys
TM

/HFSS); (a): Probe with apex size D = 66 µm, (b): probe with apex size D = 

260 µm, f = 2 GHz 

Fig. II-7 presents the magnitude of the electric and magnetic fields as a function 

of the distance to the probe. We can notice that the H-field decays with the distance to 

the probe. It also indicates that the magnetic field magnitude in the region of the apex 
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is negligible compared to the electric field. The ratio of the electric and magnetic 

fields’ magnitudes (|E|/|H|) is therefore much greater than the vacuum impedance.  

The study of the electromagnetic field of the evanescent microwave probe 

demonstrates that both the electric and magnetic fields decay as a function of distance. 

Furthermore, the E-filed is well focused around the probe tip, which shows the 

possibility of local characterization provided by the probe. In the following, the 

behavior of the interferometer-based microwave microscope is simulated by using the 

Keysight
TM

/ADS platform.  

II.2.4.2 Simulation of the iNFMM by Keysight
TM

/ADS 

To estimate the performance of the interferometric technique, we simulate the 

whole microwave microscope by using Keysight
TM

/ADS (Fig. II-8). For comparison, 

the configuration without interferometer is also shown in Fig. II-8. It should be 

mentioned that for the microwave components such as the attenuator, the 

phase-shifter and cables, ideal circuit models provided by Keysight
TM

/ADS are 

considered. Nevertheless, as there is no suitable hybrid coupler in ADS elements 

library, we have built a data box for the hybrid coupler whose values (scattering 

parameters as a function of frequency) are extracted from measurement results. 

Additionally, as the probe presents a high impedance in free space, it is considered as 

an open circuit. 

 

Fig. II-8: Schematic of the different configurations simulated by KeysightTM/ADS, (a): 

without interferometer, (b): with interferometer 
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To demonstrate the performance of the interferometric technique, two 

microwave microscope configurations are considered: without (Fig. II-8.a) and with 

the interferometer (Fig. II-8.b). In the setup without interferometer, one port of the 

VNA is directly connected to the EMP and the reflection coefficient S11 is simulated. 

In the case with interferometer, as shown in Fig. II-8.b, the transmission coefficient 

S21 is simulated. As an example, a small frequency range [2-3 GHz] at the beginning 

of the frequency range available [2-18 GHz] is selected to demonstrate the 

wave-cancelling process (Fig. II-9.a). Furthermore, in Fig. II-9.b, a selection of a 

resonant frequency window of S21 from 2.459 to 2.464 GHz is also presented.  

 

Fig. II-9: Simulation (KeysightTM/ADS) of the wave-cancelling process under two 

configurations: with and without the interferometer; (a): frequency range from 2 to 3 GHz, (b): 

frequency range from 2.459 to 2.464 GHz, P0 = 0 dBm 

As clearly shown in Fig. II-9.a, in the case where no-interferometer is used, the 

simulation results (S11) are very close to 0 dB due to the mismatch problem, which 

leads to a poor sensitivity. However, by including an interferometer into the NFMM 

platform, the zero level can be tuned to a low value, (for example, -60 dB, Fig. II-9.a). 

Actually, this signal can be lower depending on applications. Especially, from 2 to 3 

GHz, six successive resonances are observed in this figure. The resonances occur 

every 170 MHz. To better visualize the resonance peak, we consider the frequency 

around 2.46 GHz as an example (third peak observed when stepping from 2 GHz to 3 

GHz, Fig. II-9.a). From a zoomed frequency window, we observe in Fig. II-9.b that 
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the probe is actually matched down to -60 dB (35 dB above the noise floor of the 

VNA) at 2.461 GHz. Additionally, the corresponding quality factor of this resonance 

is as high as 10254. Thus, the proposed technique largely improves the sensitivity.  

II.2.5 Conclusion 

In this section, we have first discussed the mismatch problem when connecting 

directly the high impedance probe to the VNA. To solve this problem, an 

interferometric technique is proposed in our NFMM configuration. The iNFMM 

proposed is thus carefully discussed. Afterwards, the simulation tools Ansys
TM

/HFSS 

and Keysight
TM

/ADS are employed to analyze the performance of the NFMM. First, 

the distribution of the electromagnetic field of the EMP is demonstrated by 

Ansys
TM

/HFSS. It is found that the E-field is concentrated around tip apex to enable a 

very local characterization. Furthermore, the probe with smaller apex is shown to 

focus more E-field energy around the tip apex, leading to a better spatial resolution. 

Thereafter, the whole iNFMM system including the coupler, the attenuator, the delay 

line and the EMP is simulated by using Keysight
TM

/ADS. The wave-cancellation 

process is demonstrated in the frequency range [2-3 GHz]. All these simulation results 

allow a finer understanding of the iNFMM system, especially the EMP and the 

principle of the wave-cancelling process associated to the interferometric technique. 

After these theoretical studies of the electromagnetic distribution and the 

wave-cancelling process provided by the interferometric technique, we present in the 

next section the characterization of the iNFMM system. 
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II.3 Characterization of the microwave microscope 

II.3.1 Introduction 

To better understand the microwave response of the proposed system, in this 

section we present the characterization of the microwave components which compose 

the iNFMM such as the couplers, the attenuator, the delay line and the EMP by using 

the Keysight
TM

 PNA-X 5242A network analyzer covering the frequency range [10 

MHz- 26.5 GHz]. The characteristics of these components help to select the frequency 

band assuring the best functioning of each component and also to better understand 

the principle of the system. Then, the performance of the whole system is investigated 

and the zero level of the transmission coefficient is recorded under different 

conditions of the wave-cancelling process. In this part, for all the tests, the output 

power of the VNA is set to 0 dBm and the IFBW to 100 Hz. 

II.3.2 Characterization of the interferometer 

II.3.2.1 Characterization of the hybrid coupler 

The hybrid coupler plays an important role in the iNFMM as it combines the 

signal reflected by the EMP and the wave reflected by the impedance tuner. It is 

inside the coupler that takes place the wave-cancelling process, thus the 

characteristics of the coupler directly influence the quality of the wave-cancellation 

process. In our configuration, two couplers are needed to cover the entire operating 

frequency band of the system: one covering the frequency range [2-10 GHz] and 

another one covering a higher frequency range [6-20 GHz]. Actually in these 

measurements, critical characteristics of the couplers such as the matching, the 

isolation, the directivity, the coupling factor and the 90º phase-shift between the direct 

and coupled path are investigated. 

 

a) 2-10 GHz coupler 

Although the coupler is measured in the frequency range [10 MHz - 20 GHz], 

only the band [2-10 GHz] is of interest for this coupler. The matching properties and 

the isolation of the coupler are shown in the Fig. II-10.a. Both are well above 15 dB 
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from 2 to 10 GHz. In Fig. II-10.b, the insertion loss varies from 3.5 dB to 6 dB from 2 

to 10 GHz while in the same frequency range, the coupling factor varies from 1.5 dB 

to 3.5 dB. The directivity is higher than 14 dB in this range. 

 

Fig. II-10: Characteristics of the [2-10 GHz] hybrid coupler; (a): matching and isolation; 

(b): directivity and coupling parameters 

The phase-shift between the direct and coupled paths is shown in Fig. II-11. This 

phase-shift varies from 91º to 99º in the frequency band [2-10 GHz]. 

 

Fig. II-11: Phase-shift between the direct and coupled paths of the hybrid coupler; dash 

lines represents 90º and -90º 
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Based on these measurements, we confirm that the coupler operates correctly in 

the frequency range [2-10 GHz]. 

 

b) 6-20 GHz coupler 

 Similar tests are performed for the second coupler. The matching, isolation, 

directivity and coupling properties are shown in Fig. II-12. 

 

Fig. II-12: Characteristic of the [6-20 GHz] hybrid coupler; (a): matching and isolation; 

(b): directivity and coupling parameters 

As can be seen in Fig. II-12.a, the matching and the isolation coefficients are 

well above 18 dB for the frequency range [6-20 GHz]. In Fig. II-12.b, the insertion 

and the coupling factor are almost flat and around 4 dB from 6 to 20 GHz. The 

directivity is above 13 dB in this range. 
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Fig. II-13: Phase-shift between the direct and coupled paths of the hybrid coupler; dash 

lines represents 90º  

The phase-shift (Fig. II-13) between the direct and the coupled paths is between 

85º and 91º from 6 to 20 GHz.  

As a conclusion, two couplers are characterized in this part and they operate 

correctly in the frequency band [2-10 GHz] and [6-20 GHz], respectively. One can 

note that the operating frequencies of the couplers covers a common range from 6 to 

10 GHz. Particularly, to guarantee a good performance of the couplers, the 

measurements in [6-8 GHz] are done preferentially by the first coupler, and the 

measurements in [8-10 GHz] are rather conducted by the second coupler. 

In the following, the performance of the attenuator is evaluated. 

II.3.2.2 Characterization of the attenuator 

The impedance tuner is an essential component in our setup. Actually, the 

measurement sensitivity of the system highly depends on its performance. The 

impedance tuner includes an attenuator and a delay line that have to be characterized 

in the frequency band of interest. We first study the properties of the attenuator in 

terms of matching and attenuation. To assure a fine and automatic control of the 

attenuation, the variable attenuator is controlled by a motor. Fig. II-14 presents the 

reflection coefficient S11 of the attenuator for both the maximum and minimum 

attenuations available. 
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Fig. II-14: Magnitude of the reflection coefficient S11 of the attenuator; minimum and 

maximum attenuations are presented in blue and red lines, respectively 

As shown in Fig. II-14, |S11| is well below -20 dB when there is no attenuation 

considered (0 dB, blue line), leading to a good matching on the entire frequency range 

[10 MHz-20 GHz]. Concerning the maximum attenuation (red line in Fig. II-14), the 

S11 magnitude is below -13 dB in [3-20 GHz]. Especially, in [1.5-3 GHz], |S11| is 

around -10 dB, which is still acceptable in terms of matching properties.  

The insertion loss of the attenuator is plotted in the Fig. II-15 considering two 

conditions: minimum attenuation and maximum attenuation. 
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Fig. II-15: Magnitude (a) and phase-shift (b) of the transmission coefficient S21 of the 

attenuator; minimum and maximum attenuations are presented in blue and red lines, 

respectively 

As illustrated in Fig. II-15.a, the insertion loss is less than 1 dB when no 

attenuation is applied. When considering the maximum attenuation, |S21| varies from 

-10 to -18 dB in [2-20 GHz]. Actually, in the configuration of the proposed iNFMM, 

the impedance tuner is terminated by a short circuit, and the attenuator operates in 

reflection mode. So, the maximum attenuation varies in fact from 20 to 36 dB, which 

is largely sufficient for the wave-cancelling process. Furthermore, as the attenuator is 

motorized, the attenuation can be precisely controlled. Additionally, it is noticed that 

the attenuator introduces a phase-shift into the system (Fig. II-15.b).  

II.3.2.3 Characterization of the delay line  

The delay line, also named phase shifter, is investigated in this part. The delay 

time of this instrument ranges from 0 to 625 ps with a minimum step of 0.5 ps. Its 

return loss and insertion loss are shown in Fig. II-16. 
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Fig. II-16: Insertion loss and return loss of the delay line; (a): no delay (0 ps); (b): 

maximum delay (625 ps) 

From Fig. II-16, we find that the return loss varies from 10 to 57 dB in the 

frequency band [10MHz-20 GHz] for two conditions: no delay (0 ps) and maximum 

delay available (625 ps). It can also be noted that insertion loss is very flat and smaller 

than 3 dB for the entire frequency band. These results return good matching and 

transmission properties of the delay line. In the following, the exact phase-shift is 

calculated from the measurement delay time. 

The relationship between the phase-shift φ and the delay time t in free space is 

expressed as below. 

𝜑 = 𝑘 ∙ 𝑑 = 𝑘 ∙ 𝑐 ∙ 𝑡 

where k is the wave number of the wave, d is the length of cable and c is the speed of 

light in free space. The wave number is related to the wavelength λ by the equation: 

𝑘 =
2𝜋

𝜆
 

Actually, k describes how many oscillations the wave completes per unit of space. 

So it is quite easy to calculate the phase-shift from a given delay time. As an 

example, we consider a delay time of 1 ps at 10 GHz. The phase-shift is given by: 
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𝜑 =
2𝜋 ∙ 𝑓

𝑐
∙ 𝑐 ∙ 𝑡 = 2𝜋 ∙ 𝑓 ∙ 𝑡 

𝜑 = 2π ∙ 1010 ∙ 10−12 

𝜑 = 0.0628 rad = 3.6° 

Thus a delay time of 1 ps at 10 GHz corresponds to a phase-shift of 3.6º. 

Particularly, the phase-shift in degrees that corresponds to a given delay time can 

be expressed by 

𝜑 (𝑑𝑒𝑔) = 360° ∙ 𝑓 ∙ 𝑡 

By using the equation above, the phase-shift can be calculated at any frequency 

for a certain delay time. In Fig. II-17, as a demonstration, three delay times (5 ps, 10 

ps and 50 ps) are considered and a comparison between the theoretical phase-shift and 

the one measured is presented. 

 

Fig. II-17: Phase-shift of corresponding delay time (5 ps, 10 ps and 50 ps); the 

theoretically calculated values and measured ones are presented in dotted symbols and solid 

lines, respectively 

As shown in Fig. II-17, one can note that the phase-shift is proportional to the 

working frequency from 10 MHz to 20 GHz. It can also be retrieved that for a 
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addition, a good agreement is found between theory and measurement data. Thus, the 
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impedance tuner is precisely controlled by a numeric pad in the range [0-625 ps], 

which enables a fine adjustment of the phase-shift of the impedance tuner. 

After the evaluation of the performance of the delay line, the frequency response 

of the EMP is investigated in the following. 

II.3.2.4 Characterization of the evanescent microwave probe 

The evanescent microwave probe (EMP) is a crucial part of the microscope 

because the EMP directly interacts with the device/material under test. It is worth 

noting that the probe is constituted by a tapered-ended metallic conductor extruded 

from a SMA support (Fig. II-18.a). To analyze the performance of the probe, we 

measure its reflection coefficient. As shown in Fig. II-18.b, two probes of different 

apex sizes: 66 μm and 260 μm are investigated. During the measurement, the probe is 

fixed in free space and it is connected directly to the network analyzer. 

 

Fig. II-18: (a): EMP made of a tapered-ended metallic conductor and a SMA support, 

(b): magnitude of the reflection coefficient S11 of the evanescent microwave probe (EMP), 

two probe apex sizes are considered: 66 μm and 260 μm  

As shown in Fig. II-18.b, resonance peaks are found at 5.3 GHz and 12.7 GHz 

for probe apex of 66 μm and 260 μm respectively. Actually, as the EMP is composed 

of a central conductor and a SMA support, the probe works like a quarter-wave 

monopole, in which the antenna is approximately 1/4 wavelength (λ0) of the 

microwaves. For the probe with apex size of 66 μm, the length of the central 
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conductor is 1.5 cm (Fig. II-18.a) which is close to the length of the 1/4 wavelength 

(λ0 = 5.7 cm) antenna with a resonance frequency of 5.3 GHz (Fig. II-18.b). Similarly, 

for the probe apex of 260 μm, the length of the central conductor is 0.7 cm, 

corresponding to the length of the 1/4 of the wavelength (λ0 = 2.4 cm) antenna with a 

resonance frequency of 12.7 GHz (Fig. II-18.b). One can note that high sensitivity is 

guaranteed around the resonance frequencies, while for other frequencies, for example 

at 2 GHz, the reflection coefficients of the two probes are very close to 0 dB. This 

poor matching means the majority of the wave is reflected back from the SMA 

support of the EMP and there is almost no wave transmitted into the probe. Thus, the 

EMP is only sensitive in its resonance frequency range. However, the simulation 

results in section II.2.4 prove that by incorporating an interferometer between the 

VNA and the probe, the sensitivity can be largely improved. Thus, in the following 

part, the tuning process associated to this technique and the performance of the whole 

microscope are experimentally validated. 

II.3.3 Performance of the interferometric technique 

II.3.3.1 Validation of the wave-cancelling process  

According to the characteristics of the microwave components of the system 

presented just before, the microwave microscope proposed operates in a broad 

frequency band [2-18 GHz]. Thus, in this part, we evaluate the performance of the 

whole microscope. Practically, the potentialities of the interferometric technique are 

verified through some basic experiments. 

The accuracy of the tuning process is first verified. To that end, we considered the 

EMP (apex = 260 μm) in free-space. The source power of the VNA is set to 0 dBm and 

the IFBW to 100 Hz. In this configuration, the noise floor of the VNA is around -95 dB. 

The resonant peak of the transmission coefficient is then easily adjusted by tuning the 

phase-shift of the delay line. All measurements are done at room temperature around 

20°C. As a demonstration, the data are acquired in the frequency range [2-3 GHz] with 

a frequency step of 10 kHz (Fig. II-19). We present the performance of the platform 

with two configurations: with and without interferometer (Fig. II-8). As mentioned 

before, in the case with interferometer, the parameter measured is the transmission 
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coefficient S21. In case of the setup without interferometer, one port of the VNA is 

directly connected to the EMP and the reflection coefficient S11 is acquired. 

              

Fig. II-19: Measured (solid lines) and simulated (dotted lines) magnitude spectra in two 

cases: with (in black) and without (in red) interferometer; P0 = 0 dBm, IFBW = 100Hz, EMP 

apex = 66 μm 

In Fig. II-19, for the setup without interferometer, the reflection coefficient 

response |S11| is flat in the frequency range [2-3 GHz]. However, in the setup with 

interferometer, several resonances which occur every 170 MHz are observed, in the 

frequency range [2-3 GHz]. These resonances guarantee a good measurement 

sensitivity. It can also been observed from Fig. II-19 that there is a difference between 

the measured (solid lines) and simulated (dotted lines) results because losses are not 

considered in the simulation. These losses are associated to the cables, connections 

and microwave components of the system. In this case, losses mainly come from the 

cables. For example, in the setup without interferometer (red lines in Fig. II-19), the 

measured S11 spectrum is around 3 dB below the simulated one due to the cable loss 

(in the order of 1.5 dB). In the case with interferometer, there is also a 3 dB difference 

of S21 spectrum because two cables are employed to connect two ports of the coupler 

to the VNA. 

Afterwards, to better visualize the resonance peak of S21, the frequency window 

is reduced to 5 MHz around 2.46 GHz (Fig. II-20). 
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Fig. II-20: (b): Measured (solid line) and simulated (dotted line) |S21| spectra from 2.459 

to 2.464 GHz; P0 = 0 dBm, IFBW = 100Hz, EMP apex = 66 μm 

As shown in Fig. II-20, the quality factor obtained by simulation (10254) is about 

twice as the value measured (4922). After giving some basic results on the 

wave-cancelling process, in the following, the behavior of the impedance tuner which 

plays an important role in the interferometric technique is investigated (Fig. II-21). 

Especially, in Fig. II-21.a, different cancellation levels are obtained by tuning 

carefully the attenuator.  
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Fig. II-21: Measured magnitude spectra of the transmission coefficient S21, (a): different 

|S21| levels (-45 dB, -60 dB, - 75 dB and -90 dB) obtained by tuning the attenuator, (b): 

resonance shift (around 0.8 MHz) achieved by adding a short time delay (1 ps) 

As shown in Fig. II-21.a, a fine adjustment of ΓTUN allows setting |S21| at a zero 

level equal to -90 dB (only 5 dB upper than the noise floor of the VNA). Actually, 

such a low zero level leads to a high quality factor (Q) and a better sensitivity. For 

example, the calculated Q for the different zero levels selected (-45 dB, -60 dB, -75 

dB and -90 dB) are 1172, 4922, 24603 and 98412 respectively. Indeed, the high 

measurement sensitivity can be easily adjusted by tuning the motorized attenuator. 

Then the influence of the time delay on the tuning process is also investigated. As 

shown in Fig. II-21.b, a time delay of 1 ps is added into the system by the delay line, 

and consequently a resonance shift of 0.8 MHz of |S21| is obtained. Furthermore, as 

the electrical length of the system is slightly extended because of the time delay (1 ps) 

inserted this resonance peak shifts to the left side. So, generally speaking, thanks to 

the delay line, the operating resonance frequency can be precisely selected in a wide 

frequency band [2-18 GHz] with a step around 1 MHz. Therefore, compared to other 

NFMM operating at very limited frequency [HUM 12] [TOR 12], the iNFMM 

proposed enables a quasi-continuous frequency band [GU 16b]. 

In the following, the measurement sensitivity over a broad frequency band is 

under evaluation. 
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II.3.3.2 Evaluation of the measurement sensitivity 

The quality factor of the iNFMM represents one of the most effective manner to 

demonstrate the measurement sensitivity [STE 98], [LAI 09]. As reported in the 

literature, the transmission-line-based structures usually exhibit a quality factor in the 

order of 1000 [TAB 00], [KLE 06], [WEB 12]; while the resonator-based platforms 

present higher Q values around 5000 [SUN 14], [GRE 16]. Another limitation for 

resonator-based NFMM is the difficulty to obtain a good measurement sensitivity for 

a broad frequency range [TSE 07]. On the contrary, an interferometer-based structure 

has potentials to achieve a good sensitivity in broad frequency band. For example, 

Bakli et al. obtained a Q varying from 5300 to 9400 in the frequency band [2-6 GHz] 

in free space [BAK 14]. In this work, we extend the working frequency to 18 GHz 

with an excellent sensitivity. 

As presented in Fig. II-22, the zero level is set around -75 dB by carefully tuning 

the attenuator and the delay line, and the corresponding quality factors are calculated 

as a function of frequency. The probe is placed in air. As mentioned in section II.3.2, 

there are two couplers covering different frequency ranges. Q values are presented 

separately for these two couplers in Fig. II-22.a and Fig. II-22.b. 

 

Fig. II-22: Quality factors measured (in red) as a function of the frequency considering 

the zero level around -75 dB (in blue); (a): results by using the [2-10 GHz] coupler; (b): 

results by using the [6-20 GHz] coupler; the wave-cancelling process is done considering the 

probe in air 

As shown in Fig. II-22, the quality factor obtained varies from 25000 to 260000 

which is much higher than the values ever reported in the literature. Especially, even 
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the minimum Q value obtained (25000) is higher than the Q given by the 

resonator-based structure (5000) by a factor of five. Thus, an excellent measurement 

sensitivity over a broad frequency range is guaranteed by the interferometric 

technique. One can note that the maximum quality factor is obtained around 8 GHz 

whatever the coupler is. This maximum value, 260000, is obtained by using the [2-10 

GHz] coupler while the maximum Q value is 210000 using the [6-20 GHz] coupler. 

Thus we clearly see that Q values are influenced by the characteristics of the 

microwave components of the system, and mainly affected by the coupler features. 

Actually the couplers are not exploited in their entire working frequency but rather 

from 2 to 8 GHz for the first coupler, and from 8 to 18 GHz for the second coupler. 

II.3.4 Conclusion 

In this section, we have presented the characterization of the properties of the 

critical elements of the iNFMM proposed including the hybrid coupler, the impedance 

tuner and the probe. It has been shown that the properties of these components 

guarantee a broad frequency of operation from 2 to 18 GHz. As an illustration, we 

have presented the results obtained for a tuning process performed in the frequency 

range [2-3 GHz] to demonstrate the performance of the interferometric technique. 

Particularly, we have shown that a low zero level with high quality factor can be 

easily obtained by carefully adjusting the attenuator. Furthermore, thanks to the 

motorized delay line, the platform is able to operate in a quasi-continuous frequency 

range [2-18 GHz] with a step of 0.8 MHz for a time delay of 1ps. The interferometer 

setup confirms a measurement sensitivity largely enhanced compared to the setup 

without interferometer. High quality factors are obtained by the interferometric 

technique for a wide frequency range. Therefore, compared to the resonator method, 

the interferometric technique represents a better candidate to operate in a broad 

frequency band, from 2 to 18 GHz in the present case, with high measurement 

sensitivity.  

After the presentation of the performance of the microwave microscope which 

has been experimentally evaluated, in the following part we report on the performance 

of the whole iNFMM system including the microwave part and the mechanical part 

(x-y-z stage) in terms of measurement repeatability which is one of the most critical 

issues of the NFMM. 
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II.4 Setting parameters influence on the repeatability of the iNFMM 

II.4.1 Introduction 

Microwave microscopy has been demonstrated as a good candidate to address 

imaging applications with high spatial resolution. However, some scientific issues are 

still to be overcome. In particular, the main difficulty of NFMM lies in the 

measurement repeatability [TAB 99], [IMT 14], especially in micro- and/or 

nano-characterizations scenarios [HUB 10]. For this kind of experiments typical 

measurement uncertainties around 10 % to 20 % are reported [TAL 09], [HUB 10]. 

Even if there have been some repeatability analysis for scanning probe microscope 

(SPM) [EDW 98], [XIA 14], only a few works devoted to repeatability study of the 

microwave microscope have been identified [CHE 02], [HOF 14]. For this reason, 

there is an urgent need to address the repeatability issue of NFMM and to identify the 

errors sources related to this new characterization mean. Indeed, this kind of 

experimentations requires well-established measurement protocols to ensure 

reproducibility of the measured data and to improve the microwave microscopy 

performance. For instance, comprehensive works focusing on the influence of setting 

parameters, such as stand-off distance (distance between the material under test and 

the probe) and scanning step size, on the imaging quality have been achieved [CAS 11]. 

In our study, we concentrate on the impact of a large number of setting parameters 

(microwave source, impedance tuner, cables, x-y-z stage and measurement duration) 

and analyze their contributions to the measurement repeatability and imaging quality. 

This is a very fine study that intends to give a good picture of the performance allowed 

by the platform developed. The description of the iNFMM platform is given in 

Section II.4.2. In Section II.4.3, the impact of the VNA IFBW on the measurement 

repeatability is quantified in different scenarios. The drift of the iNFMM with time is 

also estimated for three different zero levels achieved by the interferometer. In Section 

II.4.4, these optimized key parameters (i.e. the IFBW and the zero level) are defined to 

configure the iNFMM for 1D scanning. The error generated during the scanning 

process is successfully extracted. Furthermore, a 2D microwave imaging application 

based on the optimized key parameters is proposed to evaluate the performance of this 

instrument. 
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II.4.2 Interferometer-based near-field microwave microscope setup 

We present in Fig. II-23 the whole setup of the proposed iNFMM including the 

microwave circuits (i.e. VNA, coupler, impedance tuner and EMP) and the 

mechanical part (x-y-z stage). 

 

Fig. II-23: Interferometer-based near-field microwave microscope setup 

As shown in Fig. II-23, the sample to be scanned is mounted on a motor-driven 

x-y-z stage. The probe is positioned vertically over the stage. The x-y-z stage consists 

of three independent motorized linear translation sub-stages with travelling distances of 

25 cm in x/y axis and 1 cm in z axis respectively. The minimum increment step in the 

three directions is 1 µm. The sample is placed on the chuck fixed on the stage whereas 

the microwave part of the microscope remains fixed. Consequently, a better stability is 

obtained by moving the sample under the probe tip instead of moving the probe. A 

camera is used for better visualization of the tip and the sample under test. Concerning 

the software part of the platform, a National Instruments Labview interface is 

developed to control the position of the sample, to set the network analyzer parameters, 

to measure the resulting transmission coefficient S21 and to display the results. 

II.4.3 Setting parameters impact on repeatability tests 

In this part, a complete study related to the influence of different setting 

parameters on the quality of measurement is proposed [GU 16a]. The first part of the 
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analysis is focused on the measurement precision. This latter is related to the 

deviation of repeated measurements from the mean value. Consequently, to 

investigate the performance of the technique, the mean and the standard deviation of 

the transmission coefficient are considered. The mean of the transmission coefficient is 

given by: 

𝑆21̅̅ ̅̅ =
1

𝑛
∑𝑆21𝑖 

𝑛

𝑖=1

  

with n the number of measurements. 

The standard deviation of the complex transmission coefficient is defined by: 

𝑆𝑡𝑑(𝑆21) = (
1

𝑛 − 1
∑[(𝑆21𝑖 − 𝑆21

̅̅ ̅̅ ) × (𝑆21𝑖 − 𝑆21
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∗
]

𝑛
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1
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The relative standard deviation is given by: 

𝑆𝑡𝑑(𝑆21) % =  100 % ×
𝑠𝑡𝑑(𝑆21)

|𝑆21̅̅ ̅̅ |
                  

The errors related to the electrical part of the system (VNA, impedance tuner, 

coupler, cables, etc.) and the mechanical repeatability (x-y-z stage) impact the 

measurement precision in an extent that has to be estimated. Concerning the 

contribution of the electrical part of the platform to the error budget, it is quite 

difficult to quantitatively analyze the influence of each component (impedance tuner, 

coupler and cables) separately. Thus, we have considered this electrical contribution 

as a whole. Nevertheless, to lower this source of error as already said, the microwave 

part of system remains fixed during the scanning and the environmental conditions are 

kept constant (in particular the temperature). We begin the description of this study 

with the influence of the IFBW and the zero level. Then, investigation related to the 

scanning error is reported. All measurements are done at room temperature around 

20 °C. 

II.4.3.1 VNA intermediate frequency bandwidth (IFBW) 

In this part the influence of the VNA IFBW on the measured transmission 

coefficient is examined. The receiver architecture of a conventional VNA is based on a 

tuned receiver that makes use of a local oscillator (LO) to mix the received microwave 
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signal to a lower intermediate frequency (IF). The IF signal is bandpass filtered which 

narrows the receiver bandwidth and greatly improves the sensitivity, dynamic range 

and precision. The magnitude and phase information are extracted from the IF signal 

by means of an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and digital-signal processor (DSP). 

Thus, as the measurement accuracy and sensitivity are mainly governed by the IF 

bandwidth of the VNA, the transmission coefficient noise floor is first determined as a 

function of this parameter. To that end, the source power of the VNA is set to P0 = 0 

dBm and both measurement ports of the VNA are connected to match loads. The 

measured transmission noise floor corresponds to the average of the measured 

transmission coefficient magnitude on the whole frequency band of the VNA [10 MHz 

- 26.5 GHz] (Fig. II-24). 

 

Fig. II-24: Measured transmission coefficient S21 as a function of the intermediate 

frequency bandwidth (IFBW), P0 = 0 dBm (Keysight
TM

 PNA-X 5242A) 

From this graph, it is clear that the noise floor can be significantly reduced by 

decreasing the IFBW. In the present case, a minimum value around -110 dB for an 

IFBW of 1 Hz is obtained. Nevertheless, a low IFBW results in a longer acquisition 

time. Consequently, the measure is more sensitive to drift errors. Experiments are 

proposed in the following to quantify the impact of the IFBW on the measurement 

precision. For these first tests, the coupler arms connected respectively to the probe and 

the impedance tuner are equilibrated by the interferometric method proposed so that the 
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zero level is set to a value around -50 dB at 2 GHz when the probe is in free-space. The 

acquisition time is set to 60 seconds (number of points: 60) and six values of IFBW 

between 1 Hz and 1000 Hz are considered. 

We give in Table II-1 the standard deviation obtained for the different cases. As 

the transmission coefficient is a complex value, we have also given the standard 

deviation calculated for the magnitude and the phase-shift separately.  

IFBW (Hz) Std (S21) (%) Std (|S21|) (%) Std (arg.S21) (º) 

1 0.47 0.4 0.14 

10 0.62 0.4 0.28 

50 0.79 0.49 0.35 

100 0.83 0.53 0.37 

500 0.89 0.55 0.4 

1000 1.46 0.91 0.66 

Table II-1: Standard deviation of the transmission coefficient S21 as a function of IFBW; 

zero level = -50 dB, f = 2 GHz, acquisition time = 60 s, number of points = 60 

From these data, we show that for given acquisition times and number of points 

the measurement precision diminishes when the IFBW increases. When the IFBW 

increases from 1 Hz to 1000 Hz, the standard deviation of the transmission coefficient 

is multiplied by a factor three, going from around 0.5 % to 1.5 %.  

In the next experiment, the acquisition time remains equal to 60s while the 

sampling speed increases with IFBW. Obviously, a higher IFBW leads to a faster 

sampling speed and thus a higher number of points (32001 points for IFBW=1000 Hz). 

The data obtained are summarized in Table II-2.  

IFBW (Hz) Number of points Std (S21) (%) Std (|S21|) (%) Std (arg.S21) (º) 

1 60 0.47 0.4 0.14 

10 600 0.58 0.4 0.24 

50 3,000 0.73 0.43 0.32 

100 6,000 0.75 0.49 0.33 

500 30,000 0.78 0.49 0.35 

1000 32,001 0.89 0.69 0.35 

Table II-2: Standard deviation of the transmission coefficient S21 as a function of IFBW; 

zero level = -50 dB, f = 2 GHz, acquisition time = 60s 
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One can retrieve, when comparing Table II-1 and Table II-2, that for given 

acquisition time and IFBW, the precision is obviously better when the number of points 

is higher. These experiments clearly demonstrate the influence of the VNA setting 

parameters on the measurement precision. So, to lower the impact of these parameters, 

a compromise between the IFBW, the number of points and the acquisition time has to 

be found. 

II.4.3.2 Zero level of the transmission coefficient  

In this part, the influence of the zero level of the transmission coefficient S21 set by 

the interferometer on the drift errors is under investigation. As already said, the EMP 

exhibits a very high impedance in comparison with the standard 50 Ω impedance of the 

VNA. Consequently, as already mentioned, if the EMP is connected directly to a 

measurement port of the VNA, the receiver becomes practically insensitive to the 

variations of the reflection coefficient. Therefore, the probe must be matched to the 50 

Ω input impedance of the VNA. In the approach proposed, as described before, a 

broadband matching network based on an interferometric technique is inserted between 

the analyzer and the probe to enhance the measurement sensitivity/accuracy in the 

frequency range 2-18 GHz. Thus, the transmission coefficient S21 can be put at a very 

low-level to benefit from the sensitivity of the VNA. As the measured signal is subject 

to drift errors especially when very low signals are considered, the stability of the 

system as a function of acquisition time is quantified in the following for different zero 

levels. The input source power P0 of the VNA and the IFBW are set respectively to 0 

dBm and 100 Hz (that corresponds to a transmission coefficient noise floor around -90 

dB according to the Fig. II-24). In Table II-3, we present the standard deviations 

calculated for three zero levels (about -30 dB, -50 dB and -70 dB). A relatively short 

acquisition time is first considered (5 minutes). The measured data are acquired every 

30 seconds.   
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|S21| (dB) Std (S21) (%) Std (|S21|) (%) Std (arg.S21) (º) 

-30 0.121 0.10 0.038 

-50 0.52 0.35 0.29 

-70 5.36 4.280 1.85 

Table II-3: Standard deviation of the transmission coefficient S21 as a function of the zero 

level; f = 2 GHz; P0 = 0 dBm, IFBW = 100 Hz, acquisition time = 5 minutes, number of points 

= 600 

It is retrieved in this table that the drift errors increase with a decrease of the signal 

level. A maximum deviation of 5.36 % is found for the lowest zero level tested (-70 dB), 

which is acceptable for short term measurements lasting a few minutes. 

After analyzing the drift errors for a short time test, a measurement time of 5 hours 

is investigated in Fig. II-25. Indeed, one of the applications of the microwave 

microscopy platform proposed is to perform a 2D imaging over an object under test as 

it will be detailed at the end of the section. Because such process usually takes hours, 

the long term stability must be carefully studied. Besides, 5 hours is largely enough for 

measurements such as 2D scanning. As for the short time test, the measurement data are 

acquired every 30 seconds. 

 

Fig. II-25: Transmission coefficient magnitude (a) and phase-shift (b) versus time for 3 

zero levels (around -30dB, -50 dB and -70 dB), f = 2 GHz, IFBW = 100 Hz, number of points 

= 600 
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These plots clearly indicate that the measured data are impacted by drift errors. A 

higher zero level (-30 dB and -50 dB) leads obviously to a better stability of the system. 

For example, when a cancellation level around -70 dB is considered, the measurement 

stability study shows variations after 5 hours of 15.5 dB and 29.4° for magnitude and 

phase-shift respectively (Fig. II-25). However, only slight variations of 0.1 dB and 1.5° 

respectively for magnitude and phase-shift are obtained after 5 hours when the zero 

level is around -30 dB. For a signal level in between (-50 dB), the variations observed in 

magnitude and phase-shift are respectively 0.9 dB and 7.2°. The standard deviations of 

the measured transmission coefficient are then derived (Table II-4).  

 

|S21| (dB) Std (S21) (%) Std (|S21|) (%) Std (arg.S21) (º) 

-30 0.72 0.25 0.39 

-50 5.19 3.81 2.01 

-70 41.17 40.26 6.62 

Table II-4: Standard deviation for three zero levels of the transmission coefficient S21,  

f = 2 GHz, P0 = 0 dBm, IFBW = 100 Hz, acquisition time = 5 hours, number of points = 600 

It is retrieved that the standard deviation diminishes when the zero level increases, 

just as found in Table II-3. When comparing Table II-4 and Table II-3, it is evidenced 

that much more errors are found for all the transmission coefficients considered after a 

long term test. Therefore, the acquisition time that considerably affects the test stability 

is an important data when imaging applications are aimed. 

After having done a complete study of a 5h-stability test, a further investigation is 

focused on standard deviation evolution with acquisition time as illustrated in Fig. 

II-26. 
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Fig. II-26: Standard deviation of the transmission coefficient as a function of acquisition 

time under three zero levels, f = 2 GHz, IFBW = 100 Hz, number of points = 600 

This study provides the distribution of the system drift errors versus acquisition 

time. As evidenced by the figure, the deviation first increases with acquisition time and 

then stabilizes for the three zero levels considered. It is clearly visible for the -70 dB 

response that the rate of the rise of the drift errors slows down with acquisition time. 

This indicates a gradual downward trend of the deviation increase. It can also be 

observed in this figure that, for the same period, the test results turn out to be much 

more repeatable for higher zero levels (-30 dB and -50 dB) than that for the lowest one 

(-70 dB). Generally, a low signal level (-70 dB) is supposed to be chosen to benefit of a 

larger dynamic range of the transmission coefficient. However, in that case, the 

standard deviation (Fig. II-26) of a 2-hour measurement for example is quite high 

(33.2 %). By contrast, for a higher zero level (-30 dB and -50 dB), the drift errors are 

much lower (0.15 % and 2.3 %) but at the expense of a smaller dynamic range. Thus, 

there is a hard compromise to be found between the zero level, the acquisition time and 

the dynamic range.  

As a conclusion, given all the results obtained in this section, we demonstrate that 

key parameters such as IFBW, acquisition time and zero level have a great impact on 

the measurement repeatability. A magnitude of -50 dB of the zero level is believed to 

be a good candidate for applications where a long-term measurement lasting hours is 
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needed.  By contrast, for short-term measurements typically lasting minutes, a level of 

-70 dB can be applied to benefit from the best dynamic range. 

II.4.4 Scanning repeatability study 

The optimized key parameters needed to perform short-term and/or long-term 

tests have been carefully discussed. It has been shown that the electrical components of 

the platform (VNA, coupler, impedance tuner etc.) have a strong impact on the 

measurement reproducibility. On the other hand, as mentioned above, the mechanical 

error is also related to the measurement repeatability. In this part, we first present the 

influence of the x-y-z stage on the measurement precision by analyzing 1D scanning 

tests. Afterwards, a 2D microwave imaging application is investigated to quantify the 

platform performance. 

II.4.4.1 Extraction of scanning errors in 1D scanning 

The 3D stage enables a large scanning area of 200 × 200 mm
2
 in x/y directions and 

a displacement of 10 mm in z direction with a positioning uncertainty in the order of 

0.1 μm. However, as the measured data are obtained by stepping the scanning motors 

point by point, even such a small positioning error can lower the repeatability of 

one-line or 2D scanning measurements. Therefore, the error generated during the 

scanning process has also to be evaluated. 

The set-up configuration is such as the key parameters mentioned above, IFBW, 

acquisition time and zero level, are fixed to 100 Hz, 2 hours and -50 dB respectively to 

run a long-term test. The EMP is positioned 10 μm over a metallic surface, as displayed 

in Fig. II-27. To test the reliability of the stage, the sample is moved to another position 

along x/y directions in a step of 1000 μm which is much larger than the minimum step 

size of the stage (1 μm), and then moved back to the initial position (Fig. II-27.a). This 

process is conducted 10 times in 2 hours. Similarly, in z direction, a process of stand-off 

distance jumping up to 1000 μm and falling to 10 μm is repeated 10 times during the 

same period (Fig. II-27.b). 
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Fig. II-27: Repeatability tests of the motorized stage in x/y directions (a) and in z 

direction (b), the displacement is performed in a step of 1000 μm 

As said before, the errors are studied in two different situations with and without 

movement of the stage. In case of 1D and 2D scanning, the errors are of two kinds, 

electrical and mechanical. At the probe initial position (10 μm as stand-off distance), 

standard deviations are calculated as 5.20 %, 5.44 % and 5.74 % for x, y and z 

directions respectively. For comparison, a close standard deviation in the order of 6 % 

for z direction was found in [GU 15b]. This uncertainty, taking into account electrical 

and mechanical errors, is acceptable for long term applications such as 2D microwave 

imaging. It is worth noting that the impact of environmental conditions such as 

temperature and humidity drifts have not been taken into account in this evaluation 

method of the errors occurring when using the platform in particular for long time 

lasting experiments. 

II.4.4.2 2D nondestructive microwave imaging 

The previous repeatability study has demonstrated excellent measurement 

reliability when using optimized key setting parameters. Indeed, even for a long term 

test, the relative deviations of the stage in x/y directions are only about 5 % after 2 

hours-test. Consequently, the good stability and versatility offered by the iNFMM 

proposed allow us to envisage a wide range of applications in different fields. 

Particularly, we show that the platform is suitable for 2D nondestructive imaging with 

sub-wavelength spatial resolution. In these experiments the probe selected has an apex 

of 66 μm.  As a demonstration, we have scanned a chip area of a widely available card 

(Fig. II-28.a). A microphotograph of a metallic slot is also shown in Fig. II-28.b. 
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Fig. II-28: Image of the chip area (11 × 8 mm
2
) of a common chip card, (a): the chip 

region is metalized and the rest of the card is in plastic, (b): zoomed slot line width (optical 

image) and (c): 2D scanning path 

As shown in Fig. II-28.c, the 2D image is completed by moving the x-y-z stage in 

a zigzag path (sweep in one direction on y-axis followed by a step in x direction and a 

sweep in the other direction on y-axis). Considering the drift errors increase with the 

measurement duration, we have kept for the IFBW and the zero level the values that 

have shown the optimized results in case of long term test (IFBW = 100 Hz, zero level 

= -50 dB). The sweep speed of the evanescent probe is set to 600 pixels per minute with 

a step size of 50 μm which is smaller than the tip apex (260 μm). The scanning area 

corresponds to half of the chip surface (11×8 mm
2
), resulting in a scanning duration 

of 1 hour. To assure the microscope operates in near-field region, the separation 

distance between the tip and the sample is set to 10 μm. To evaluate the accuracy and 

repeatability of the microscopy system, we investigate the difference between 

microwave images obtained by repeating the same scanning process several times (5 

times). We show in Fig. II-29 the images (|S21|, arg.S21) that present the largest 

difference observed. First, it can be noticed that both magnitude and phase-shift clearly 

return the chip area image. The maximum contrast for magnitude and phase-shift are 8 

dB (Fig. II-29.a and b) and 40° (Fig. II-29.d and e) respectively. As illustrated on these 

images, the slot width retrieved, equal to 250 μm, is close to the value obtained by the 

optical image (220.2 μm, Fig. II-28).  This width corresponds to about λ0/600 at 2 GHz 
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in free space. So, one conclusion that can be drawn after these tests is the achievement 

of images with subwavelength spatial resolution.  

To better appreciate the difference between the 2D scans we have plotted the 

images obtained by subtracting pixel by pixel the results recorded for each case in terms 

of magnitude (Fig. II-29.c) and phase-shift (Fig. II-29.f). 

 

Fig. II-29: 2D images on chip area (5.5 × 8 mm
2
) of a card with a step of 50 μm, (a) and 

(b): magnitude images with the same test conditions, (c): subtraction between (a) and (b), (d) 

and (e): phase-shift images with the same test conditions, (f): subtraction between (d) and (e);  

tip-sample separation=10 μm, f=2 GHz, IFBW = 100 Hz, zero level = -50 dB 

A maximum variation of 2 dB and 8° respectively for magnitude and phase-shift is 

noted. Because of the low zero level, the variation is not uniform on the entire scanned 

surface. So, we have collected the mean values for different positions materialized by 

the dashed lines on Fig. II-29.c and Fig. II-29.f. In fact to obtain the mean in x 

direction, we calculate the averaged values of every line along y direction. Then, the 

influence of the setting parameters is analyzed by varying the values around the 

optimized ones (IFBW=100 Hz and zero level = -50 dB). Two situations are considered, 

we change only one parameter, either IFBW or |S21| is modified (1
st
 case: IFBW=1000 
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Hz and zero level = -50 dB; 2
nd

 case: IFBW=100 Hz and zero level = -70 dB). The 

results are reported in Fig. II-30. 

 

 

Fig. II-30: Averaged variation of transmission coefficient magnitude and phase-shift 

calculated every 50 μm, (a) and (b): mean in x direction, (c) and (d): mean in y direction 

This figure clearly exhibits the drift level that affects the 2D microwave imaging 

process. Because of the sweeping mechanism chosen (zigzag: continuous sweep along 

y-axis and stepped sweep along x-axis) the results are less noisy for the displacement 

on y-axis. We also confirm that the best results are obtained in case of optimized setting 

parameters (IFBW, zero level of |S21|) with fluctuations lower than 0.5 dB for the 
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magnitude and lower than 3° for the phase-shift. As highlighted by Fig. II-30, if we 

deviate from these optimized setting parameters the accuracy is strongly impacted; the 

errors are doubled at least. To perform these tests, only one parameter has been 

modified at once, it is quite obvious that the performance will be even lowered if both 

are changed in the same time. These results altogether demonstrate the influence of the 

setting parameters on the platform accuracy. 

II.4.5 Conclusion 

A near-field microwave microscopy platform based on an interferometric 

technique is evaluated through the study of key configuration parameters. Setting 

parameters such as IFBW, acquisition time, zero level set by the interferometer are 

investigated to determine the performance of the system in terms of accuracy and 

repeatability. It is demonstrated that the error measured for applications requiring 

displacement (1D and 2D scanning) is less than 6 %, while for characterizations with a 

fixed stage, it is less than 3 %. Moreover, the evaluation of a 2D imaging technique, 

with sub-wavelength spatial resolution, is performed. The 2D scanning images confirm 

that the best results are obtained in case of optimized setting parameters (IFBW = 100 

Hz, zero level = -50 dB). 
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II.5 Conclusion  

In this chapter, we have discussed the principle of the proposed iNFMM and 

demonstrated its performance. First, to solve the mismatch issue between the high 

impedance EMP and the VNA (characteristic impedance = 50 Ω), an interferometer 

based matching network is included into the NFMM. The interferometer made of a 

hybrid coupler and an impedance tuner, is used to introduce a wave-cancellation 

process into the system. It has been shown that this technique largely improves the 

measurement sensitivity. 

Then, simulation tools including Ansys
TM

/HFSS and Keysight
TM

/ADS are 

employed to analyze the performance of the EMP and the whole iNFMM. It is shown, 

according to the distribution of the electromagnetic field, that the E-field energy is 

well confined around the probe apex and it decays rapidly with the distance to the tip 

in the near field region. In fact, this property enables a very local characterization of 

the material/device under test. Later, the wave-cancelling process provided by the 

interferometric technique is simulated by Keysight
TM

/ADS platform. All these 

simulation results lead to a better understanding of the iNFMM, especially the EMP 

behavior and the wave-cancelling process used in the interferometric technique. 

Then, the microwave components that compose the iNFMM such as the coupler, 

the impedance tuner and the EMP are characterized. One can note that the properties 

of the components selected guarantee a broad frequency of operation from 2 to 18 

GHz. Afterwards, the wave-cancelling process is experimentally validated by 

employing an impedance tuner made of motorized attenuator and a high resolution 

delay line. Particularly, we have shown that the zero level can be tuned to a very sharp 

resonance, which corresponds to a high quality factor, by carefully adjusting the 

attenuator. Furthermore, thanks to the motorized delay line, the platform is able to 

operate in a quasi-continuous frequency range [2-18 GHz] with a step of 0.8 MHz. 

Based on this wave-cancelling mechanism, the performance of the iNFMM is 

evaluated in terms of the quality factor. The results return an excellent measurement 

sensitivity in the whole frequency range compared to the resonator-based NFMM. 

Therefore, the matching technique selected brings advantages such as tuning 

simplicity and a relatively flexible choice of the operating frequency used for 

measurements compared to the conventional resonator-based matching method. 
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Additionally, it is worth mentioning that the interferometer is composed of passive 

components which lead to a low power consumption and good signal-to-noise ratio. 

In the final section of this chapter, the influence of the setting parameters (zero 

level, IFBW and acquisition time) on the measurement accuracy is carefully studied 

through the evaluation of the performance of the iNFMM in terms of repeatability. 

Particularly, a low IFBW leads to a better measurement repeatability thanks to a low 

noise floor of the VNA, but results in a long acquisition time. Furthermore, a low zero 

level leads to a large measurement dynamic range and a better sensitivity, but a poor 

measurement accuracy and repeatability. In fact, there is a compromise between the 

measurement accuracy, the IFBW and the related acquisition time which has been 

carefully discussed in Section II.4.3. Depending on the application targeted, the IFBW, 

the frequency band of operation and the number of frequency points can be adjusted. 

Generally speaking, the key parameters can be set to: zero level = -50 dB and IFBW = 

100 Hz for both short-term and long-term measurements. Based on the optimal setting 

parameters, the error measured for applications requiring displacement (1D and 2D 

scanning) is less than 6 %, while for characterizations with a fixed stage, it is less than 

3 %. Then, the evaluation of a 2D imaging technique, with sub-wavelength spatial 

resolution, is performed. Finally, it is also clearly shown that if we deviate from the 

optimal setting parameters the measurement accuracy is strongly impacted.  

After evaluating the performance of the proposed microwave microscope, in the 

following chapter, applications of the iNFMM including 2D imaging and material 

impedance characterizations will be addressed. 
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Chapter III                                   

Materials characterization by iNFMM 

III.1 Introduction 

The near-field microwave microscope is now a valuable tool to locally 

investigate materials properties. Indeed, thanks to its high spatial resolution it has 

great potential for applications in different fields like biology, chemistry, materials 

sciences, microelectronics and so on [TAL 09], [FAR 12a], [ANL 07]. As previously 

mentioned, one of the main difficulties of the NFMM is the impedance mismatch 

issue between the high-impedance probe and the 50 Ω VNA. We have seen that the 

addition of an interferometer is a solution to provide the NFMM a high measurement 

sensitivity. In the Chapter II, the performance of the iNFMM has been validated and 

the setting parameters of the proposed iNFMM (IFBW, zero level and acquisition 

time) have been finely studied in terms of the repeatability of the platform. Based on 

these setting parameters, various applications including surface imaging and local 

characterization of materials/structures can be achieved. For the demonstration, some 

important applications of the iNFMM are presented in this chapter. 

First, one of the essential capabilities of the iNFMM, which is the scanning 

spatial resolution, is investigated. To demonstrate the benefit of adding the 

interferometer in the NFMM, two configurations of the system are considered, 

without and with the interferometer. The influence of scanning parameters (including 

the tip-sample distance H, the scanning step size S of the x-y-z stage and the probe 

size D) on the scanning quality is carefully investigated through 1D and 2D 

experiments. Furthermore, the set of the parameters (H, S and D) is determined to 

demonstrate the best scanning and imaging performance. Then, we exhibit the 

possibility to enhance the scanning quality of the iNFMM proposed by a signal 

processing method which reduces the background noise during the scanning process. 

Secondly, the platform is evaluated for a possible characterization of bio-samples 

in a wide frequency band from 2 to18 GHz. The material chozen for the tests is a 

widely used liquid when study bio-samples, namely a saline aqueous solution. The 

probe tip is immersed into the liquid to guarantee a good electromagnetic coupling 
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between the probe and the liquid. To ensure an accurate and a repeatable 

measurement, the probe position in liquid is carefully defined. Then the complex 

permittivity of the saline solutions is extracted by two different methods. Finally, the 

experimental permittivities are compared to the theoretical values calculated by 

Cole-Cole model to appreciate the performance of these methods. 

After demonstrating the capability of liquids characterization in a wide frequency 

range by using the proposed iNFMM, the non-contact and non-destructive evaluation 

of 2D materials is presented in the final section of this chapter. For the demonstration, 

graphene is selected as the material under test. The choice of this 2D nanomaterial is 

motivated by its unique physical properties and numerous potential applications in 

electronics. The complex impedance of a graphene layer is extracted in the frequency 

range [2-18 GHz]. 
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III.2 Study of 1D and 2D spatial resolutions study of the iNFMM 

III.2.1 Introduction 

Free-space microwave non-destructive sensing and surface imaging techniques 

have great potentials for a wide range of applications [GUI 11] [KHA 07]. Traditional 

non-destructive sensing techniques are generally based on transmission lines or 

free-space methods [HAD 11], [HAD 12a]. The spatial resolution achievable in case of 

these methods, set by the diffraction limit, is in the order of half the wavelength of 

operation. Thus, in the microwave spectrum, the spatial resolution is at best in the order 

of the millimeter. 

In order to bypass the diffraction limit, microscopy methods based on evanescent 

waves rather than propagating ones can be used [ANL 07]. Actually, an evanescent 

wave is an oscillating electric and/or magnetic field which does not propagate as an 

electromagnetic wave but whose energy is spatially concentrated in the vicinity of the 

source (near-field region). Practically, near-field microwave microscopy has advanced 

the knowledge in the local characterization of materials and a variety of near-field 

probes have been reported [TAL 09], [FAB 11]. Evanescent probes based on tapered 

microstrip or coaxial transmission lines are very attractive owing to their simple 

structure and high spatial resolution.  

In this section, 1D and 2D spatial resolutions, which are essential features of the 

proposed iNFMM, are carefully studied. Practically, the impacts on the spatial 

resolution of the scanning parameters, including the tip-sample distance H, the 

scanning step size S and the probe size D, are investigated. To demonstrate the 

measurement sensitivity brought by the interferometric technique, two configurations 

of the proposed system are evaluated: without and with interferometer. The scanning 

parameters (S, H and D) which permit the best scanning performance are determined. 

Then, in order to improve ever more the resolution, a simple signal processing 

technique is applied. Actually, this method reduces the background noise during the 

scanning process and results in an enhanced imaging quality. 
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III.2.2 Test conditions for the scanning process 

In this study we are interested in imaging samples which size is larger than 1000 × 

1000 μm
2
 at a relatively high scanning speed (300 pixels/min). This kind of situation 

can be found when studying microelectronics circuits, characterizing materials and in 

the non-destructive testing field in general. Because of the applications targeted we are 

not looking for an extremely high resolution but rather a sufficient one taking into 

account requirements such as image construction duration and robustness of the probe. 

The scanning efficiency and the duration should answer to a compromise. Actually, 

for 1D scanning process, the measurement lasts usually several minutes or even 

shorter but a 2D imaging process usually takes hours. Thus, the step size should be 

carefully selected to avoid an excessive scanning duration. We have also selected 

probes robust enough to avoid too frequent impairment of the tip. The tips sizes 

considered are in the range of a few tens to a few hundreds of micrometers.  

Given all these requirements, as a demonstration, we have scanned a chip area of a 

widely available card (Fig. III-1). It is the same card as the one considered in Chapter 

II.4 (slot width = 220.2 μm). In this case the surface available to be scanned is around 

100 mm
2
 but a smaller one can be selected on the chip. This size is a common one met 

in the integrated circuits fields. 

 

Fig. III-1: Image of the chip area (11 × 8 mm
2
) of a common chip card, the chip region is 

metalized and the rest of the card is in plastic, the 1D scanning process is along the line XX’ 

where the dielectric slot line width stands for 220.2 μm 

As the slot line width is 220.2 μm, therefore, two probes are considered for the 

measurement: one slightly larger than the slot width (apex = 260 μm) and another one 

much smaller than the slot width (apex = 66 μm). Concerning the VNA, the setting 

parameters selected are 2 GHz for the frequency and 0 dBm for the power. In addition, 

the IFBW and zero level are selected as 100 Hz and -50 dB respectively for both 1D 

and 2D scanning for the reasons discussed in the Chapter II. In fact, we have to 
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precise that the zero level, tuned to -50 dB, is considered when the probe is on the 

plastic region of the chip card. In the following part, we start with the influence of the 

scanning parameters (H, S and D) on 1D spatial resolution. Actually, the 1D scanning 

is constructed on a line XX’ that corresponds to a metal-dielectric-metal structure (Fig. 

III-1). This line whose length is 1000 μm just crosses a slot (dielectric part) of 220.2 

μm width. 

III.2.3 Influence of the scanning parameters on the 1D scanning resolution 

a) Probe-sample distance H 

In this part, the influence of the probe-sample distance H on the scanning results 

is investigated. The scanning step is set to 1 μm which is the minimum step offered by 

the motorized x-y-z stage of the system. The probe with an apex size of 260 μm is 

selected for the scan. Particularly, for a scanning speed of 300 pixels/min, the 

scanning duration of the line XX’ (Fig. III-1) is about 3 minutes. We present in Fig. 

III-2 the measured magnitude and phase-shift of the transmission coefficient obtained 

by linearly scanning the structure under test for different probe-sample distances at the 

test frequency of 2 GHz. The distance H varies from 1 μm (minimum controllable 

distance of the stage) to 260 μm (probe apex size). The results for five values of H (1, 

5, 10, 25, 50, 100 and 260 μm) are selected to be presented in Fig. III-2. 
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Fig. III-2: 1D scanning along the line XX’ (1000 μm) as a function of probe distance H, 

(a) and (b): magnitude and phase-shift of S21 for H varying from 1 to 260 μm, (c) and (d): 

magnitude and phase-shift of S21 for H varying from 1 to 50 μm, f = 2 GHz, IFBW = 100 Hz, 

P0 = 0 dBm, zero level = -50 dB, S = 1 μm, D = 260 μm  

As can be seen in Fig. III-2, the slot is clearly detected both in the magnitude and 

phase-shift of the transmission coefficient responses for small H (e.g. H = 1, 5, 10 and 

25 μm, Fig. III-2.c and Fig. III-2.d). The slot becomes less detectable when the 

tip-sample distance H increases. Indeed, the collimation of the evanescent electrical 

fields diminishes with the height H [OMA 15a] [OMA 15b]. Especially, for H larger 

than 50 μm, the slot can hardly be detected. Thus, to ensure a good lateral resolution, 

the stand-off distance must be kept relatively low (e.g. ≤ 10 μm). One can also note 

that a highest sensitivity can be obtained at the minimum height of 1 μm (Fig. III-2). 

However, the closer the probe is to the surface of the structure, a more noisy result 

can be found in both Fig. III-2.c and Fig. III-2.d. So, considering the results obtained, 

a good compromise between the detectability and the scanning noise is 10 μm for the 

stand-off distance. In addition, the inclination of the x-y-z stage can be observed 

especially for small stand-off distances in Fig. III-2, in particular for 1 μm the 

presence of a tilt is clearly observed (Fig. III-2.c and Fig. III-2.d). 

In this measurement, the slot width measured is defined by the full width at half 

maximum (FWHM) approach. This method represents the width corresponding to the 

half of maximum amplitude. For a demonstration, the magnitude in linear and the 

phase-shift for stand-off distance equal to 10 μm are presented in Fig. III-3. 
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Fig. III-3: 1D scanning along the line XX’ at a probe-sample distance H = 10 μm, (a): 

magnitude of S21, (b): phase-shift of S21, f = 2 GHz, IFBW = 100 Hz, P0 = 0 dBm, S = 1 μm,  

D = 260 μm, zero level = -50 dB 

In Fig. III-3.a, for the stand-off distance of 10 μm, the magnitude at the middle of 

the slot region (dielectric material) is 0.0043 (-47.6 dB) is slight difference from the 

zero level value measured (-50 dB) in case of the plastic region. This variation is due 

to dielectric material in the slot region which is structurally different from the plastic 

plane near the chip region where the zero level is established. One can also note that 

when the tip is on the metal part, the signal magnitude returns 0.0053 (-45.5 dB) 

whereas this value turns to 0.0043 (-47.6 dB) at the middle of the slot region. We 

define the magnitude contrast as the difference between the magnitudes when the 

probe is on the metal (0.0053) and when the probe is at the middle of the slot (0.0043). 

In the present case a contrast of 0.001 (2 dB) is obtained (Fig. III-3.a). Similarly, the 

phase-shift contrast is found to be around 7º in Fig. III-3.b. According to the NFWHM 

method, the measured slot width is defined as the interval related to the positions 

corresponding to the half of the contrast value, as shown in Fig. III-3 [GU 15b]. After 

applying this evaluation method, the magnitude and the phase-shift plots demonstrate 

the same measured width that is 252 μm. Obviously, the stand-off distance will 

influence the measurement test. To appreciate this influence, the width is presented as 

a function of the probe stand-off distance in Fig. III-4 and Table III-1. As the 

magnitude and the phase-shift plots offer comparable scanning results, to ease the 

presentation, all the results in the following are given only for the magnitude. 
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Fig. III-4: Measured width as a function of probe stand-off distance H, f = 2 GHz, IFBW 

= 100 Hz, P0 = 0 dBm, zero level = -50 dB, S = 1 μm, D = 260 μm 

H (μm) 1 5 10 15 20 

Width (μm) 228 233 252 261 275 

Difference in % 3.6 % 5.5 % 13.6 % 17% 24% 

Table III-1: Measured width as a function of probe stand-off distance H and the 

difference compared with the actual width, f = 2 GHz, IFBW = 100 Hz, P0 = 0 dBm, zero level 

= -50 dB, S = 1 μm, D = 260 μm 

As shown in Fig. III-4 and Table III-1, as expected, a smaller probe-sample 

distance returns a better lateral resolution. Thus, the best result is obtained when using 

the minimum stand-off distance. For this configuration the width retrieved by FWHM 

approach is 228 μm which is only 7 μm (3.6 %) larger than the actual slot width (220 

μm). On the contrary, for a stand-off distance higher than 20 μm, the error is very 

large (> 20%). For the following experiments, considering the compromise between 

the scanning noise, scanning height and the scanning resolution, we set the stand-off 

distance H to 10 μm. 

 

b) Scanning step size S 

The impact of the scanning step size on the spatial resolution is evaluated in this 

part. The stand-off distance is set to 10 μm and the probe with apex of 260 μm is used. 

For the tests, different step sizes smaller than the slot width (220 μm) varying from 1 
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μm (minimum step size offered by the platform) to 200 μm (in the order of the slot 

width) are selected. The testing duration depends on the scanning step size and the 

scanning speed. With a typical speed of 300 pixels/min for the system, the resulting 

scanning duration to scan the line XX’ varies from several seconds (S = 200 μm) to 

about 3 minutes (S = 1 μm). The results of the measurement width estimated when 

using different step sizes are presented in Fig. III-5. 

 

Fig. III-5: Measured width as a function of scanning step size S, (a): step size varying 

from 1 to 200 μm, (b): step size from 1 to 50 μm, f = 2 GHz, IFBW = 100 Hz, P0 = 0 dBm, zero 

level = -50 dB, H = 10 μm, D = 260 μm 

As shown in Fig. III-5.a, the lateral resolution is related to the scanning step size 

S. It can be retrieved from this figure that when the scanning step is below 50 μm, the 

measured width remains almost stable (around 250 μm). But beyond this value, the 

width retrieved increases with the step size. Thus, a smaller step size leads to a better 

1D scanning resolution. In addition, it should be highlighted that the use of a small 

step size improves the scanning precision. In Fig. III-5.b, the scanning results for five 

steps (1, 5, 10, 25 and 50 μm) well below the slot width are plotted. In this figure, the 

error bars represent the errors brought by the step size selected. Generally, for a step 

size S, the measurement precision can be given as ± S/2. For example, in Fig. III-5.b, 

the scanning results for S = 50 μm is estimated to 250 ± 25 μm. Thus, at the stand-off 

distance of 10 μm, the result with the best scanning precision obtained is 252 ± 0.5 

μm when S = 1 μm (minimum step of the x-y-z stage) is selected.  
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In the following part, an important probe parameter which is the probe apex size 

D is studied. The step size considered is 1 μm. 

 

c) Probe apex size D 

As it has been demonstrated, the probe apex plays a very important role in the 

scanning resolution achievable [KAN 03]. Thus, in this part the influence of the probe 

apex size on the 1D scanning results is evaluated. To that end, we compare the 

scanning results obtained by two probes whose apexes are respectively 260 μm and 66 

μm. For the demonstration, the slot width is measured by using the two probes at the 

same stand-off distance range [1-100 μm]. The results, for a 1 μm-scanning step size, 

are given in Fig. III-6. 

 

Fig. III-6: Comparison of the width measured by two probes with different apexes: 66 

and 260 μm; f = 2 GHz, IFBW = 100 Hz, P0 = 0 dBm, zero level = -50 dB, S = 1 μm 

As shown in Fig. III-6, the two probes responses are quite different. Especially, 

for the probe with apex (66 μm) the response varies almost exponentially with the 

distance. However, for the probe with larger apex (260 μm), the response is roughly 

proportional to the distance. An explanation of this phenomenon can be found in the 

simulation results given in Fig. II-6. Actually, the E-field of the small probe decays 

exponentially with the distance while the E-field of the bigger one decreases almost 

linearly. In addition, as observed in Fig. III-6, for a very small distance H, the results 

obtained by the two probes are relatively close. For example, when the minimum 
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height (1 μm) is considered, the width measured is 221 μm and 228 μm for the probes 

with D = 66 and 260 μm, respectively. One can also note that for a given height H, the 

probe with small apex (66 μm) leads to a better scanning spatial resolution. Indeed, 

the electromagnetic energy is more confined around the probe with smaller apex size 

which leads to a better lateral resolution.  

In Fig. III-7, the slot width is measured by using the two probes with a scanning 

step size ranging from 1 to 200 μm. The probe-sample distance is set to 10 μm (lower 

than the two probes apexes) which guarantee a non-destructive scan in near-field. 

 

Fig. III-7: Comparison of the width measured by two probes with different apexes: 66 

and 260 μm, f = 2 GHz, IFBW = 100 Hz, P0 = 0 dBm, zero level = -50 dB, H = 10 μm 

One can note that the step size also influences the scanning resolution in a great 

extent. As illustrated in Fig. III-7, the smaller the step size is, the better is the 

scanning quality obtained. Particularly, at minimum step size of 1 μm, the measured 

width is 228 ± 0.5μm and 252 ± 0.5 μm for the apex size: 66 and 260 μm, respectively. 

Thus, considering a certain step size, the scanning resolution can be ever more 

improved by reducing the apex size. 

As a conclusion of this study, we can note that the 1D lateral resolution is 

governed by the scanning parameters including the tip-sample distance H, the 

scanning step size S and the probe apex D. For the demonstration, we have linearly 

scanned a metal-dielectric-metal structure found on a common chip card. Generally 

speaking smaller are the parameters (S, H and D) better is the scanning quality. In our 
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case, the minimum controllable distance is 1 μm, the minimum scanning step is 1 μm 

and the smaller apex is 66 μm. The scanning achieved with the set of parameters (H = 

1 μm, S = 1 μm and D = 66 μm) leads to a width of 221 μm which agrees well with 

the actual width of 220 μm. 

After this study for 1D scanning, in the following we are interested in 2D 

imaging. As it has been done for 1D scanning, we first demonstrate the benefit of 

adding an interferometer in terms of sensitivity measurement. Then, the investigation 

is also performed as a function of the scanning setting parameters (tip-sample distance 

H, scanning step size S and probe apex D). 

III.2.4 2D imaging sensitivity of iNFMM 

One of the main features of NFMMs is the possibility to image samples whose 

size is much smaller than the free space wavelength (λ0) giving the opportunity for 

local characterizations [ANL 07], [TAB 99], [HAD 12b]. As we know the imaging 

ability is one of the important features of the scanning microwave microscope. In this 

part of the chapter, 2D scanning results of the proposed iNFMM are studied. The 

sample under test is still the chip area onto the chip card. In this section, the 

sensitivity is first investigated because it is an essential point of the NFMM imaging 

process. Practically, the imaging sensitivity of the iNFMM is evaluated by 

considering two configurations: without and with the interferometer. Considering the 

chip surface (11×8 mm
2
), a scanning speed of 300 pixels/min leads to a scanning 

duration of about 2 hours (step size of 50 μm). The 2D imaging process is achieved by 

using the probe with apex of 260 μm. Instead of keeping 1 μm for stand-off distance, 

we prefer to fix this distance to 10 μm to avoid touching the device under test in case 

of a variation of the stand-off distance because of the undesirable tilt on the surface to 

be scanned or uniformities on the chip.  Concerning the VNA, the setting parameters 

selected are 2 GHz for the operating frequency, 100 Hz for the IFBW and 0 dBm for 

the power. The zero level is first tuned to -50 dB on the plastic region of the chip card 

(reference). The images representing the contrast in terms of magnitude and phase shift 

are given in Fig. III-8. 
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Fig. III-8: Measured magnitude and phase-shift of the S parameters in two system 

configurations, (a) and (b): without interferometer (S11 measured), (c) and (d): with 

interferometer (S21 measured); f = 2 GHz, IFBW = 100 Hz, zero level = -50 dB, P0 = 0 dBm,  

H = 10 μm, S = 50 μm, D = 260 μm 

As shown in Fig. III-8, the interferometric technique permits a much higher 

sensitivity for both magnitude and phase-shift images. Indeed, contrasts of 20 dB and 

100º respectively for the magnitude (Fig. III-8.c) and the phase-shift (Fig. III-8.d) are 

obtained whereas contrasts of only 0.1 dB (Fig. III-8.a) and 1º (Fig. III-8.b) have been 

observed in case of the no-interferometer configuration.  

These results demonstrate the great advantage in using the interferometer-based 

setup. In this configuration, the zero level obtained from the wave reflected by the EMP 

and the one generated by the impedance tuner, impacts obviously the measurement 

sensitivity [GU 15a], [GU 15b]. So, we have also investigated the influence on the 

image contrast of the zero level chosen. As the magnitude and phase-shift images are 

very similar, once again to ease the presentation only magnitude plots are presented in 

the following. Three signal levels (-30, -50 and -70 dB) above the noise floor of the 

VNA (-90 dB) are evaluated in Fig. III-9. The probe retained for the study is the larger 

one (D = 260 μm) and the stand-off distance is set to 10 μm. The scanning duration is 

also about 2 hours. 
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Fig. III-9: Measured magnitude of the transmission coefficient S21 for three zero levels, 

(a): -30 dB, (b): -50 dB and (c): -70 dB, f = 2 GHz, IFBW = 100Hz, P0 = 0 dBm, H = 10 μm,  

S = 50 μm, D = 260 μm  

One can note that for the three zero levels selected (-30, -50 and -70 dB) the image 

of the chip area is returned. Nevertheless, the contrasts observed are quite different. The 

imaging contrast is 40 dB, 20 dB and 9 dB for signal levels of -70 dB, -50 dB and -30 

dB respectively. One can say that in this case the imaging contrast roughly doubles (in 

dB) when the zero level falls by 20 dB. Nevertheless, as mentioned in Chapter II.4, a 

low signal level such as -70 dB leads to higher drift errors which in turns degrades the 

image quality (Fig. III-9.c). Therefore, a compromise between the sensitivity and the 

zero level has to be found. In this case -50 dB seems to be the best candidate for the zero 

level to construct an image with an acceptable duration (2 hours). In the following part, 

the impacts of the scanning parameters on the 2D imaging resolution are under 

investigation.  

III.2.5 Influence of the scanning parameters on the 2D imaging resolution 

As mentioned in the previous part dedicated to the 1D scanning experiments, the 

spatial resolution of such an instrument is governed primarily by the scanning 

parameters namely the probe position with respect to the sample, the stand-off 
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distance H, the step size S during the scanning operation and the probe apex size D. In 

this part, we perform the same kind of experiments as conducted for 1D scanning to 

evaluate the impact of these parameters (H, S and D) on the imaging quality.  

We know that a shorter scanning step naturally leads to a longer scanning 

duration. For 1D scanning, the duration is not an issue because the data acquisition 

process last less than a few minutes even with S = 1 μm (scanning speed ~ 300 

pixels/minutes). However, for 2D scanning whose duration usually accounts for 

several hours, a compromise between the step size and scanning duration has to be 

found. Besides, in this study, the scanning area is pretty large (around 100 mm
2
, Fig. 

III-1), so a slight inclination of x-y-z stage is practically inevitable during the 2D 

imaging process. So, as already said, to avoid any damage of the probe, the minimum 

stand-off distance retained for the imaging process is 10 μm. Additionally, for the 

measurement, the VNA setting parameters selected are 2 GHz for the operating 

frequency, 100 Hz for the IFBW and 0 dBm for the power.  

 

a) Probe-sample distance H 

In this section, we present the measured data (magnitude of the transmission 

coefficient S21) for several stand-off distances at the test frequency of 2 GHz. The step 

size retained is 50 μm (duration of 2 hours). Comparing with the size of the probe apex 

(D = 260 μm), three heights are chosen: one much smaller than the tip apex (10 μm, 

D/H = 26), one in the order of the probe apex (250 μm, D/H ~ 1) and the last one much 

larger than the tip apex (1000 μm, D/H = 0.26). The images constructed with the 

magnitudes collected by the iNFMM are given in Fig. III-10. 
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Fig. III-10: Measured magnitude of the transmission coefficient S21 over the chip area for 

three stand-off distances, (a): 10 μm, (b): 250 μm and (c): 1000 μm; f = 2 GHz, IFBW = 100 Hz, 

P0 = 0 dBm, zero level = - 50 dB, S = 50 μm, D = 260 μm 

As shown in the Fig. III-10, the spatial resolution decreases quickly with the 

increasing tip-sample distance H. Indeed, the collimation of the evanescent electrical 

fields diminishes with the increasing stand-off distance. One can conclude from these 

images that the higher the stand-off distance is, the less the contrast is. So, to ensure a 

good imaging quality, the distance H should be much smaller than the tip apex D. So, 

for the following experiments we set the stand-off distance H to the minimum height 

retained, 10 μm. 

 

b) Scanning step size S 

As the measured data are obtained by stepping the x-y-z stage motors point by 

point, the scanning step size also greatly influences the image resolution. To appreciate 

the influence of this parameter, four scanning steps (50, 100, 200, 500 μm) are selected. 

The first three step sizes are smaller than the slot width on the chip area (220 μm) while 

the last one (500 μm) is more than two times larger. The probe apex is 260 μm and the 

stand-off distance is set to 10 μm. As the chip area is symmetric, the resulting images 

of half chip area at 2 GHz with these different step sizes are presented in Fig. III-11. 
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The resulting scanning duration for the four steps considered takes 1 h, 15 min, 4 min 

and 1 min respectively.  

 

Fig. III-11: Measured magnitude of the transmission coefficient S21 over the chip area as a 

function of different scanning step sizes; (a): 50 μm, (b): 100 μm, (c): 200 μm and (d): 500 μm, 

f = 2 GHz, IFBW = 100Hz, P0 = 0 dBm, zero level = -50 dB, H = 10 μm, D = 260 μm 

The 2D image is completed by moving the x-y-z stage in a zigzag path as already 

mentioned in Chapter II.4 (Fig. II-28: scan in one direction on y-axis followed by a 

certain step S in x-direction and a scan in the other direction on y-axis). Fig. III-11 

demonstrates that the scanning quality is closely related to the step size. The images 

are blurred for larger step sizes such as 200 μm (Fig. III-11.c) and 500 μm (Fig. 

III-11.d). By contrast, a small step size such as 50 μm leads to a better imaging quality 

but at the expense of a longer scanning time. Actually, when the step size is halved, 

the scanning duration is increased by a factor of 4. Therefore, a compromise between 

the step size and the scanning duration has to be made. In this case a step size of 50 μm 
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(Fig. III-11.a) seems to be a good candidate to acquire an image in an acceptable 

duration (1 hour) and quality. 

 

c) Probe apex size D 

In this part, the impact of the apex size on the 2D resolution is evaluated. The 

same rigid tungsten probes with apex of 260 μm and 66 μm are considered for the tests. 

Based on the previous conclusions, the scanning parameters selected are a stand-off 

distance H of 10 μm and scanning step size S of 50 μm. The resulting scanning duration 

is about 1 hour. The scanned images constructed are given in Fig. III-12. 

 

Fig. III-12: Measured magnitude of the transmission coefficient over the chip area for two 

different probe apex sizes, (a): 260 μm and (b): 66 μm, f = 2 GHz, IFBW = 100Hz, P0 = 0 dBm, 

zero level = -50 dB, H = 10 μm, S = 50 μm 

This figure shows that the image obtained by means of the smaller tip (Fig. 

III-12.b) offers a better quality than the one acquired with the larger tip (Fig. III-12.a). 

Actually, the image constructed with the small tip (66 μm) provides a clearer result 

(Fig. III-12.b). Furthermore, the slot width measured is 250 μm corresponding to 

about λ0/550 at 2 GHz in free space.  

As the small probe brings better image quality, in the following measurements 

we keep the probe with apex of 66 μm. As the probe size is much smaller than the 

previous one used for the tests, we have made a new evaluation by decreasing the step 

size so that we end up with a ratio D/S>1. For the demonstration, a step size of 25 μm 

is now applied, as displayed in Fig. III-13.The resulting scanning duration is 4 hours 

which is four times longer than the duration for a step of 50 μm (1 hour). 
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Fig. III-13: Measured magnitude of the transmission coefficient S21 over the chip area for 

two different step sizes; (a): 260 μm and (b): 66 μm, f = 2 GHz, IFBW = 100Hz, P0 = 0 dBm, 

zero level = -50 dB, H = 10 μm, D = 66 μm 

As shown the Fig. III-13.b, a finer scanning step of 25 μm returns a better image 

quality as the slot lines are clearer. Especially, the resulting slot width is 225 μm ± 

12.5 μm while it is equal to 250 μm ± 25 μm for a step size of 50 μm. Thus the 

scanning resolution and precision are enhanced by using the probe of small apex. 

However, the scanning process with a large step size leads to shorter duration (1 hour). 

Depending on the application targeted, this is an important parameter to consider. 

As a conclusion of the study of 2D scanning resolution, first, we have shown that 

thanks to the interferometric technique, the iNFMM platform offers a high scanning 

sensitivity compared to the configuration without interferometer. It is retrieved that a 

low zero level also leads to a high measurement sensitivity. Furthermore, we find that 

the 2D imaging resolution is tightly dependent on the scanning parameters (the 

probe-sample distance H, the scanning step size S and the probe apex size D). 

Typically, considering the compromise between the scanning resolution and an 

acceptable operation duration (in the order of 1 hour), the values of these parameters 

are set to D = 66 μm, H = 10 μm and S = 50 μm.  

The imaging resolution can be further improved by refining the step to 25 μm or 

smaller, which of course results in a much longer scanning time (≥ 4 hours). In this 

condition, the slot width retrieved is 225 μm corresponding to a sub-wavelength 

lateral resolution of about λ0/611 at 2 GHz in free space.  

In the following part, a method to enhance further the image resolution is 

introduced for a given set of scanning parameters (H, S and D). 
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III.2.6 Resolution enhancement by position/signal difference method 

The influence of the scanning parameters (stand-off distance H, scanning step size 

S and probe size D) on the resolution has been finely analyzed above. In this part, an 

image resolution enhancement method is employed to improve the 1D and 2D 

scanning quality. This approach, named position/signal difference method, is 

performed by calculating the complex difference between the scanning results collected 

for two different distances (H1 and H2) [KAN 03]. By this means, the background 

noise during the scanning process can be effectively decreased, which helps to the 

improvement of the imaging quality. 

To study the influence of the choice of the stand-off distance (H1 and H2) on the 

scanning quality, we first apply this method to the 1D scanning results. As the probe 

with small apex has already demonstrated good scanning resolution, here we focus on 

the resolution improvement of the bigger probe (D = 260 μm). The step size is set to 1 

μm. For the demonstration, three values of H1 are considered: 1, 10 and 50 μm. The 

signal processing method is applied on these three distances to evaluate the relation 

between the resolution improvement and the choice of the values (H1 and H2). To ease 

the presentation, the measured magnitude and phase-shift of the transmission 

coefficient as a function of the distance H is given in Table III-2.a. The complex 

difference between two sets of the parameters (H1 and H2) are calculated in Table 

III-2.b.  

  (a) 

H (μm) 1 5 10 25 50 80 100 150 200 

Width (μm) 228 233 252 280 300 350 370 389 386 

  (b) 

H2 (μm) 

H1(μm) 
1 5 10 25 50 80 100 150 200 

1 - 227 227 228 228 228 228 228 228 

10 - - - 237 237 245 250 251 252 

50 - - - - - 299 299 300 300 

Table III-2: (a): Measured width as a function of the stand-off distance, (b): width as a 

result of the signal/position difference method applied to different tip-sample separation 

distances, f = 2 GHz, IFBW = 100Hz, P0 = 0 dBm, zero level = - 50 dB, S = 1 μm, D = 260 μm 
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As shown in Table III-2.b, the lateral resolution is improved after employing the 

signal processing method, compared to the width measured using only a stand-off 

distance (H1 = 1, 10 and 50 μm) in Table III-2.a. Actually, the choice of H1 and H2 has 

a strong influence on the resolution improvement. For example, for a very small 

distance H1 (i.e. 1 μm), the smallest width is 227 μm by applying the signal difference 

method compared to the original value (228 μm), which corresponds to a very slight 

resolution enhancement of 1 μm. On the other hand, when concerning a relative high 

distance H1 (i.e. 50 μm), the resolution improvement is still very limited in the level 

of 1 μm. However, when a moderate distance value of H1 (i.e. 10 μm) is considered, a 

maximum enhancement of 15 μm (6 %) is achieved, which is much higher than the 

values obtained by other two cases. The performance of the signal processing method 

is also influenced by the distance H2. When H1 is kept to 10 μm, one can note a better 

resolution obtained for a smaller H2. Therefore, H1 and H2 should be carefully 

selected to obtain a good resolution improvement. 

As demonstrated above, we obtain a relative high enhancement of the scanning 

quality when considering the set of the distances (H1= 10 μm, H2 = 50 μm, Table 

III-2). Thus in the following, this signal processing method is applied on the imaging 

experiments based on the results of these two stand-off distances, as shown in Fig. 

III-14. The scanning step is set to 50 μm for Fig. III-14.a and Fig. III-14.b while for 

zoomed area (2.5×1.5 mm
2
) in Fig. III-14.d and Fig. III-14.e, the scanning step is 

reduced to 10 μm leading to a scanning duration of 2 hours. 
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Fig. III-14: Resolution enhancement as a result of signal differences acquired for 

different tip-sample heights, the images represent the magnitude of the signal (S21); (a): 

Magnitude plot for height H = 10 μm, (b): magnitude plot for height H = 50 μm, (c): complex 

difference of magnitude plots (a) and (b); (d), (e) and (f) represent the zoomed area (2.5×1.5 

mm
2
) of magnitude plots (a), (b) and (c) respectively; f = 2 GHz, IFBW = 100Hz, P0 = 0 dBm, 

zero level = -50 dB, D = 260 μm, S1 = 50 μm for (a), (b) and (c); S2 = 10 μm for (d), (e) and (f) 

The magnitude images for two stand-off distances, 10 μm and 50 μm, are shown in 

the Fig. III-14.a and Fig. III-14.b. Fig. III-14.c represents the magnitude image of the 

complex difference between the signals obtained for these two stand-off distances. 

Compared with the images of a signal distance in Fig. III-14.a and Fig. III-14.b where 

the scanning contrast obtained is 10 dB and 8 dB respectively, an increase of the 

magnitude contrast of 20 dB is observed in Fig. III-14.c. Actually, thanks to the 

signal/position difference, the background signals generated by the probe body can be 

effectively eliminated, which leads to a contrast enhancement. To better visualize the 

slot line width on the chip area, the magnitude plots of a zoomed area (2.5×1.5 mm
2
) 

with a scanning step of 10 μm are presented in Fig. III-14.d, Fig. III-14.e and. The 

image contrast acquired is 8 dB in Fig. III-14.f which is also much higher than the 

values (3 dB and 2 dB) obtained at distances (H = 10 and 50 μm) in Fig. III-14.d and 
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Fig. III-14.e. As a result, the imaging lateral resolution in Fig. III-14.f is improved by 

10 μm compared to the original value of 250 μm in Fig. III-14.d. 

III.2.7 Conclusion  

The 1D and 2D scanning capability of the home-made iNFMM has been 

experimentally validated in this section. It has been demonstrated that thanks to the 

interferometric technique, the measured contrast is highly enhanced leading to a good 

measurement sensitivity. Another benefit of adding the interferometer is that the zero 

can be set to a desired level in a broad frequency range [2-18 GHz]. In this study we 

are interested in materials which size is larger than 1000 × 1000 μm
2
. Because of the 

applications targeted we are not looking for an extremely high resolution but rather a 

sufficient one taking into account requirements such as image construction duration 

and robustness of the probe. For a demonstration, 1D scanning and 2D imaging 

experiments on a common chip card (surface under test: 11 × 8 mm
2
) are 

experimentally demonstrated at 2 GHz.  

The system establishes the capability of non-destructive and non-contact surface 

mapping with sub-millimeter spatial resolution through the study of the influence of 

the scanning parameters including the tip-sample distance H, the scanning step size S 

and the probe apex D on the scanning resolution. It should be mentioned that the 

minimum achievable H and S of the system is 1 μm for both parameters which is 

sufficient for such a large scanning area. Instead of keeping 1 μm for stand-off 

distance in 1D scanning, we prefer to fix this distance to 10 μm in 2D imaging process 

to avoid touching the device under test in case of a variation of the stand-off distance 

because of the undesirable tilt on the surface to be scanned or uniformities on the chip. 

One can also note that, for the sake of robustness of the probe tip, the probes are 

selected with apex of tens and hundreds of microns (i.e. 66 and 260 μm) to avoid the 

too frequent impairment of the tip during the scanning experiments.  

There is a compromise between the scanning duration and the scanning quality. 

For a 1D scanning process over a distance of 1000 μm, the minimum step size (1 μm) 

is selected because the duration is only about 3 minutes (scanning speed = 300 

pixels/min). The scanning conditions which offer the best scanning results (221 μm) 

is (H = 1 μm, S = 1 μm and D = 66 μm). However, for 2D imaging, the scanning step 

size should be carefully chozen to avoid a too long imaging duration leading to drift 
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errors as mentioned in the chapter II.4. The imaging resolution obtained is 250 μm 

corresponding to about λ0/550 at 2 GHz under the conditions (H = 10 μm, S = 50 μm, 

duration = 1 hour and D = 260 μm).  

Then, a signal/position difference method is used to improve the scanning quality. 

Actually, this method is based on the complex difference between the scanning results 

collected for two heights. The resulting signals return higher contrast than the original 

signal because the background noise is effectively lowered. 
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III.3 Broadband microwave characterization of liquids by iNFMM 

III.3.1 Introduction 

In the last decade the understanding of the dielectric properties of biological 

samples such as cells, tissues and organs has attracted increasing attention owing to 

their large impact in many physiological, biological and physical processes [HAB 10], 

[SHI 15]. The evaluation, especially the local investigation, of the dielectric spectra in 

the microwave frequency band is expected for example to help to analyze the 

composing elements of biological materials in life sciences [TUC 16]. To this end, a 

well-designed microwave platform that provides high performance in terms of 

resolution and sensitivity is needed. Conventional microwave resonator methods 

including microstrip structures, cavity resonators and waveguides have been widely 

applied to dielectric characterizations [CHA 15], [FLO 14]. But in this case the 

frequency band of operation is very limited. Another weakness is that the measurement 

sensitivity falls rapidly in the presence of high-loss materials such as fluids. However, it 

is worth noting that methods based on parallel plate capacitors or open-ended coaxial 

transmission lines have been applied to measure fluids over a broad frequency range
 

[STO 07]. Nevertheless, these approaches involve samples whose size is in the order of 

tens of square millimeters in terms of surface [STO 07], [GAO 04]. Recently, 

microwave microscopy has effectively established its potentials for local dielectric 

characterization of bio-samples by using sharpened tips [TUC 16], [FAR 12a], [FAR 

12b], [BIA 16], [TSE 16]. Nonetheless, most of the microwave microscopes are based 

on resonators operating in a limited frequency band. Even though some researches have 

demonstrated dielectric characterizations in a wide frequency range [TSE 07], the 

sensitivity reported is not equally high in the entire frequency band investigated. 

Therefore, there is a demand for the development of a bio-sample dielectric 

spectroscopy. 

To this end, we have proposed an interferometer-based microwave microscope 

offering both spatial resolution at the micro-scale and high measurement sensitivity 

[GU 16a], [HAD 15]. In this work, we take advantage of the high sensitivity feature of 

this platform demonstrated in the previous chapter to establish its capability in 

characterizing bio-samples in a wide and quasi-continuous frequency band [2-18 GHz]. 
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In this purpose, the sample under test selected is a set of saline aqueous solutions. This 

choice is motivated by the fact that it is quite easy to obtain samples with calibrated 

concentrations and also because saline aqueous solutions are very commonly used to 

simulate biological fluids [PEY 07], [PEY 07]. The samples are investigated by using 

the same evanescent microwave probe employed in the previous scanning 

experiments. Thus, only a quite small volume related to the size of the probe apex is 

analyzed. In this preliminary study, we are mainly interested in the ability of our 

platform to perceive a very small variation in the sample under test [GU 16b]. This is a 

first step towards the final objective of quantitative microwave microscopy of 

biological structures.  

First, Cole-Cole model is exploited to estimate the complex permittivity of 

different aqueous saline solutions. Secondly, the electromagnetic field distribution 

induced by the interaction between the probe and the liquid is analyzed. Then, the 

measurement sensitivity is evaluated by comparing two configurations: without and 

with interferometer. Finally, methods to retrieve the dielectric properties from the 

measured data are proposed. As mentioned in the chapter I there are basically two 

types of methods to calculate the dielectric properties: the transmission line method 

and the cavity perturbation method. The first approach extracts the electromagnetic 

parameters of materials through the magnitude and phase-shift parts of the measured 

transmission coefficient while the second one relates the measured quality factor and 

the resonant frequency shift of resonator-based structures to these parameters. In this 

work, based on an interferometric technique, the proposed system has the possibility 

to extract the dielectric properties by both means mentioned. The resulting complex 

permittivities are then compared to theoretical values calculated by Cole-Cole model to 

appreciate the performance of these methods. 

III.3.2 Permittivity study of saline solutions 

It is well acknowledged that the permittivity of materials expresses their ability 

to polarize in response to an applied field and can be written as: 

 

ε∗ = ε′ − jε" = ε′(1 − j tan δ) 
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where ε∗  is the complex permittivity, ε′  and ε"  are respectively the real and 

imaginary part of the permittivity, and tan δ is the loss tangent of permittivity.  

The Cole-Cole model, given in Eqn.III-1, has been found to be very efficient for 

the representation of many systems over a wide frequency band [AHM 12], [PEY 07]. 

휀∗ = 휀∞ +
휀𝑠 − 휀∞

1 + (𝑗𝜔𝜏)1−𝛼
+

𝜎𝑖
𝑗𝜔휀0

              (III-1) 

ε∞ and εs are the limit of the permittivity at high and low frequencies, σi  is 

the ionic conductivity, τ is the relaxation time, α is a distribution parameter and ε0 

is the permittivity of free space. After the calculation of all these parameters (εs, ε∞, 

σi, τ and α) at 25º C, the complex permittivity can be determined. In Fig. III-15.a is 

retrieved the very well-known behavior of the water permittivity as a function of 

frequency.  

 

Fig. III-15: Complex permittivity of saline solutions based on Cole-Cole model at 25 °C, 

(a): frequency dependence of the complex permittivity for water, tanδ is given in the inset,  

(b): Cole-Cole plot for different saline concentrations (0, 9, 50 and 160 mg/ml) 

As shown in Fig. III-15.a, the dielectric constant decays as a function of the 

frequency and the value is almost constant from 300 GHz to 1 THz. The dielectric 

loss reaches its peak value around 40 at 20 GHz. To visualize the 

frequency-dependent permittivity as a function of saline concentrations, Cole-Cole 

plots are drawn for 4 concentrations of sodium chloride ranging from 0 to 160 mg/ml 

(0 to 2.74 mol/L) (Fig. III-15.b). In this figure, ε∞ (5.8) represents the dielectric 
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constant at infinite frequency (f∞) and εs (77.7) is the static dielectric constant at low 

frequency (fs).  

After having a global view of the frequency-dependent permittivity plots, now 

the permittivity behavior for a particular frequency is evaluated. As a demonstration, 

the results for saline concentrations ranging from 0 to 160 mg/ml (0 to 2.74 mol/L) are 

presented in Fig. III-16.a for a frequency of 2 GHz. Additionally, because the normal 

saline concentration of biological tissues fluid is in the order of 9 mg/ml, the responses 

at 2 GHz in the range [0-9 mg/ml] are also presented in Fig. III-16.b. The concentration 

0 mg/ml represents deionized water (DI water). 

 

Fig. III-16: Complex permittivity of saline aqueous solutions calculated by Cole-Cole 

model, (a): NaCl concentration range from 0 to 160 mg/ml, (b): NaCl concentration range 

from 0 to 9 mg/ml, T = 25 °C, f = 2 GHz 

As shown in Fig. III-16.a, the real part of the permittivity (dielectric constant) 

decreases from 78 to 50 in the concentration range [0-160 mg/ml], while in the same 

range, the imaginary part of the permittivity (dielectric loss) increases from 7 to 170. 

Furthermore, one can note that the results of the complex permittivity exhibit linear 

behaviors as a function of the NaCl concentrations. Indeed, two linear zones can be 

identified in Fig. III-16.a: zone 1 for concentrations lower than 58 mg/ml (1 mol/L), and 

zone 2 for concentrations higher than 58 mg/ml. Thus, for saline concentrations in the 

range [0-58 mg/ml], the real and the imaginary part of the permittivity can be described 

by the following equations: 
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ε′1=− 0.255C + 77.66                     (III-2) 

  

ε"1=1.518C + 7.53                     (III-3) 

where C represents the concentration of sodium chloride. In the same way, the complex 

permittivity for concentrations ranging in [58-160 mg/ml] (Fig. III-16.a) can be 

expressed by: 

ε′2=− 0.130C + 70.91 

ε"2=0.837C + 37.7 

On the other hand, the results for NaCl concentration spreading from 0 to 9 mg/ml 

are presented in Fig. III-16.b. In this case, the dielectric constant slightly decreases 

from 78 to 76, while in the same range, the imaginary part of the permittivity increases 

from 7 to 20. As this range is part of the zone 1, the complex permittivity is also 

governed by Eqn. III-2 and III-3. 

Thanks to these linear equations, the complex permittivity around 2 GHz can be 

easily evaluated for any NaCl concentrations ranging from 0 to 160 mg/ml. 

Furthermore, the knowledge of the complex permittivity allows simulations to 

investigate the electromagnetic response of NaCl solutions by means of commercial 

software, such as ANSYS/HFSS
TM

. 

III.3.3 Simulation of the probe-liquid interaction 

Simulations of the probe-liquid interaction have been performed using 

ANSYS/HFSS
TM

 software to visualize the electromagnetic field distributions of the 

probe tip and the liquid under test. For the simulation, an excitation port (50 Ω) is 

directly connected to the same probe used in the previous measurements (diameter: 

260 μm). The simulation data entries for the liquid (ε’ and tanδ) are determined from 

the Cole-Cole equation. In Fig. III-17, the E-field distributions at the cross section 

along the probe are given for three typical positions: probe at 300 μm over the liquid 

surface (Fig. III-17.a), probe in contact with the liquid surface (Fig. III-17.b) and 

probe immersed into liquid at a depth of 300 μm (Fig. III-17.c). For these tests the 

liquid sample is DI water (0 mg/ml) and the frequency is set to 2 GHz. 
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Fig. III-17: Numerical simulation (ANSYS/HFSS
TM

) of the EMP (apex = 260 μm) 

electric field magnitude at three probe positions, (a): probe at 300 μm over the liquid surface, 

(b): probe in contact with the liquid surface, (c): probe into the liquid at a depth of 300 μm, 

the images are taken at the cross section along the probe, liquid under test is DI water, T = 

25 °C, f = 2 GHz 

As displayed in the Fig. III-17.a, because of the large dielectric constant 

difference between air (ε’ = 1) and water (ε’ = 77.7 at 2 GHz), the E-field penetration 

in liquid is extremely low even at a stand-off distance roughly equal to the apex size 

of the probe. The main part of the electromagnetic energy is reflected back at the 

air-liquid interface. Only when the probe is in contact or immersed in the liquid (Fig. 

III-17.b and Fig. III-17.c), one part of the E-field penetrates into the liquid. The 

E-field distributions cartography also demonstrates that as water presents higher 

dielectric losses than free space, the E-field maximum value decreases and the 

electromagnetic energy dissipation increases in liquid. It is also exhibited that the 

E-field is strongly spatially confined at the probe end and decays rapidly. This 

confinement allows very local characterizations [BAK 16] [GU 16b] [GU 16c]. 

Additionally, when the probe is immersed into water (Fig. III-17.c), the impedance 

mismatch between the probe-liquid system and the excitation port is reduced resulting 

in a lower reflection coefficient. Another advantage in case of an immersed probe is 

the immunity to water evaporation process at the liquid surface layer which can 

largely influence the air-liquid interface and the concentrations of saline solutions. 

After the simulation of DI water, the E-field distribution of the saline solutions 

with different concentrations is also investigated. Four typical saline concentrations 

are considered in the simulation: two solutions (0 mg/ml and 9 mg/ml) in the linear 

zone 1 (C < 58 mg/ml), and two others (80 mg/ml and 160 mg/ml) in the linear zone 2 

(C > 58 mg/ml). Fig. III-18 shows the distribution of the electric field magnitude at the 
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cross section along the probe. For these simulations the probe tip is immersed in the 

liquid solution at a depth of 300 μm and the test frequency is 2 GHz.  

      

 

Fig. III-18: Simulation (ANSYS/HFSS
TM

) of the microwave probe (apex = 260 μm) 

electric field magnitude for different saline concentration levels, (a): 0 mg/ml, (b): 9 mg/ml, (c): 

80 mg/ml and (d): 160 mg/ml, (e): E-field as a function of the distance H from the tip, probe 

immersed in liquid at a depth of 300 μm, T = 25 °C, f = 2 GHz 

Fig. III-18 also points out clearly that the simulated electrical field decays rapidly 

with the distance to the probe. As the electric field around the probe apex is much 

stronger than elsewhere (Fig. III-18.a-d), as already said, a local characterization of 
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materials can be achieved. The corresponding maximum E-field value varies with the 

saline concentrations. Actually, as shown in Fig. III-18.e, the E-field decays rapidly 

with the distance to the probe and its maximum diminishes with the concentration (27, 

25, 14 and 8 V/mm respectively for 0, 9, 80 and 160 mg/ml). Indeed, the saline 

solutions absorb more electric energy generated by the microwave probe when the 

NaCl concentration level increases and the E-field penetration falls when the liquid 

becomes more conductive. For example when the E-field falls down from its maximum 

to 5 V/mm (Fig. III-18.e), the corresponding distance to the probe are 196, 192, 87, 66 

μm respectively for 0, 9, 80 and 160 mg/ml. When the concentration is increased, the 

distance is shortened. 

After the simulation study of the probe-liquid interaction, the probe position 

control of the proposed iNFMM is studied in the following part.  

III.3.4 EMP position control in liquid 

One of the great advantages of the technique proposed is the different modes 

offered: non-contact, contact and immersion. In this study, to guarantee a strong 

tip-sample interaction, the probe is plunged into the liquid. Nevertheless, one issue 

related to operation in liquid is the determination of the probe position. The method 

used to achieve an accurate positioning is the following. First the probe is immersed 

in the liquid and the zero level is tuned down to the order of -55 dB at 2 GHz by 

adjusting the impedance tuner. The IFBW is set to 100 Hz and the VNA power level 

(P0) is fixed at 0 dBm. To determine the contact position between the tip and the 

liquid, the probe is placed above the liquid and then pushed towards the liquid surface 

with a step of 1 μm (minimum displacement allowed by the x-y-z stage with a 

precision of 0.1 μm) until the tip is immersed in the liquid at a depth of a few hundred 

microns. Fig. III-19 shows the evolution of the S21 with the probe tip position.  
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Fig. III-19: Transmission coefficient magnitude and phase-shift measured as a function 

of probe tip position, (a): from -300 to 300 μm, (b): zoomed region from -10 to 10 μm, liquid 

under test is DI water, T = 25 °C, f = 2 GHz, IFBW= 100 Hz, P0 = 0 dBm 

Thanks to the strong interface effect shown in the simulation study, an abrupt 

change in both the magnitude and phase-shift of S21 can be observed. As illustrated in 

Fig. III-19.a, this frank break defines the contact position. Thus a plan that separates 

two probe statuses: probe in liquid and probe in air can be defined. To better locate 

this position, we zoom the region from -10 μm to 10 μm in Fig. III-19.b. A big jump 

for both magnitude (Δ|S21| = 12 dB) and phase-shift (Δφ = 22.1º) of S21 is caused by 

the passage from liquid to air. The EMP position is thus very well controlled thanks to 

the high precision provided by x-y-z stage. It is also observed in Fig. III-19 that when 

the tip is in air, constant values are measured. This is due to the fact that matching is 

done in the liquid to obtain a high sensitivity in the immersion mode. 

After the probe position is well defined, in the following part, the microwave 

responses of the proposed iNFMM are experimentally validated considering the probe 

immersed in liquid. To demonstrate the performance of the interferometer-based 

microwave microscope, we compare the resulting measurement sensitivity with the 

value obtained when using the instrument without the interferometer setup. 

III.3.5 Evaluation of the measurement sensitivity 

In this part, the response of the microwave microscope is experimentally 

evaluated. A plastic container (7.4×7.4×5.4 mm
3
) is used to hold the liquid solutions 
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under test. The setting parameters of the VNA are 2 GHz for the frequency, 0 dBm for 

the power and 100 Hz for the intermediate frequency bandwidth (IFBW). The probe 

with apex of 260 μm is employed for the liquid characterization. As mentioned before, 

the microwave probe has potentials for local characterization as the E-field is well 

confined around the tip apex. During the measurement, the probe is immersed at a 

depth of 300 μm in the liquid ensuring the whole tip apex is plunged in liquid under test. 

Thus a maximum tip-liquid electromagnetic coupling can be obtained.  

As already mentioned, two configurations are considered: without interferometer 

(inset of Fig. III-20.a: reflection mode) and with interferometer (transmission mode). 

To evaluate the measurement sensitivity provided by these two working modes, low 

saline concentration levels, [0-9 mg/ml], are considered as the fluids under test. The 

choice of this NaCl solution concentration range is also motivated as already said by the 

fact the 9 mg/ml saline concentration level represents an essential component of the 

biological fluids. Thus, Fig. III-20 presents the measured microwave responses of 

saline concentrations from 0 to 9 mg/ml in the frequency band [1.996-2.004 GHz]. 

Actually, for the reflection mode the probe is connected directly to one port of the VNA 

without the impedance tuner and the coupler in-between (inset of Fig. III-20.a). In this 

configuration the reflection coefficient S11 is acquired. 

 

Fig. III-20: Measured reflection coefficient S11 of different saline aqueous solutions 

from 0 mg/ml to 9 mg/ml, (a): magnitude plot, (b): phase-shift plot, f = 2GHz, P0 = 0 dBm, 

IFBW = 100 Hz, T = 25 Cº  
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As shown in Fig. III-20, the instrument without interferometer can distinguish the 

different saline concentrations from 0 to 9 mg/ml but with limited sensitivity. Indeed, in 

Fig. III-20.a, between the concentration limits (0 and 9 mg/ml), a variation of 

magnitude smaller than 0.5 dB is noticed at 2 GHz. Meanwhile, in Fig. III-20.b, a 

variation around 5 º between these two saline concentrations is observed. Thus, the 

results collected by using this configuration return a measurement sensitivity of 0.06 

dB/(mg/ml) and 0.6 º/(mg/ml) for magnitude and phase-shift respectively. 

After the analysis of the instrument without interferometer, we present now the 

results for the system with interferometer. In this case, thanks to the impedance tuner 

made of variable attenuator and delay line, the tip is preliminary matched in DI water (0 

mg/ml) by tuning |S21| to -55 dB (35 dB above the noise floor of the VNA which is -90 

dB) at 2 GHz. As described before, this level represents the zero level after combining 

the wave reflected by the probe and the wave generated by the impedance tuner. The 

saline solutions from 1 to 9 mg/ml are then sequentially measured and their responses 

in terms of transmission coefficient (S21) magnitude and phase-shift are collected in Fig. 

III-21. 

 

Fig. III-21: Measured transmission coefficient S21 for different saline solutions from 0 to 

9 mg/ml, (a): magnitude plot, (b): phase-shift plot, 0 mg/ml (DI water) represents reference 

value, f = 2GHz, P0 = 0 dBm, IFBW = 100 Hz, zero level = -55 dB, T = 25 Cº  
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phase-shift around 14.1 dB (Fig. III-21.a) and 35.7º (Fig. III-21.b) respectively, which 

is much higher than the values obtained by the instrument without interferometer. To 

better appreciate the measurement sensitivity offered by the two working modes, we 

summarize the sensitivity values in Table III-3. 

 
Without interferometer With interferometer 

Magnitude  0.06 dB/(mg/ml) 1.56 dB/(mg/ml) 

Phase-shift  0.6 º/(mg/ml) 3.9 º/(mg/ml) 

Table III-3: Measurement sensitivity to saline concentration levels from 0 to 9 mg/ml 

with the two configurations considered: without interferometer (reflection mode) and with 

interferometer (transmission mode), f = 2GHz, P0 = 0 dBm, IFBW = 100 Hz 

As shown in Table III-3, the measurement sensitivities reached when using the 

interferometer, 1.56 dB/(mg/ml) and 3.9º/(mg/ml) for magnitude and phase-shift 

respectively, are clearly much higher than the measurement sensitivities provided by 

the configuration without interferometer. Therefore, thanks to the interferometric 

technique, the proposed NFMM is able to precisely detect a very small variation of 

the saline concentration. Particularly, by using the impedance tuner, resonances with 

high quality factors are acquired. Additionally, it can also be observed in Fig. III-21.a 

that the resonance peak of |S21| shifts to the left side (low frequencies) as the saline 

concentration level increases. So, a shift of the resonance frequency from the resonance 

frequency observed for the reference level can be evaluated for each concentration even 

for very small variations. 

The proposed system also enables the characterization of saline solutions of a 

relatively large concentration range [0-160 mg/ml]. The zero level |S21| is still 

matched to -55 dB in DI water at 2 GHz. The variation of the magnitude (Δ|S21|) and 

phase-shift (Δarg.S21) is highlighted in Fig. III-22. 
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Fig. III-22: Measured transmission coefficient for saline concentrations [0-160 mg/ml], 

zero level is tuned to -55 dB considering 0mg/ml (DI water) as a reference value, f = 2 GHz, 

T = 25 °C, IFBW= 100 Hz, P0 = 0 dBm 

Practically, for concentrations from 0 to 160 mg/ml, variations of 27.6 dB and 

42.1° for magnitude and phase-shift at 2 GHz are respectively observed in Fig. III-22. 

This measurement sensitivity is much better than the value obtained by the typical 

resonator-based sensor [CHA 15]. Indeed, one of the advantages of the method is that 

the reference level can be adjusted at a desired concentration to enhance the 

sensitivity around this value. Finally, this procedure has been applied on the whole 

frequency range [2-18 GHz] with a step of 1 GHz to determine the complex 

permittivity of a set of saline solutions.  

III.3.6 Experimental retrieval of the complex permittivity  

 As mentioned in the chapter I there are basically two types of methods to 

calculate the dielectric properties: the transmission line method and the cavity 

perturbation method. The first approach allows the extraction of the dielectric 

parameters of materials through the magnitude and phase-shift of the measured 

transmission coefficients while the second one relates the measured quality factor and 

resonance frequency to these dielectric parameters. Actually, one of the benefits of the 

interferometric technique is the possibility to be exploited in case of both methods. 
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The performance of these two approaches will be compared with each other at the end 

of this section. 

III.3.6.1 Permittivity extraction by transmission line method 

As the sample is placed in the near-field range of the tip and the tip radius is 

much smaller than the wavelength, the electromagnetic wave can be considered as 

quasi-static. Thus a lumped element model can be used to describe the tip sample 

impedance ZS. It has been mentioned in Chapter I that the relation between ZS and the 

material permittivity ε* can be given by [ANL 07]: 

𝑍𝑆 =
1

𝑖𝜔휀0휀∗𝐷
                      (III-4) 

where ω is the angular frequency and D is the probe apex size. The reflection 

coefficient of the probe ΓS can be written as a function of ZS: 

𝛤𝑆 =
𝑍𝑆 − 𝑍0
𝑍𝑆 + 𝑍0

                      (III-5) 

with Z0 the VNA characteristic impedance (50 Ω). Considering the matching network 

as a whole, an inversion procedure based on the one port calibration protocol can be 

performed to translate the measured data (S21) to the saline solutions dielectric 

properties. The complex transmission coefficient S21 can be expressed through the 

probe reflection coefficient ΓS in the following form [TUC 16]: 

𝑆21 = 𝑒00 +
(𝑒10𝑒01)𝛤𝑆
1 − 𝑒11𝛤𝑆

                   (III-6) 

e00, e11 and e10e01 are three complex errors parameters which are obtained from 

the calibration process. These terms can be extracted by measuring three transmission 

coefficients for three known calibration standards ZS1, ZS2 and ZS3 with reflection 

coefficients ΓS2, ΓS2 andΓS3. Once these calibration terms are determined, the complex 

permittivity can be calculated by exploiting the eqn.III-1 and eqn.III-4 to III-6. One 

point that makes the calibration task more difficult is that these errors terms change 

each time the operating frequency is modified. In this study, the inversion procedure 

is performed by stepping the frequency over the band [2-18 GHz] with a step of 1 

GHz. 

Different saline concentrations in the range [0-160 mg/ml] are characterized in 

the frequency band [2-18 GHz]. In Fig. III-23, the complex permittivities calculated 
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from the measured S21 by using the calibration model are compared to the theoretical 

values based on the Cole-Cole model. Five concentrations, 0, 40, 80, 120 and 160 

mg/ml, are selected. 

 

Fig. III-23: Frequency-dependent dielectric constant (a) and dielectric losses (b) for 

different saline concentrations from 0 to 160 mg/ml, Solid lines represent values based on the 

Cole-Cole model, Symbols are values retrieved by using the inversion procedure, T = 25 °C, 

IFBW=100 Hz, P0 = 0 dBm, zero level = -55 dB 

First, a good agreement is observed between the dielectric spectra calculated by 

Cole-Cole model and the values retrieved from the inversion procedure. As shown in 

Fig. III-23.a, the dielectric constant decreases as the frequency increases. However, 

less variation of dielectric constant over the whole frequency band is obtained for 

higher NaCl concentrations. Fig. III-23.b exhibits a big difference between dielectric 

losses as a function of concentration at low frequencies (i.e. f < 5 GHz). The curves 

gradually evolve towards a constant value (37) at 18 GHz. Actually, this convergence 

point represents a complete failure for dipole to follow the oscillation of applied 

electric field beyond which the liquid dipole remains freeze with no effective 

contribution to the dielectric loss
 
[AHM 12]. 
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III.3.6.2 Permittivity extraction by cavity perturbation method 

In this part, a model is proposed to relate the complex permittivity to the measured 

resonance frequency shift and quality factor. As a demonstration, this method is 

applied at 2 GHz. 

Based on Fig. III-21.a, the resonance frequency shift (Δf) and the quality factor (Q) 

of the measured |S21| are given in Fig. III-24. In fact, Δf represents the difference 

between the resonance frequency of the saline concentration considered (fmeas) and the 

value (fref) registered for DI water (reference solution):  

Δf = fmeas – fref 

For DI water, the corresponding fref is 2 GHz and Qref is around 2900. Thus, the 

resonance frequency shift Δf and Q factor of saline concentrations from 0 to 9 mg/ml 

are presented in Fig. III-24. 

 

Fig. III-24: Resonance peak parameters obtained from the measured transmission 

coefficient |S21| as a function of saline concentration, (a): resonance frequency shift Δf, (b): 

quality factor Q, 0 mg/ml = reference value, fref = 2GHz, P0 = 0 dBm, IFBW = 100 Hz, zero 

level = -55 dB 

As shown in Fig. III-24.a, the resonance shift increases with the concentration 

level and the maximum shift is around 1200 kHz. On the other hand, it is observed in 

Fig. III-24.b that the quality factor decays as a function of the concentration. In 

particular, the maximum Q value (2900 obtained at 0 mg/ml - reference) decreases to 

600 for a solution at 9 mg/ml, representing a reduction of almost a factor 5.   
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According to [LU 97], the resonance shift Δf is closely related to the variation of 

the dielectric constant ε’ while the fall of the quality factor represents the variation of 

dielectric loss ε” of the material under test. The relation between the Δf, Q and the 

complex permittivity can be expressed as: 

∆𝑓

𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑓
= f(∆ε′) 

∆ (
1

𝑄
) =

1

𝑄
−

1

𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑓
= f(∆ε") 

Based on Fig. III-24, the quantities Δf/fref and Δ(1/Q) measured as a function of 

saline concentration are given in Fig. III-25.  

 

Fig. III-25: Resonance peak parameters obtained from the measured transmission 

coefficient |S21| as a function of saline concentration, (a): Δf/fref, (b): Δ(1/Q), Dashed lines 

represent the fitted polynomial line at first order, 0 mg/ml is the reference value, fref = 2GHz, 

P0 = 0 dBm, IFBW = 100 Hz, zero level = -55 dB 

As shown in Fig. III-25, Δf/fref and Δ(1/Q) are practically proportional to the NaCl 

concentration level. So, the behavior of Δf/fref and Δ(1/Q) can be expressed as a 

function of saline concentration (C) by those equations: 

∆𝑓

𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑓
= 𝐴′𝐶                        (III-7) 

∆(
1

𝑄
) = A"𝐶                        (III-8) 

A’ and A” represent the slopes of the fitted polynomial line in Fig. III-25.a and Fig. 

III-25.b, respectively. Thus A’ = -6.25×10
-5

 ml/mg and A” = 1.48×10
-4

 ml/mg are 
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obtained. With these two parameters, the measured Δf/fref and Δ(1/Q) are 

mathematically related to the saline concentration levels. In addition, thanks to the 

relations linking the complex permittivity and the NaCl concentrations discussed above 

(Eqn.III-2, III-3), the measured Δf/fref and Δ(1/Q) can be related to the saline solutions 

complex permittivity by the following equations: 

ε′= − 4.08 ∙ 103 ∙ (
∆𝐹

𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑓
) + 77.66                (III-9) 

ε"=1.022 ∙ 104 ∙ ∆ (
1

𝑄
) + 7.53               (III-10) 

Thanks to these equations, the measured complex permittivity in the concentration 

range [0-9 mg/ml] is then obtained. For comparison, the theoretical values calculated 

from Cole-Cole model are also presented in Fig. III-26. 

 

Fig. III-26: Complex permittivity as a function of saline concentration, (a): dielectric 

constant ε’, (b): dielectric loss ε”, round symbols represent values based on the Cole-Cole 

model, square symbols represent measured values, 0 mg/ml is the reference value, fref = 2GHz, 

P0 = 0 dBm, IFBW = 100 Hz, zero level = -55 dB 

This figure exhibits a good agreement between the theoretical and experimental 

complex permittivity at 2 GHz for the saline concentration range [0-9 mg/ml]. Thus, 

one can conclude thanks to the Eqn. III-9 and III-10 that the measured complex 

permittivity is successfully extracted. Actually, these equations remain available for the 

concentrations range [0-58 mg/ml] (linear zone 1 of Fig. III-16.a) and equivalent 

treatment can be applied by using them. Concerning the linear zone 2 (Fig. III-16.a), a 

similar extraction method based on Δf/fref and Δ(1/Q) can be used and a new set of 
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equations is established. The results are gathered to represent the complex permittivity 

on the entire range of concentrations from 0 to 160 mg/ml in Fig. III-27. 

 

Fig. III-27: Complex permittivity as a function of saline concentration, (a): dielectric 

constant ε’, (b): dielectric loss ε”, round symbols represent values based on the Cole-Cole 

model, square symbols represent measured values, 0 mg/ml is the reference value, fref = 2GHz, 

P0 = 0 dBm, IFBW = 100 Hz, zero level = -55 dB 

As shown in Fig. III-27.a, a good agreement is found between the permittivities 

calculated by the Cole-Cole model and the measured ones for such a large NaCl 

concentrations range spreading from 0 to 160 mg/ml. To investigate the measurement 

precision, the difference between measurement and theory for each concentration from 

0 to 160 mg/ml is calculated and the average over the set of values is then computed. In 

this case, the averaged error is in the order of 1.6 % and 7.8 % for ε’ and ε”, respectively. 

Higher discrepancy is noticed for the high concentrations from around 100 mg/ml (Fig. 

III-27.b). A way to increase the measurement sensitivity and precision in the upper 

range of concentrations is to consider as a reference value a higher concentration 

instead of 0 mg/ml (DI water). As a demonstration, 3 other concentrations are 

considered as the reference solution: the maximum concentration level (160 mg/ml) 

and two medium concentrations (58 and 100 mg/ml). For the setting parameters of the 

VNA, the operating frequency is kept at 2 GHz, 0 dBm for the power and 100 Hz for 

IFBW. The probe is still immersed at a depth of 300 μm in the liquid under test. The 

zero level of |S21| is tuned to -55 dB for the reference solutions. In Fig. III-28, we give 
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the measured quality factor for the 4 reference solutions selected: 0, 58, 100 and 160 

mg/ml. 

 

Fig. III-28: Quality factor as a function of saline solutions considering different 

reference solutions: 0, 58, 100 and 160 mg/ml, fref = 2GHz, P0 = 0 dBm, IFBW = 100 Hz, zero 

level = -55 dB 

It can be noted from Fig. III-28 that the quality factor for the reference solution 

remains relatively stable around 3000, which means a high measurement sensitivity is 

obtained for these concentrations. This possibility of tuning the quality factor as a 

function of concentration is one of the main assets of the iNFMM proposed, in 

particular when liquids are investigated. In the following, we evaluate the impact of the 

reference concentrations on the measured permittivity (Fig. III-29). 
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Fig. III-29: Complex permittivity for 4 NaCl reference concentrations: 0, 58, 100 and 

160 mg/ml, (a): dielectric constant ε’, (b): dielectric loss ε”, Solid lines represent values based 

on the Cole-Cole model, symbols represent measured values, zero level equals to -55 dB for 

the 4 reference concentrations, fref = 2GHz, P0 = 0 dBm, IFBW = 100 Hz 

Generally speaking, the measured permittivity is in a good agreement with the 

values based on Cole-Cole model for the entire concentration range [0-160 mg/ml] 

whatever the reference concentration is. Nevertheless, one can note that the reference 

concentration levels influence to some extent the measured permittivity values. In Fig. 

III-29.a, for a given NaCl concentration, for example 120 mg/ml, the theoretical value 

ε’ is 54.9 whereas the measured results retrieved when using the 4 reference 

concentrations (0, 58, 80 and 160 mg/ml) are 55.9, 54.8, 53.5 and 53.3 respectively. 

Besides, in Fig. III-29.b for the same NaCl concentration of 120 mg/ml, the measured ε” 

obtained when using the 4 reference concentrations (0, 58, 80 and 160 mg/ml) are 129, 

136, 135 and 143 respectively compared with the theoretical value of 140. These 

results show that especially for ε” the difference between the measured value and the 

theoretical data is enlarged when the tested solution presents a concentration that is 

moved away from the reference solution. Thus, the measurement quality of the 

complex permittivity is closely associated to the reference concentration level. To 

better appreciate the relation between the reference concentration and the measurement 

results, we summarize in Table III-4 the averaged error calculated from the difference 

between the measured permittivities and the theoretical values for each concentration 

for the 4 cases envisaged (reference level = 0, 58, 100, and 160 mg/ml). 
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0 mg/ml 58 mg/ml 100 mg/ml 160 mg/ml 

ε’ 1.6 % 0.9 % 0.9 % 1.6 % 

ε” 7.8 % 7.0 % 7.1 % 8.5 % 

Table III-4: Averaged errors in percentage for different reference concentration levels (0, 

58, 100 and 160 mg/ml), fref = 2 GHz, P0 = 0 dBm, IFBW = 100 Hz, zero level = -55 dB 

As shown in Table III-4, the maximum averaged error reported is 1.6 % and 8.5 % 

for the real and imaginary parts of the permittivity, respectively. One can also note that 

a lower error is obtained for both ε’ and ε” for reference concentrations at 58 and 100 

mg/ml. This result confirms that a better measurement precision can be found when the 

reference concentration is not taken at the limit of range investigated. Thus, to 

guarantee a precise measurement, the intermediate concentrations (e.g. 58 and 100 

mg/ml) should be preferentially selected as reference concentrations instead of the 

minimum (0 mg/ml) or maximum concentrations (160 mg/ml). Actually, thanks to the 

interferometer which is equipped with variable attenuator and delay line, high 

measurement sensitivity can be easily guaranteed at any desired reference 

concentrations. So, it is relatively simple to choose for example the middle of the 

range of interest as the reference concentration level. 

As a conclusion, the saline solutions with a large concentration range [0-160 

mg/ml] are effectively characterized in a wide frequency range [2-18 GHz]. We 

determine the complex permittivity of the materials by means of the transmission line 

and the cavity perturbation methods. Good agreement is found between the theoretical 

values obtained from the Cole-Cole equation and the experimental values. Practically, 

for the transmission line approach, an inverse procedure based on the magnitude and 

phase-shift of the transmission coefficient is employed to retrieve the dielectric 

parameters. On the other hand, based on the cavity perturbation approach, a relation is 

found between the dielectric properties and the measured quality factor and resonance 

frequency shift. It should be mentioned that unlike the traditional resonator-based 

method whose quality factor is fixed, in this case, the interferometer-based NFMM 

offers the possibility to obtain a high quality factor at any desired saline concentration 

levels and frequencies. The results indicate that intermediate concentration levels 

should be chosen to guarantee a good measurement quality. Finally, the performances 
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of these two methods are compared in terms of averaged errors at 2GHz in Table 

III-5. 

 
Transmission line method Cavity perturbation method 

ε’ 0.5 % 0.9 % 

ε” 1.9 % 7.0 % 

Table III-5: Averaged errors in percentage of two complex permittivity extraction 

methods, fref = 2 GHz, P0 = 0 dBm, IFBW = 100 Hz, zero level = -55 dB 

As shown in Table III-5, the averaged errors on the permittivity obtained by the 

transmission line method are lower than the values by cavity perturbation method. 

One can note that the measurement accuracy of the extracted values depends on the 

quantification methods applied. Actually, for perturbation method, the measured Q 

and Δf is linearly fitted as a function of some known saline concentrations. Then, Q 

and Δf are related to complex permittivity. This linear polynomial fit, as an 

approximation, may introduces some errors into the calculation. However, for the 

transmission line method, the calibration procedure is well defined by considering 

three different saline concentrations as the standards. Thus the complex permittivity is 

extracted with better agreement with the theoretical values. 

III.3.7 Conclusion  

The characterization of the complex permittivity based on near-field microwave 

microscopy is experimentally demonstrated. The method combines a vector network 

analyzer, an interferometric technique and an evanescent microwave probe to achieve 

high measurement sensitivity and accuracy. The electromagnetic simulation shows that 

the strongest electric field is focused around the probe apex (260 μm) enabling a local 

characterization of materials. As a demonstration, this study gives a fine description 

of the dielectric properties of saline solutions as a function of both NaCl concentration 

[0-160 mg/ml] and frequency [2-18 GHz] based on the home-made iNFMM. 

The complex permittivity is first evaluated by using the Cole-Cole equation at 2 

GHz. The probe-sample interaction studied by using the electromagnetic simulation 

software ANSYS/HFSS
TM

 shows that the electromagnetic energy dissipates rapidly as 

a function of the saline concentration levels. After a fine study of the probe position, 

during the measurement, the probe is immersed at a depth of 300 μm in the liquid 
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ensuring the whole tip apex is plunged in liquid under test. Thus a maximum tip-liquid 

electromagnetic coupling can be obtained. Another advantage in case of an immersed 

probe is the immunity to water evaporation process at the liquid surface layer which can 

largely influence the air-liquid interface and the concentration of saline solutions.  

Then, the sensitivity measurement is demonstrated by comparing two 

configurations: without and with interferometer. The interferometer based system 

offers a sensitivity of 1.56 dB/(mg/ml) and 3.9º/(mg/ml) for magnitude and phase-shift 

respectively in the saline concentration range [0-9 mg/ml] at 2 GHz. These values are 

much higher than the measurement sensitivities provided by the configuration without 

interferometer. Therefore, thanks to the interferometric technique, the proposed 

iNFMM is able to detect precisely a very small saline concentration variation. 

After the theoretical study of aqueous saline solutions permittivity and the 

evaluation of the measurement sensitivity, two methods are proposed to relate the 

measured transmission coefficient (S21) to the complex permittivity of the liquid: the 

transmission line method and the cavity perturbation method. The first approach 

translates the measurement data (S21) to the dielectric properties (ε’ and ε”) and the 

second method quantifies the complex permittivity from the knowledge of the 

resonance frequency shift (Δf) from a reference frequency and the quality factor (Q) of 

|S21|. For both methods good agreement is found between the measured data and the 

theoretical findings obtained by using Cole-Cole model. One can also note that the 

transmission line method turns to be a better candidate for the liquids characterization 

because of a better agreement with the theoretical values..  

Furthermore, unlike the resonator-based method whose quality factor is fixed, in 

this case, the interferometric technique enables the measurement of a tunable quality 

factor and good sensitivity at any desired concentration levels and frequencies. 

Therefore, this method provides an effective solution to the issue of poor sensitivity 

encountered when measuring high-loss materials by means of resonator-based 

structures. This study is a contribution towards quantitative microwave microscopy of 

biological structures.  
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III.4 Broadband non-contact characterization of graphene by 

iNFMM 

III.4.1 Introduction 

In recent years, two-dimensional nanomaterials such as graphene have attracted 

significant attentions from the scientific community because of their unique physical 

properties [JAR 13] [BAE 10]. Graphene-based devices/structures have addressed 

numerous applications of high-speed electronics such as digital electronics and RF 

analog devices to name just a few them [JAR 13], [BAE 10], [SCH 10], [NOV 12]. For 

the realization of these devices, the characteristics of graphene must be carefully 

evaluated. So far, the electronic properties of graphene have been mostly investigated 

in dc or low frequency range by techniques such as transmission line method (TLM) 

and probing methods [WEI 15] [WEI 16]. The coplanar waveguide (CPW) method has 

also been applied to evaluate the surface impedance of the graphene flake [JEO 09]. 

However, these characterization methods require additional electrodes fabrication 

process which could degrade the electrical properties of sample tested. Furthermore, 

most of these methods such as TLM and CPW approaches are not convenient and 

efficient to investigate local properties of materials, which is quite an issue when 

testing inhomogeneous samples, for example. So, there is an urgent need for the 

development of a non-destructive and non-contact characterization tool with a good 

spatial resolution compatible with this kind of evaluation. 

In fact, the NFMM has already been effectively employed for quantitative 

imaging of the local impedance of monolayer and multilayer graphene [KUN 09] [TAL 

10]. Thanks to the use of probe–sample capacitive coupling and a relatively high 

frequency of a few GHz, this NFMM method allows the mapping of local conductivity 

without a dedicated electrode, with a nanometric scale spatial resolution. However, as 

most of these NFMMs are resonator-or quarter wavelength transmission line-based, 

their working frequency range is limited. So, a big challenge for the NFMM is to 

perform a wideband measurement with high sensitivity [TSE 07]. In addition, many 

NFMMs work in contact mode hence there is a risk of scratching the graphene flake by 

the probe tip. In this work, to meet the non-destructive, non-contact and broad 

frequency band requirements, we propose to use the iNFMM. To better understand the 
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electromagnetic interaction between the microwave probe and the graphene sample, 

the electric field distribution is simulated by using ANSYS/HFSS
TM

. Then, the 

extraction method to transform the measured data to the impedance is described. 

Finally, the impedance of the graphene tested in the frequency [2-18 GHz] is 

demonstrated. 

III.4.2 Electromagnetic simulation of the probe-sample interaction 

Simulation tools are available for a fine study of the electromagnetic properties of 

different kinds of structures. In this part, the electric filed distribution between the 

probe and the sample is investigated by using an electromagnetic simulation software 

(ANSYS/HFSS
TM

). Graphene is a 2D material whose surface conductivity σ, from DC 

to optical frequencies, can be modeled by Kubo formula [GOM 12a] [AWA 16]: 

𝜎(𝜔) = −𝑗
𝑞𝑒
2𝑘𝐵𝑇

𝜋ħ(𝜔 − 𝑗𝛤)
(
𝜇0
𝑘𝐵𝑇

+ 2 ln (𝑒
−
𝜇0
𝑘𝐵𝑇 + 1))          (III-11) 

where ω is the radian frequency, μ0 is the chemical potential, Γ is the scattering 

rate, T is the temperature, qe is the charge of an electron, ħ is the reduced Planck’s 

constant, and kB is Boltzmann’s constant. The conductivity determined by using the 

Eqn.III-11 allows then to calculate the surface resistance of a monolayer graphene by 

RGra = 1/σ(ω) [GOM 12a]. For example the surface resistance value computed at 2 GHz 

is (237+3j Ω). However, Kubo equation solves the surface conductivity of a monolayer 

of graphene without consideration on the type of graphene. Practically, the graphene 

impedance can be different from the one given by Kubo equation, because it is closely 

related to the preparation process of graphene. Actually, in the literature, different 

values of the ac surface resistance of graphene ranging from several hundreds of Ohms 

to hundreds of kΩ can be found depending on the graphene fabrication process such as 

mechanical exfoliation [AWA 16] [TAL 10] [MON 13], epitaxial method [ALA 11] 

[TSE 13] or chemical vapor deposition [GOM 12a] [GOM 12b] [TSE 12]. It can also be 

noticed that different kinds of characterization approaches including the rectangular 

waveguide [GOM 12a] [GOM 12b], the coplanar waveguide (CPW) [JEO 09] [TAM 

12] [AWA 16], and the scanning microwave microscopy (SMM) [TSE 12] [TSE 13] 

[MON 13] [TAL 10] [KUN 09] have been exploited. In our case, the graphene flake is 

obtained by epitaxial method on silicon carbide. Thus, instead of employing the surface 

conductivity calculated by Kubo equation, we use for the simulations the value of 1 
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kΩ/square obtained by DC measurement. Furthermore, the probe retained for the 

simulation study is the one with an apex of 66 μm. Four samples have been considered 

for the simulation investigation: silicon carbide (SiC) used as a substrate, graphene 

fabricated by epitaxial method (SiCG), gold-metallized substrate (MSiC) with 120 nm 

in thickness and epitaxial graphene with a Al2O3 layer prepared with static oxidation 

process on the top (SiCGAlO). These samples have been fabricated by Dr. Xin ZHOU 

from CARBON Group of IEMN. For the demonstration, the electric field distribution 

of the probe at 2 GHz for the four samples is shown in Fig. III-30. The probe is placed 

10 μm over the sample surface, which guarantee a near-field and non-contact 

measurement. 
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Fig. III-30: (a): Configuration of the samples tested: silicon carbide (SiC) substrate, 

epitaxial graphene on SiC substrate (SiCG,) metallized SiC substrate with gold layer on the top 

(MSiC) and SiCG structure with Al2O3 layer on the top (SiCGAlO), (b): simulations of electric 

field at the cross-section along the probe, zoomed image of tip-sample (SiC) coupling and (c): 

electric field penetration in the samples (stand-off distance fixed at 10 μm), f = 2 GHz, 

simulation tool: Ansys
TM

/HFSS 

As shown in Fig. III-30.b, the electric field is well confined around the probe apex, 

which indicates the potential for local characterization of materials. A discontinuity of 

the electric field is found at the air-sample interface due to the strong air-sample 

mismatch. Indeed, most of the electric field is reflected at the air-sample interface, and 

only a small part penetrates into the sample (SiC). The field penetration is illustrated for 

the four samples in Fig. III-30.c. The penetration, as expected, depends on the sample 

under simulation. A significant electric field is noticed for SiC sample while for the 

metallic sample MSiC, there is obviously practically no electric field distribution inside 

the substrate, which means almost no charges induced by electric filed is distributed in 

SiC. Compared with simple SiC substrate, the intensity of electric field in SiCG 

structure is much smaller due to existence of graphene layer, although the thickness of 

graphene layer is only 0.1 nm. 
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Fig. III-31: Electric field distribution for the samples as a function of the tip end to the 

sample surface, f = 2 GHz 

To better appreciate the electromagnetic coupling between the probe and the 

different samples, especially the electric field at the air-sample interface, the electric 

field distributions are plotted along a line from the tip end to the sample (Fig. III-30.b) 

for the four cases (SiC, MSiC, SiCG and SiCGAlO) in Fig. III-31. From this graph, it is 

retrieved that the sample under test influences the electric field distribution between the 

tip and the interface. Indeed, the four samples can be clearly distinguished by their 

electric field description, which indicates the high sensibility of this microwave probe. 

In Fig. III-31, the maximum electric field value obtained (at the tip end) is 1350, 2016, 

2164 and 2280 V/mm for SiC, SiCGAlO, SiCG and MSiC samples respectively. 

Actually, MSiC has the highest electric field value at the tip end because the electric 

field can be strengthened in the presence of the metallized surface. However, as there 

is one part of the electric energy passes into the substrate, there are less electric field 

distribution in the air. One can also note that the electric field gradually decreases from 

the tip end to the interface. 

The reflected microwave signal at the air-sample interface carries sample 

properties and gives actually the possibility to locally characterize the samples. This 

feature establishes the potential of the iNFMM to evaluate the electromagnetic 

properties of the materials such as the surface impedance and the dielectric parameters. 
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In the following the probe-sample interaction is studied by means of a lumped-element 

model and a calibration procedure of the platform is discussed. 

III.4.3 Calibration procedure of iNFMM 

III.4.3.1 Modeling of the probe-sample interaction 

Understanding NFMM measurements requires some insights into the interaction 

between the probe and sample under test. As the sample is placed in the near-field range 

of the tip and the tip radius is much smaller than the wavelength, the probe-sample 

interaction can be represented by a lumped element network in the quasi-static 

approximation [IMT 07]. We retake the schematic of this probe-sample interaction 

modelling which has been presented in Chapter I.3, as given in Fig. III-32. 

 

Fig. III-32: Schematic of a lumped element model of probe-sample interaction. Here, Cc 

is the coupling capacitance between the tip and the sample, ZS is the material impedance to be 

measured, including the resistance RS, inductance LS and capacitance CS. Cstr (or Cout) is the 

stray capacitance [GAO 98], [ANL 07] 

In near-field region, the stray capacitance Cstr can be neglected because it is much 

larger than Cc [IMT 07]. Thus the lumped element model of such a probe-sample 

interaction can be simplified as a coupling capacitance Cc in series with the material 

impedance ZS. Particularly, the metallized substrate is usually regarded as the reference 
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sample. In this situation, in the first order of approximation, the interaction between the 

tip and the sample can be simplified and represented by a coupling capacitance Cc. 

III.4.3.2 iNFMM calibration procedure 

A calibration procedure should be employed to transform the transmission 

coefficient S21 measured into the impedance of the device/material under test (ZS). The 

description of the calibration method and the material impedance extraction from the 

measured data (magnitude and phase-shift of the transmission coefficient) are 

illustrated in Fig. III-33. 

 

Fig. III-33: Calibration procedure of iNFMM (a) and extraction of the material 

impedance (b) 

As shown in Fig. III-33, the process is derived from a one-port VNA calibration 

method, requiring three standard impedances. The metalized SiC substrate is selected 

as the standard material for the calibration process and the probe sample interaction is 

modeled as said before by a coupling capacitance Cc. In general, there are basically two 

methods to analytically solve this capacitance: the image method [GAO 98] and the 

surface integration method [HUD 98]. In this work, the image-charge method is used 

to determine the capacitance Cc. As the electromagnetic field is concentrated around the 
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probe tip of semi-sphere shape and according to [DUR 66] [GAO 99] works, the 

capacitance Cc between the semi-sphere and the metallic plane is given as follows: 

𝐶𝑐 = 4𝜋휀0𝑅0𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ(𝛼)∑
1

𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ (𝑛𝛼)

∞

𝑛=2

             (III-12) 

where α = cosh
-1

(1+a’) with a’= h/R0. h stands for the stand-off distance between the 

tip and the sample. R0 is the tip radius. The impedance ZS of the sample can be related 

simply to the reflection coefficient ΓS [HUB 10] [MOE 14] by: 

𝛤𝑠 =
𝑍𝑠 − 𝑍0
𝑍𝑠 + 𝑍0

                     (III-13) 

where Z0 is the measurement system characteristic impedance (here 50 Ω: VNA 

impedance). When only the coupling capacitance Cc is considered, ZS can be written 

as: 

𝑍𝑠 =
1

𝑗𝜔𝐶𝑐
                     (III-14) 

ω is the angular frequency. A traditional one port calibration model is used to link the 

transmission coefficient measured S21m to the reflection coefficient ΓS. 

𝑆21𝑚 = 𝑒00 +
(𝑒10𝑒01)𝛤𝑠
1 − 𝛤𝑠𝑒11

              (III-15) 

The errors terms, e00, e11 and e10e01, are respectively the directivity, port match and 

tracking errors. They can be determined by measuring three reflection coefficients for 

three known calibration standards ZS1, ZS2 and ZS3 with reflection coefficients ΓS1, ΓS2 

and ΓS3. It should be mentioned that the calibration coefficients depend on the 

operating frequency. For example, based on the Eqn. III-12, we obtain 2.6 fF, 0.22 fF 

and 0.14 fF for the coupling capacitance of three stand-off distances 10, 260, and 410 

μm. One can note that the capacitance value decays rapidly with an increasing 

stand-off distance. Then, relying on the Eqns. III-13- III-15, the calibration 

parameters retrieved at 2 GHz are e00 = 0.015/-81.1º, e11 = 3.9×10
-6

/-178.7º and e01e10 

= 0.99/-0.024º. Once these three calibration parameters are determined, the electrical 

properties are extracted from the transmission coefficient according to the flow-chart 

given in Fig. III-33.b. 
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III.4.4 Results and discussions 

III.4.4.1 Evaluation of the measurement sensitivity 

The quality factor of the iNFMM represents one of the most effective manners to 

demonstrate the measurement sensitivity [STE 98], [LAI 09]. As reported in the 

literature, the transmission-line-based structures usually exhibit a quality factor in the 

order of 1000 [TAB 00], [KLE 06], [WEB 12]; while the resonator-based platforms 

present higher Q values around 5000 [SUN 14], [GRE 16]. Unfortunately, all these 

platforms are narrow band and thus enable high measurement sensitivity in a limited 

frequency band. On the contrary, an interferometer-based structure has potentials to 

achieve a good sensitivity in a broad frequency band. For example, Bakli et al. 

obtained a Q varying from 5300 to 9400 in the frequency band [2-6 GHz] in free 

space [BAK 14] considering the zero level of -60 dB (30 dB above the noise floor of 

-90 dB). In this work, we extend the working frequency range up to 18 GHz with an 

excellent sensitivity (Q in the order of 53000). The zero level is set around -75 dB (15 

dB above the noise floor of -90 dB) by carefully tuning the attenuator and the delay line 

when the probe is placed in air. The intermediate frequency bandwidth (IFBW) and 

power of the VNA (P0) are set to 100 Hz and 0 dBm, respectively. 

Generally, λ/4 or λ/2 coaxial resonators based NFMMs are used to retrieve the 

materials/devices under test properties from the measurement of the quality factor and 

resonant frequency [STE 98]. Nevertheless, since recently, the transmission line 

method is more and more exploited in AFM-based NFMM [HUB 10], [GRA 14]. The 

proposed iNFMM has the advantage to be operable with both resonator and 

transmission line methods. First, the measured quality factor (Q) and the resonance 

frequency shift (Δf) as a function of the probe-sample distance are shown in Fig. III-34. 

In fact, Δf represents the difference between the resonance frequency obtained when 

measuring the sample under test (fmeas) and the reference resonance frequency (fref) 

measured without sample under test. In this study, the reference frequency selected is 2 

GHz. The minimum probe-sample distance is kept as 10 μm to guarantee the 

tip-sample interaction is well in the near field. 
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Fig. III-34: Measured quality factor (a) and resonance frequency shift (b) of measured 

transmission coefficient |S21| as a function of the stand-off distance, fref = 2 GHz, IFBW = 100 

Hz, P0 = 0 dBm, the wave-cancelling process is done considering the probe in air with zero 

level = -75 dB 

We first notice that the four samples have different microwave responses in terms 

of the quality factors and the resonance frequency shifts qualifying the method for 

analysis of the material quality. It is observed in Fig. III-34.a that the quality factor 

increases with the tip-sample distance h. This is due to the fact that for the reference 

measurement (no sample under test) the quality factor (QRef) is tuned to the max 

(53000). One can also note that the shift of resonance frequency decreases with the 

stand-off distance, the maximum shift is around 300 KHz. From these results one can 

conclude that the method is sensitive enough to extract some materials properties. 

If we look now at the second treatment method of the data we can plot the 

magnitude and phase-shift of the transmission coefficient S21 (Fig. III-35). 
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Fig. III-35: Measured magnitude and phase-shift of the transmission coefficient S21 as a 

function of the stand-off distance, f0 = 2 GHz, IFBW = 100 Hz, P0 = 0 dBm, the 

wave-cancelling process is done considering the probe in air with zero level = -75 dB 

As shown in both the magnitude and phase-shift plots the four samples can be 

easily distinguished by the proposed iNFMM. One can also note that as the zero level 

selected is adjusted (-75 dB) when the probe is in air, the |S21| decays as a function of 

the stand-off distance. The phase-shift spectra of S21 are also affected by the distance 

separation between the probe and the materials but in proportions depending on the 

material under test. Thus, this technique demonstrates its potential for the investigation 

of the local electromagnetic properties of samples with high sensitivity. In order to 

benefit from the measurement sensitivity of the proposed system, the probe-sample 

distance should be kept as small as possible compared to the apex size of the probe. 

Now, for the demonstration, based on the magnitude and phase-shift of the 

transmission coefficient, we present the results of the implementation of the calibration 

process described before to extract the electric properties of the material under test. 

III.4.4.2 Extraction of the materials under test impedance 

When the iNFMM operates in non-contact mode, the measurement accuracy can 

be influenced by the separation between the probe and the sample. Thus, the extracted 

electric properties are evaluated as a function of the stand-distance. For the 

demonstration, the substrate (SiC) is selected as the sample under test. Thanks to the 
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calibration process detailed before, the measured transmission coefficient S21 is 

translated to the impedance of the sample under test. The probe-SiC interaction is 

simply modeled as a coupling capacitance (ZC) in series with the impedance of SiC 

(ZSiC), and thus ZSiC can be extracted by subtracting the ZC from the total impedance ZS1 

(ZS1 =ZC + ZSiC). Then, from the knowledge of ZSiC the dielectric properties of SiC can 

be determined. In Fig. III-36, the extracted ε’ and tanδ of SiC versus the stand-off 

distance and also versus the frequency are presented at 2 GHz. 

 

Fig. III-36: Extracted dielectric parameters of SiC after the calibration procedure, (a): ε’ 

and tanδ as a function of the stand-off distance h at 2 GHz, (b): ε’ and tanδ as a function of the 

frequency when the stand-off distance is kept to 10 μm 

In this graph, the dielectric constant obtained at a small distance (10 μm), ε’ = 9.6, 

agrees well with the value found in the literature [PAT_70]. This value diminishes with 

the stand-off distance from 0 μm to 30 μm and then is almost constant around 6. Indeed, 

with the increasing stand-off distance, the electromagnetic coupling between the probe 

and the sample is weakened, resulting a reduced wave penetration into the SiC substrate 

and a larger influence of the air gap between the samples and the tip. Thus, to guarantee 

a good performance of the platform, the stand-off distance is kept as small as 10 μm for 

the following. Additionally, the dielectric loss (tanδ) retrieved is below 0.0001, which 

is also close to values found in the literature. Then, the broadband behavior of the 

dielectric parameters from 2 to 18 GHz is shown in Fig. III-36.b. The extracted 

dielectric parameters are also comparable to the theoretical values found in the 

literature [PAT_70]. 
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Thanks to the knowledge of the SiC properties, the impedance of the graphene 

flake (ZGra) can be solved in a similar manner. As modeled in Fig. III-37.a, ZGra can be 

extracted from ZS2 which consists of three impedances in series: ZC, ZGra and ZSiC. The 

real and imaginary parts of impedance retrieved for graphene are presented in Fig. 

III-37.b. 

 

Fig. III-37: Modeling of the probe-SiCG interaction (a) and extracted complex 

impedance of graphene (b) as a function of frequency from 2 GHz to 18 GHz 

As shown in Fig. III-37, the surface resistance of graphene is in the order of 20 kΩ 

from 2 GHz to 18 GHz. When compared the resistance obtained with the value 

measured by other approaches, we note that the resistance extracted by iNFMM is 

higher than the values obtained by dc probing and CPW methods, but corresponds to 

the values acquired by the SMM method ranging from tens to hundreds of kΩ [MON 13] 

[TAL 10] [KUN 09]. Actually, as a 2D material with a thickness in atomic scale, the 

graphene flake presents a dielectric behavior with low conductivity in the vertical 

direction [MON 12] [TSE 13]. This can explain the surface resistance measured by 

iNFMM. On the other hand, the imaginary part of the graphene impedance is also given 

in Fig. III-37. The reactance of the graphene is practically proportional to the frequency 

varying from 4.9 Ω to 36.5 Ω from 2 GHz to 18 GHz, which corresponds to an 

inductance about 360 pH. It is worth noting that these values extracted represent the 

local surface impedance of the graphene. 
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III.4.5 Conclusion 

In this section, a broadband non-destructive and non-contact characterization of 

epitaxial graphene is realized by using the iNFMM. Thanks to the interferometric 

technique, a high measurement sensitivity can be obtained at any desired operating 

frequency from 2 GHz to 18 GHz. The probe-sample interaction is numerically studied 

by using the electromagnetic simulation software, ANSYS/HFSS
TM

. Simulation results 

demonstrate a strong electromagnetic coupling between the probe tip and the sample, 

allowing a very local evaluation. Then, the measurement sensitivity is experimentally 

validated through the investigation of different samples including silicon carbide (SiC) 

used as a substrate, epitaxial graphene (SiCG), gold-metallized SiC (MSiC) and 

epitaxial graphene with Al2O3 layer on the top (SiCGAlO). Furthermore, a high quality 

factor in air (53000) can be achieved, which is much higher than the platforms based 

on the transmission line and resonator methods. Finally, a calibration method is 

proposed to extract the complex impedance of a graphene flake grown on a silicon 

carbide substrate. Materials with known electrical properties are regards as the 

calibrations standards. The graphene flake is characterized as a resistance (~20 kΩ) and 

a small inductance (360 pH). The retrieved resistance is comparable with the values 

obtained by platforms such as AFM-based NFMM. The advantage of the proposed 

method is its non-contact and non-destructive features; there is no need to fabricate 

electrodes on the sample surface for the characterization. This work actually 

contributes to a preliminary study of the local characterization of graphene-based 

devices. 
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III.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter the usefulness of the home-made iNFMM for broadband local 

evaluations has been demonstrated. Examples of surface imaging and characterization 

of materials/structures are investigated to evaluate its performance. Indeed, rather than 

the limited frequency band offered by conventional microwave microscopes, the 

proposed interferometer-based platform enables a local analysis in a broad frequency 

band [2-18 GHz] with a high measurement sensitivity. Another benefit of the system 

is the capability to operate in different modes: contact, non-contact and immersion, 

which brings huge convenience to characterize various kinds of materials such as 

metals, dielectrics, semiconductors and liquids.   

First, the 1D and 2D scanning lateral resolution is studied through a set of 

scanning parameters including the stand-off separation distance H, the scanning step 

size S and the probe apex size D. The scanning results show that, as expected, the set 

made of parameters with the minimum values available for the study (H=1 μm, S=1 

μm and D=66 μm) leads to the better lateral resolution. On the other hand, because of 

the applications targeted, we are not looking for an extremely high resolution but rather 

a sufficient one taking into account requirements such as scanning duration and 

robustness of the probe. Thus, some compromises for the scanning process are also 

discussed. The first one is between the scanning duration and the scanning quality. 

Actually, a sub-wavelength resolution of about λ0/550 is obtained at 2 GHz under the 

conditions H = 10 μm, D = 260 μm and S = 50 μm (scanning duration = 1 hour). This 

resolution can be further improved by refining the step but at the expense of a much 

longer imaging construction duration (i.e. 4 hours for S = 25 μm). There is also a hard 

compromise between the stand-off distance and the scanning quality. Instead of 

keeping 1 μm for stand-off distance like in 1D scanning, we prefer to fix this distance 

to 10 μm in 2D imaging process to avoid touching the device under test in case of a 

variation of the stand-off distance because of the undesirable tilt on the surface to be 

scanned or uniformities on the chip because of such a large-scale scanning (11×8 

mm
2
). 

After studying the lateral resolution of the iNFMM, a broadband characterization 

of liquid electrical properties is performed. Compared to the conventional microwave 

method for which the quality factor falls rapidly in the presence of the liquid, the 
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interferometric technique allows a high sensitivity in broadband frequency range. For 

the demonstration, a set of sodium chloride aqueous solutions is selected as the liquid 

under test. This choice is mainly motivated by the fact that it is a very commonly used 

sample to simulate the biological tissues. It is also very easy to obtain a large scale of 

NaCl concentrations. We give a fine description of the saline solutions dielectric 

properties as a function of both NaCl concentration [0-160 mg/ml] and frequency 

[2-18 GHz]. During the measurement, the probe is immersed in the liquid to avoid the 

water evaporation process at the liquid surface layer which can largely influence the 

air-liquid interface and the concentration of saline solutions. The complex permittivity 

of the saline concentration is extracted by two methods: the cavity perturbation and 

the transmission line methods. The experimental results based on both approaches 

agree well with the values theoretically retrieved by the Cole-Cole model.  

The broadband investigation of iNFMM is also realized on the solid materials. 

As an example, epitaxial graphene, as a kind of 2D nanomaterial, is selected as the 

material under test. A calibration method is proposed to extract the complex 

impedance of a graphene flake grown on a silicon carbide substrate. The graphene 

flake is characterized as a resistance (~20 kΩ) and a small inductance (360 pH). 

Compared to the other SMM method such as AFM-based NFMM which operates at a 

single frequency or in a limited frequency band (around 1 GHz), the platform 

proposed provides the impedance in a broad frequency range. The non-contact and 

non-destructive features of the method bring the advantage to not need the fabrication 

of electrodes on the sample surface for the characterization. This work actually 

contributes to a preliminary study of the local characterization of the graphene-based 

devices. 
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General conclusion and perspectives 

In this thesis, a home-made near-field microwave microscope is described, 

analyzed in terms of resolution performance and frequency band of operation, and 

applied to the characterization of a large variety of materials such as metals, 

semiconductors, dielectrics, liquids and 2D nanomaterials. An interferometric 

technique is implemented in the near-field microwave microscope (NFMM) to match 

the high-impedance of the microwave probe with the 50 Ω characteristic impedance 

of the vector network analyzer (VNA). This solution permits to enhance the 

measurement sensitivity in a great extent. Furthermore, the evanescent microwave 

probe enables a very local characterization of materials with the sub-wavelength 

spatial resolution. The features of the proposed interferometer-based near-field 

microwave microscope (iNFMM) are summarized in three parts: the description of 

the platform, the measurement performance, and the possible applications. 

Concerning the platform description, generally speaking, the microwave 

microscope is made of microwave and mechanical parts. The microwave part consists 

of a VNA, a coupler, an evanescent microwave probe (EMP) and an impedance tuner 

including a delay line and a motorized attenuator. On the other hand, as regards to the 

mechanical part, the platform is built on a motorized x-y-z stage (25 cm in x/y axis and 

1 cm in z axis) with a minimum increment step in the three directions of 1 µm, which 

actually is largely sufficient for the scanning applications targeted. One can also note 

that the sample is placed on the chuck fixed on the stage whereas the microwave part of 

the microscope remains fixed during the scans. Consequently, a better stability is 

obtained by moving the sample on the stage instead of moving the probe. Additionally, 

different operating is available including contact, non-contact, liquid environment 

modes. 

The measurement performance of the whole platform is carefully evaluated 

through two main points: system repeatability and lateral spatial resolution. In the 

repeatability analysis of the iNFMM, we find the setting parameters (zero level, 

intermediate frequency bandwidth / IFBW and acquisition time) have a great 

influence on the measurement accuracy and stability. Generally speaking, the key 

parameters can be set to: zero level = -50 dB and IFBW = 100 Hz for both short-term 
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and long-term measurements. Considering the optimal setting parameters, it is 

demonstrated that for characterizations involving a fixed stage, the error is less than 

3 %, while the error measured for applications requiring displacement (1D and 2D 

scanning) is less than 6 % in case of a 2-hour measurement, which is long enough for 

the applications targeted. As a second important feature, the performance of the 

iNFMM is also demonstrated by investigating the lateral resolution for 1D and 2D 

scanning processes. We study the influence of the scanning parameters including the 

tip-sample distance H, the scanning step size S and the probe apex D on the scanning 

lateral resolution. In this study we are interested in materials which size is larger than 

1000 × 1000 μm
2
. For the application targeted (e.g. quality inspection of 

microelectronics circuits), we are not looking for very high spatial resolution but 

rather a sufficient one taking into account requirements such as a suitable scanning 

stand-off distance, a short image construction duration and the robustness of the probe. 

Hence, we fix the stand-off distance to 10 μm in 2D imaging process to avoid 

touching the device under test in case of a variation of the stand-off distance because 

of an undesirable tilt on the surface to be scanned or the presence of uniformities. 

Concerning the step size, for 1D scanning, the duration is not an issue because the 

data acquisition process last less than several minutes even with S = 1 μm (scanning 

speed ~ 300 pixels/minutes). However, for 2D scanning whose duration usually 

accounts for several hours, a compromise between the step size and scanning duration 

has to be found. For the sake of robustness of the probe tip, one can note that the 

probes are selected with apex of tens and hundreds of microns (i.e. 66 and 260 μm) to 

avoid a too frequent impairment of the tip during the scanning experiments. The 

imaging resolution obtained is 250 μm corresponding to about λ0/550 at 2 GHz under 

the conditions (H = 10 μm, S = 50 μm, duration = 1 hour and D = 260 μm), knowing 

that his value can be easily enhancement by refining the microwave probe tip size. 

Additionally, the scanning quality can still be enhanced by a simple signal processing 

method which is based on the complex difference between the scanning results 

collected for two different heights. As a result the background noise is effectively 

lowered.  

After the performance evaluation of the iNFMM, we demonstrate in a final step 

the capability of the system in terms of possible applications from the characterization 

of various materials as different as metals, semiconductors, dielectrics, liquids and 2D 
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nanomaterials. Indeed, one of the benefits offered by the platform is that the zero level 

can be tuned as a function of the material under test. Another advantage brought by 

the system is the possibility to operate at any frequency in [2-18 GHz]. In fact, unlike 

many other NFMMs, in our case, the platform operates in a quasi-continuous band 

from 2 to 18 GHz opening the way to broadband characterizations. This feature 

actually establishes our iNFMM as a very efficient tool to investigate the 

frequency-dependent behavior of the materials properties. Additionally, the operating 

frequency range depends only on the limitations imposed by the characteristics of the 

microwave components in the system. Thus, characterization solutions can be 

provided at higher frequencies. Finally, the iNFMM demonstrates its ability in the 

extraction of the local electromagnetic properties of materials. When electromagnetic 

properties are aimed two widely used quantification methods which are cavity 

perturbation and transmission line methods are applied to translate the measured data 

(transmission coefficient) to the parameters of interest. It is worth mentioning that the 

electromagnetic properties for different kinds of materials have been successfully 

evaluated by using this instrument associated to these two quantification methods. In 

particular in case of liquids, the dielectric properties measured using both methods 

corresponds well to the values calculated by means of the Cole-Cole model. In case of 

the evaluation of graphene fabricated by epitaxial method, the surface impedance 

extracted by the transmission method has been found to be comparable to the values 

obtained by platforms such as AFM-based NFMM. Furthermore, it is important to 

note that there is no need to fabricate electrodes on the material under test, which 

protects the sample from the influence brought by the electrodes.  

As a conclusion, the interferometer-based near-field microwave microscope is 

able to locally characterize the materials/structures in a broad frequency range with 

high measurement sensitivity. It provides a quantitative analysis of material properties 

to address cost-effective and non-destructive applications in many scientific fields.  
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Following this study a few research work directions have been identified.  

First, concerning the instrumentation, the penetration of such tools in the 

industrial field can be considered if cost-effective, compact and easy to use systems are 

developed. In the industrial field, instead of an ultra-high sensitive instrument with 

noise floor better than -100 dB provided by the VNA, a solution with a lower 

sensitivity (i.e. noise floor around -60 dB) could be sufficient for applications 

considering the performance-cost aspect. For example, the six-port network analyzer 

could be a possible solution to meet the needs of high frequency characterization tools 

beyond the scope of laboratory use. Always from the instrumental point of view, to 

meet the current need for microwave characterization tools with high sensitivity and 

nanometric resolution, novel tip structures need to be designed for increasing 

signal-to-noise ratio and improving spatial resolution. For example, there are probe 

structures such as the miniaturized coplanar ground-signal-ground (GSG) waveguide 

probe fabricated on silicon-on-insulator (SOI) technology. On the other hand, a 

NFMM based on a multi-probe configuration is also of great interest for material 

characterizations. For example, one can think about a transmission-mode NFMM for 

the acquisition of both the reflection and transmission properties of the DUT. With the 

availability of such a measurement equipment, a solution integrating multiple 

emission-reception probes would have the possibility to offer an efficient, highly 

sensitive local characterization for the mass-production micro-/nano-electronics. In 

this case, probing algorithms need to be defined. Some ideas from the multiple-input 

and multiple-out (MIMO) technique in the telecommunication domain could be of 

great help. 

Second, some investigations can be conducted for the non-contact, 

non-destructive local characterization of other materials for which only little 

information are available in the frequency range covered by the iNFMM. The 

potentials brought by the platform make it a good candidate of analyzing the novel 

materials for engineering and manufacturing applications. Possible directions are 

characterization of materials such as carbon-based materials, ferromagnetic materials, 

ferroelectric materials, and life-science materials (biological fluids and tissues) for 

example.  

Finally, the microwave microscope enables sub-surface imaging which contains 

both the topography and the buried structures information of the samples. A challenge 
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in this kind of applications is the topographic influence inevitably appearing in 

microwave images during the scanning process. Indeed, topography-induced signals 

are convolved into the results, which makes it difficult to extract the electrical 

properties of the sample. Therefore, it is important to develop techniques which enable 

to remove topographic impact from microwave images to extract the electrical 

properties. Furthermore, many materials/devices are not simple bulk structures but are 

rather multilayered. This requires studies to describe the electromagnetic interaction 

between the tip and the stratified media. This can be done by using simulation tools 

like ANSYS
TM

/HFSS for example, or by developing dedicated theoretical models. 
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ABSTRACT 

Near-field microwave microscopes are emerging instruments for materials 

characterization. In this work, a home-made near-field microwave microscope is first 

described and analyzed in terms of resolution performance and frequency band of operation. 

Then, it is applied to the characterization of a large variety of materials such as metals, 

semiconductors, dielectrics, liquids and 2D nanomaterials. The system is based on an 

interferometric technique to improve the measurement sensitivity in the entire frequency 

range of operation spanning from 2 to 18 GHz. The sensitivity and the different operating 

modes available (contact, non-contact, liquid environment) allow addressing a large variety of 

application fields.  

The instrument allows a sub-wavelength lateral resolution which is more than two orders 

of magnitude smaller than the operating wavelength, opening the way to a local 

characterization. The cavity perturbation and transmission line approaches have been used to 

extract the electromagnetic properties of materials. In particular dielectric properties of saline 

aqueous solutions and complex impedance of graphene have been investigated in a broad 

frequency band. It provides a quantitative analysis of material properties in a non-destructive 

manner to address numerous applications in many scientific fields. Finally, all the results 

together show that the interferometer-based near-field microwave microscope has the 

potential to become an important metrology tool for characterizations in micro- and 

nano-electronics. 

 

Key words: near-field microwave microscopy, evanescent microwave, interferometry, 

non-contact, non-destructive local characterization, aqueous saline solutions, 2D materials  

 

TITLE IN FRENCH: 

 

CONTRIBUTION A LA CARACTERISATION LOCALE DE MATERIAUX,  

EN LARGE BANDE, PAR MICROSCOPIE CHAMP PROCHE MICRO-ONDE 

 
RESUME 

Les microscopes champ proche micro-ondes sont des instruments émergents pour la 

caractérisation de matériaux. Dans ce travail, un microscope champ proche micro-ondes fait 

maison est d'abord décrit et analysé en termes de résolution et de largeur de bande de 

fréquences de fonctionnement. Ensuite, il est mis en œuvre pour la caractérisation d'une 

grande variété de matériaux tels que par exemple des métaux, des semi-conducteurs, des 

diélectriques, des liquides et des nanomatériaux 2D. Le système intégre un interférométre 

pour améliorer la sensibilité de la mesure pour des fréquences de fonctionnement couvrant la 

bande 2-18 GHz. La sensibilité et les différents modes de fonctionnement disponibles (contact, 

sans contact, environnement liquide) permettent d'adresser une grande variété de domaines 

d'applications. 

La résolution latérale obtenue par cet instrument est plus petite de plusieurs ordres de 

grandeur que la longueur d'onde de fonctionnement, ouvrant ainsi la voie à une caractérisation 

locale. Les propriétés électromagnétiques des matériaux ont été extraites en utilisant la 

méthode de perturbation et celle de la ligne de transmission. En particulier, les propriétés 

diélectriques de solutions salines aqueuses et l’impédance complexe du graphène ont été 

étudiées dans une large bande de fréquence. Ce microscope champ proche micro-ondes basé 

sur une méthode interférométrique qui permet une analyse quantitative des propriétés des 

matériaux de manière non-destructive peut adresser un grand éventail d’applications dans de 

nombreux domaines scientifiques. Enfin, l’ensemble des résultats montre que potentiellement 

la microscopie champ proche micro-ondes dispose des atouts pour devenir un outil de 

métrologie important pour la caractérisation en micro- et nano-électronique. 

 

Mots clés: microscopie champ proche micro-ondes, ondes évanescentes, interférométrie, 

caractérisation locale non destructive, sans contact, solutions salines aqueuses, matériaux 2D 
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